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ABSTRACT
DYNASTIC AND GENERATIVE INTENT FOR FIRST-GENERATION BLACK WEALTH
CREATORS IN A MODERN RACIAL ENCLAVE ECONOMY
LaTanya White
Graduate School of Leadership and Change
Yellow Springs, OH

This study explores the underlying causes of the racial wealth gap between Black and White
Americans: the absence of intergenerational wealth transfers in Black business families. As
American wealth becomes concentrated into fewer and fewer hands, the data reveal that one
third of the 400 wealthiest Americans inherited their wealth from the entrepreneurial endeavors
of earlier generations in their family, some creating entrepreneurial dynasties. An important
aspect of succession planning is the construct of generativity. Generativity is practiced through
leading, nurturing, promoting, and teaching the next generation to create things to “move down
the generational chain and connect to a future” (Kotre, 1996, p. xv). There is little research that
informs us about the generative intent of Black entrepreneurs. First-generation Black wealth
creators operating in the beauty industry with dynastic and generative intent were the target
population for this study. Interpretative phenomenological analysis of the data revealed that the
paradigmatic ethos and frame of mind that developed from the lived experience of the study
participants included the following themes: A Celebration of Blackness, Black Mothers: A
Guiding Light, Destined for Purposeful Work, Our Health Our Wealth, and You Can’t Pay It
Back. The themes imply that entrepreneurial education and training for first-generation Black
entrepreneurs with dynastic intent must contextualize the Black lived experience. The study
offers a model for Dynastic Wealth™, which includes extensive implications for entrepreneurial
iv

training and curriculum design changes for practitioners and policymakers. The model has been
contextualized for the Black entrepreneurial experience and is designed through a lens of racial
equity. This dissertation is available in open access at AURA (https://aura.antioch.edu) and
OhioLINK ETD Center (https://etd.ohiolink.edu).

Keywords: Black entrepreneurship, entrepreneurship education, Dynastic Wealth™, leadership,
racial equity, racial wealth gap
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Overview
This study considers what might be a significant underlying cause of the racial wealth
gap: the absence of intergenerational wealth transfers in Black business families. Staggering
statistics show that White families have 22 and 41 times more wealth compared to the median
Latinx and Black families, respectively (Collins et al., 2019). Researchers estimate that for the
average Black and Latinx family, it will take 242 years to match the average wealth that White
American families had in 2016 (Nieves & Asante-Muhammad, 2018). As American wealth
becomes concentrated into fewer and fewer hands, the data reveals that one third of the 400
wealthiest Americans inherited their wealth from the entrepreneurial endeavors of earlier
generations in their family (Collins & Hoxie, 2018).
In the process of becoming a dynasty, a family’s wealth is established in Generation One
(G1) by an entrepreneur-founder. The family will not reach dynastic status until either the wealth
or the business is controlled by the third consecutive generation of the founding family (Jaffe &
Lane, 2004). Many of these dynastic transfers of wealth have their origin in America’s first
Gilded Age, noted by Cashman (1993) as the period between Lincoln’s assassination in 1865 to
Roosevelt’s presidential election in 1901. Both American and Western movement
industrialization contributed to America’s dual path of economic development (Campbell, 1999).
The period is characterized by the emergence and influence of families, including the Carnegies,
DuPonts, Fords, and Rockefellers and was later followed by the Koch, Mars, and Walton
families (Collins & Hoxie, 2018; Landes, 2006). Landes (2006) indicated in their study of G1
entrepreneurs in the automotive industry that they “saw themselves as the founders of dynasties,
and they attempted to raise their children as successors” (p. 111).
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Estate planning practitioners consider succession planning a synonymous term for the
work that they conduct for their clients (Ayers, 1990). Lee et al. (2015) found that among Korean
Americans, Mexican Americans, and African Americans, the latter purported to have the highest
level of legacy motivation—that is, the intent to pass down their family business. Perhaps due
mainly to integration, historical racism, and systemic oppression, the actual levels of succession
planning in Black business families fall much shorter than the intended levels that Lee et al.
(2015) show.
An important aspect of succession planning is the construct of generativity and generative
intent. Generativity is practiced through leading, nurturing, promoting, and teaching the next
generation (Erikson, 1950; Kotre, 1996; McAdams, de St. Aubin, & Logan, 1993;). McAdams,
de St. Aubin, and Logan (1993) postulate that this is done while simultaneously creating
outcomes that benefit society and perpetuate from one generation to another. Kotre (1996)
reminded scholars that generativity is couched in the actions and creations that “move down the
generational chain and connect to a future” (p. xv; emphasis by the author). Generative intent can
be inferred as the “commitment to the larger sphere of society as a whole and its continuation,
even improvement, through the next generation” (McAdams & de St. Aubin, 1992, p. 1003).
There is limited research that informs us about the generative intent of Black entrepreneurs.
Several scholars have explored the nature of Black entrepreneurship (Bonacich &
Modell, 1980; Fairlie & Robb, 2004; Light & Rosenstein, 1995). However, outside of Butler
(2005), Harvey (2004), and Harvey Wingfield’s (2008) work, minimal research has been done on
the lived experience of Black and African American entrepreneurs. Noting previous research on
what had been deemed viable industries for Black business activity, Harvey (2004; Harvey
Wingfield, 2008) extended theories of middlemen minorities in their study of Black women
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entrepreneurs in the beauty industry. Similarly, this study used a qualitative method to discover
the nature of the lived experience of Black entrepreneurs in the beauty industry. These
entrepreneurs intend to create entrepreneurial wealth that moves down the generational chain.
The purpose of this study was to examine and explore the paradigmatic ethos and frame of mind
of Black entrepreneurs in the beauty industry who have dynastic and generative intent through an
inquiry of their lived experience.
First-generation Black wealth creators (G1-BWC) who desire to create some future
benefit for their families and communities through their entrepreneurial endeavors were the
target population for this study. Historically, this group’s lived experiences, stories, and
entrepreneurial generative intent have not been captured in empirical data. This backdrop is
relevant because Black entrepreneurial success has not been incorporated into entrepreneurial
education or orientation for entrepreneurs, specifically for Black and African American
entrepreneurs. Prior exposure to entrepreneurship, referred to as entrepreneurship experience by
Quadrini (1999), is more likely to incite entrepreneurial activity. Thus, it can be inferred that
having exposure to the principles of success for Black dynastic wealth may likewise spur Black
dynastic wealth.
The method used to conduct this study was phenomenology, a qualitative approach for
describing the “common meaning for several individuals of their lived experiences of a concept
or a phenomenon” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 75). Semi-structured interviews were used as part
of the methodology to explore the nature of entrepreneurial generativity for G1-BWCs in the
beauty industry. Interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) was used to analyze
prototypical aspects of the findings. With this as the backdrop, the research question explored:
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R1: What is the paradigmatic ethos or frame of mind developed from the lived experience
of first-generation Black wealth creators in the beauty industry who have dynastic and
generative intent?
Contextualizing the Wealth Gap
The general concern of this study focused on the intersection of race, wealth, and
entrepreneurship. The study is couched in the phenomenal wealth gap between the 1% of the
United States’ population who hold nearly $2 trillion in wealth and the remaining 99% (Collins,
2012). Compared to the median Latinx and Black families, the data reveal that White families
have 22 and 41 times more wealth, respectively (Collins et al., 2019). Further, researchers
estimate it will take 242 years for Latinx and Black families to match the average wealth that
White American families had in 2016 (Nieves & Asante-Muhammad, 2018). Black and Latinx
household wealth increased by triple-digit percentages between 2013 and 2016, by $1,700 and
$4,300, respectively. Their White American counterparts benefited from a 17% uptick, which
increased their wealth by more than $20,000 during the same time frame (Nieves &
Asante-Muhammad, 2018).
From a global perspective, 1% of the world’s adult population owned nearly 43% of the
world’s wealth at the time of Collins’ (2012) work. In the U.S., the annual Forbes 400 list
comprises a group referred to as the ultra-wealthy. In 2016, their combined $2.34 trillion in
wealth was more than the total combined wealth of all Black households plus one third of all
Latinx households in the United States (Asante-Muhammad et al., 2017). Given that wealth and
income are disparate but related concepts, Wolff (1992) set out to explore if the trends in wealth
inequality were in lockstep the patterns of income inequality through a longitudinal study of
estate tax records between 1922 and 1981. The study included data gleaned from household
interviews that were conducted in 1962 and 1983. Between 1976 and 1981, Wolff (1992) found
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that 25% of the total wealth was concentrated in the top 1% of American households based on
estate tax records.
Wolff’s composition of household wealth included business equity, corporate stocks,
financial assets, and home equity. A historical account of the systemic oppression and racism
faced by Black and African Americans builds a relatively short bridge to how the racial wealth
gap began, how it is perpetuated, and why it continues to widen (Baradaran, 2017; Brown, 2021;
Butler, 2005; Collins et al., 2019; Myers & Chan, 2017; Rochester, 2017; Wills, 2018). When
Wolff (1992) extrapolated the data to explore the racial differences in household wealth, they
found that Black families held 63% of the income of White American families but only 23% of
the wealth they possessed. As for the net worth, the ratio of Black families with the median net
worth was a mere 9%—a pathway on the road to zero wealth that Asante-Muhammad et al.
(2017) projected as well. Wolff’s (1992) simulations of historical data show that 75% of
household wealth can be attributed to capital gains on intergenerational inheritances; the
remaining 25% was generated from household savings. Wolff (1992) offered that “a plausible
explanation for the much wider wealth gap is the crucial role played by intergenerational
transfers in household wealth accumulation” (p. 556). Finally, Wolff (1992) also posed two
questions that significantly impact the study: (a) Would the wealth gap between African
American and White American families require several generations of intergenerational transfers
to reach parity? and (b) Would African Americans and the poor be even further distanced from
wealth accumulation and access to housing by the expected inheritance boom? While not in the
direct purview of this study, these questions frame other longitudinal inquiries that may hold
significant value for this investigation and future research on the racial wealth gap between
Black and White Americans.
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The Distribution of Wealth in America
Collins and Hoxie (2018) undertake what seems like the impossible task of comparing
the fortunes of the wealthiest families to the absence of wealth for much of the rest of American
families in what they refer to as a “deeply unbalanced economy” (p. 5). As American wealth
becomes concentrated into fewer and fewer hands, the data reveal that one third of the 400
wealthiest Americans inherited their wealth from the entrepreneurial endeavors of earlier
generations in their family (Collins & Hoxie, 2018). The report is derived from an analysis of the
2018 Forbes 400 list, composed of the 400 wealthiest individuals in the United States. To be
ranked on the 2018 list, the individual’s net worth must be recorded at a minimum of $2.1
billion. The authors focus specifically on 15 families with dynastic wealth. Of the 400, 67% are
considered self-made billionaires. The remaining 32% are split nearly equally between members
who either inherited their complete (billionaire) fortune or those who inherited a small fortune
that they grew to billion-dollar levels (Collins & Hoxie, 2018).
Putnam and Garrett (2020) indicate that today’s economics, politics, society, and culture
are breathtakingly similar to those of America’s first Gilded Age, which occurred in the late
1860s. Hence the argument that we are on the cusp of a second Gilded Age at the time of this
writing. Many dynastic transfers of wealth have their origin in America’s first Gilded Age
between 1865 and 1901; this period in American history is characterized by the emergence and
influence of families like the Carnegies, DuPonts, and Rockefellers. The growth and expansion
of the family itself, philanthropic activity, and progressive taxation from the 16th Amendment
have distributed the wealth of many dynastic families (Collins & Hoxie, 2018). As a result, few
heirs to the original Gilded Age fortunes ranking among today’s 400 wealthiest Americans.
Notwithstanding these statistics, historians and political scientists are currently debating the
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emergence of the second American Gilded Age. The Bezos, Buffet, Musk, and Zuckerberg
families are at the forefront of the discussion. This time is characterized by vast economic
inequality, little to no political compromise across party lines, and gaping distances in social
cohesion and cultural altruism (Putnam & Garrett, 2020).
Collins and Hoxie (2018) situate the 2017 Trump-Republican tax cut as one of the most
impactful components to establishing a second Gilded Age. New family dynasties are being
established through what the authors refer to as wealth hoarding and aggressive dynasty
protection techniques (Collins & Hoxie, 2018). These tactics include trusts, shell corporations,
and offshore accounts that allow these families to avoid taxation of their wealth. Such tactics are
rarely discussed in Black business families. Without this knowledge and infrastructure, it is
unlikely that any Black entrepreneurial wealth can be a stopgap in the racial wealth divide.
Researchers know that wealth and social mobility are associated with entrepreneurial
endeavors (Harvey, 2004; Quadrini, 1999, 2000). Even when entrepreneurial families and
employed families have similar income levels, entrepreneurial families have a higher
concentration of wealth because their wealth accumulation patterns are different (Quadrini,
1999), likely due to their insight and influence on the American tax system (Brown, 2021).
Quadrini (1999) found that entrepreneurial families used their entrepreneurial income to create
more wealth. The business families with higher persistence rates were found to have
accumulated more wealth because of the longevity of their entrepreneurial activity (Quadrini,
1999). To incite entrepreneurial activity, Quadrini (1999) advocated for exposure to
entrepreneurship. Given that it is unlikely for an adult to be born into a family with zero or
negative wealth and subsequently accumulate massive wealth in their life cycle, the longevity of
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the business and the generational transfer of wealth assets play a significant role in the
distribution of wealth that widens the generational wealth gap (Quadrini, 2000).
It is not a stretch of the imagination to see how Quadrini (2000) studied entrepreneurship,
saving, and social mobility and extended his 1999 study results. Findings from Quadrini (2000)
showed that entrepreneurial families held more wealth than working families. One of the
significant findings from the 1999 study revealed that even without a significant difference in the
income levels of business families and working families, wealth distribution was heavily skewed
towards business families (Quadrini, 1999). In that body of work, Quadrini (1999) postulated
that the wealth accumulation of business families was the moderating variable in the difference
between wealth and income. He concluded the study by encouraging future researchers to
explore wealth accumulation behaviors in business families as “an important step toward
understanding wealth concentration and inequality” (Quadrini, 2000, p. 36).
In contrast to the more ubiquitous approach of examining socioeconomic mobility across
generations, Quadrini (2000) examined entrepreneurial and employed households within the
same generation. The author used data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) to
explore the socioeconomic mobility of households and created an economic model to mirror
accumulation patterns in entrepreneurial and employed households. The empirical data showed
that there is a marked concentration of wealth held by entrepreneurs. Quadrini (2000) found that
this was due to factors that spur entrepreneurs into additional incentives to save more money,
such as capital requirements needed for entrepreneurial activity. The results demonstrated a
significant difference in the wealth-to-income ratio of entrepreneurs compared to their employed
counterparts. The author questioned if the economic mobility of society can be improved by
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implementing comprehensive policies to expand entrepreneurial activity. This postulation is a
significant construct for the study.
Twenty years ago, it was noted that entrepreneurs needed a relatively long period to
generate high levels of wealth (Quadrini, 2000). In today’s global economy, that is no longer
requisite. Consider the rapid wealth accumulation of one man, Jeff Bezos, whose personal net
worth had topped $195 billion as of this writing (Forbes, 2021). It may be possible for most
readers to find anecdotal connections between the wealthiest Americans and entrepreneurial
activity, but this has also been found empirically. Quadrini (2000) found that there are higher
concentrations of wealth in entrepreneurial families and noted that “the study of the
accumulation behavior of entrepreneurs represents an important step toward understanding
wealth concentration and inequality” (p. 37).
For the most part, the concentration of wealth in America is cultivated through
entrepreneurship (Myers & Chan, 2017; Quadrini, 2000). Quadrini (2000) demonstrated in his
economic model that entrepreneurial persistence, the tendency to remain in business over time,
correlates to wealth mobility. Further, he found that entrepreneurial families have higher levels
of wealth (Quadrini, 2000). This empirical insight combined with the intergenerational transfers
of wealth put in place by entrepreneurial patriarchs of America’s first Gilded Age (Collins &
Hoxie, 2018; Jallinoja, 2017; Landes, 2006) reinforces anecdotal discourse on how the wealth
gap was established, how it is perpetuated, and how it continues to widen thus, providing the
framework that underpins this study.
Bradford (2014) reviewed wealth and demographic data from the PSID covering the ten
years between 1999 and 2009. Bradford’s review was conducted to investigate the long-argued
notion that Black entrepreneurship would close the chasm of the racial wealth gap. Bradford
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(2014) found that both Black and White families experienced more upward wealth mobility
based on entrepreneurial activity. Moreover, the author’s study showed that the underlying
reason Black family wealth was lower than their counterparts was the lower rate of
entrepreneurship in Black families compared to White families. In Bradford’s (2014) study, the
author controlled for variables such as education, age, and inheritance through regression
analysis. Based on the analysis results, Bradford (2014) argued that increasing the rate of Black
entrepreneurship will reduce the wealth disparity between Black and White families if the same
levels of wealth mobility that Black entrepreneurs experience between 1999–2009 are
replicated. In the context of this body of research, it is worth noting that wealth transfers must
also accompany those levels of wealth mobility if the chasm is to be closed.
Black Entrepreneurship and Collective Advancement
Collective advancement and uplift of the Black race through business enterprise,
entrepreneurship, and economic liberation can be traced back to slavery in America (Walker,
1999). Booker T. Washington and W. E. B. Du Bois, two figureheads associated with Black
during America’s first Gilded Age and the Progressive era from 1890 to 1920, were known to
disagree on their approach to Blacks and African Americans’ social and economic advancement.
Du Bois, born a free Black man in Massachusetts in 1868, argued that an elite group of highly
educated Black Americans, the upper 10% or Talented Tenth, must lead the way in the
advancement of the race (Hine et al., 2018) in the face of discrimination, oppression, and racism
by white Americans. Over time, Du Bois became so incensed with the race relations in America
that he later renounced his American citizenship and became a citizen of Ghana, where he died
in 1963 (Constitutional Rights Foundation, n.d.).
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In his autobiography Up From Slavery, Booker T. Washington recounted his experience
traveling around Tuskegee, Alabama, where the Tuskegee Institute was built. While he found no
actual building upon his arrival, he did find hundreds of earnest souls seeking knowledge yet
determined that “the work to be done to lift these people up seemed almost beyond
accomplishing” (Washington, 1900, 1901, p. 118). Washington, an 1875 graduate of the
Hampton Normal Institute (now Hampton University), was a product of General Samuel
Chapman Armstrong’s interdisciplinary curriculum that served the dual purpose of preparing
graduates as skilled laborers and teachers (Blair, 2015, p. 73).
While indeed there were critics of Armstrong’s model, he served as a vanguard for the
instruction of economic self-sufficiency and independence (Blair, 2015, p. 77) during the
Reconstruction Era. Della Irving Hayden, an 1877 graduate of Hampton Institute and the founder
of the Franklin Normal and Industrial Institute, asserted that Hampton “had helped to create a
cadre of trained educators and civic leaders, who then went out and reformed many black
communities during the worst decades of institutional racial segregation” (Blair, 2015, p. 82).
Armstrong’s model was emulated heavily throughout the South as the exemplar for “black
industrial education” (Blair, 2015, p. 67).
Washington advocated that Black and African Americans learn useful trades and invest in
their own businesses (Constitutional Rights Foundation, n.d.). In 1900, just as America’s first
Gilded Age was coming to a close, Washington formed the Negro National Business League,
which promoted Black businesses in Black communities to accept the menial labor “as a first
step in the struggle for progress” (Hine et al., 2018, p. 441). Washington founded Tuskegee
Institute, a Historically Black College/University (HBCU) in Alabama, in 1881. Though
Washington is regarded as one of the most influential Black leaders in America, he was sharply
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criticized for his advice to Black and African Americans that their acquisition of industrial skills
and trades that “would earn the respect and acceptance of white Americans and eradicate the race
problem” (Hine et al., 2018, p. 406). Washington, a slave, born in Virginia in 1856, was freed
from his plantation owners after the Civil War and enrolled at Hampton Institute, an HBCU in
Virginia, in 1872.
Decades since the life, influence, and death of these two men with fundamentally
different paradigms, “The overall rate of African American business ownership has remained
stagnant over the past 80 years” (Gannon, 2011, p. 2). Gannon (2011) recounted several
interventions that policymakers and government agencies have implemented to stimulate the
growth of minority-owned businesses but acknowledged that few studies had explored the lived
experiences of entrepreneurs of color. This gap in the literature helped shape the rationale for this
current study.
Entrepreneurial intention was defined by Evans (2010) as setting the goal of becoming an
entrepreneur and developing a plan to accomplish the goal. It made a stark distinction between
entrepreneurial intention and entrepreneurial interest in stating that it “can be assumed that
fostering entrepreneurial interest may help to develop entrepreneurial intention” (Evans, 2010, p.
10). Gold (2016) synthesized several bodies of work that suggested “self-employment is a viable
means of solving economic problems for a wide range of groups who are subject to poverty,
discrimination and other disadvantages” (p. 1676). Gold noted how the ethnic entrepreneurship
in communities such as Jewish peddlers at the turn of the previous century and Korean grocers in
the contemporary period helped advance those groups collectively. Still, Black and African
Americans have not yet “developed levels of entrepreneurship large enough to address their
economic challenges” (Gold, 2016, p. 1677). Juxtaposing the impact that entrepreneurial activity
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has on the collective advancement and social mobility of any group with intergenerational
transfers of wealth—especially transfers that result in dynastic status—highlights the research
problem undertaken by this study.
Erikson’s Theory of Generativity
Dynastic intent, or the intention to engage in entrepreneurial activity that moves down the
generational chain for at least three successive generations, can be viewed as applying Erikson’s
(1950) theory of generativity. Generativity is practiced through leading, nurturing, promoting,
and teaching the next generation (Erikson, 1950; Kotre, 1996; McAdams, de St. Aubin, &
Logan, 1993). McAdams, de St. Aubin, and Logan (1993) postulated that this is done while
simultaneously creating outcomes that benefit society and perpetuate it from one generation to
the next. McAdams, de St. Aubin, and Logan (1993) referred to the concept of a generativity
script, the self-constructed narrative about one’s own identity in the context of generativity. This
narrative impacts how generativity will fit into the individual’s personal history, contemporary
society, and the encompassing history of society. Kotre (1996) reminded scholars that
generativity is couched in the actions and creations that “move down the generational chain and
connect to a future” (p. xv; emphasis by the author). In the 2018 edition of the Forbes 400
wealthiest people in America, 34% of those on the list belonged to the 15 wealthiest families.
They are the beneficiaries of the entrepreneurial generativity and dynastic intent of the
generations before them.
Jaffe and Lane (2004) implied that business dynasties are the families whose business
wealth has been passed down to the third generation. A family’s wealth is established in
Generation One (G1) by an entrepreneur-founder. It does not meet the parameters for dynasty
status until either the wealth or the business is controlled by the third consecutive generation of
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the founding family. In a study of G1 entrepreneurs in the automotive industry, Landes (2006)
wrote that they “saw themselves as the founders of dynasties, and they attempted to raise their
children as successors” (p. 111). Given the historical barriers to wealth accumulation faced by
Black and African Americans, there exist so few African American-owned businesses in the
beauty industry that have sustained to a third consecutive generation of family control that a
suitable sample size of Black and African American dynasties was nearly impossible to identify
for the study. Of notable exception are the Bronner Brothers and Dudley Beauty Corporation
brands. The Bronner Bros. brand is a Black-owned beauty products business that was founded in
1947. The company website boasts three generations of the Bronner family working in the
business (Bronner Bros., n.d.); however, there is no indication that control of the business has
passed to the third generation. Dudley Beauty Corporation was established in 1969 by Joe and
Eunice Dudley, who passed leadership of the company to their daughter, Ursula Dudley Oglesby,
in 2008 (Dudley Beauty Corporation, n.d.). The company, which was restructured to
accommodate this change in leadership, remains under the helm of the second generation of
leadership and control.
Research Problem
In the period between 2002 and 2009, researchers noticed a proliferation of scholarly
work, academic conferences, and appointments of university chairs in the field of family
business research. Based on these developments, the Journal of Family Business Strategy was
established in 2010. The publication had the goal of being the primary publication outlet for
investigating interdisciplinary strategy, with sound theoretical foundations and rigorous research
methods for family business research academics and scholars. A keyword search for “African
American” and “Black-owned” in the electronic database for this 11-year-old journal produced
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scant results. The results for the exact keyword search in the Journal of Family Business
Management, first issued in 2011, produced only three articles. The lack of inclusion in the
research brings us to the general problem that emerged from the literature—the lack of inclusion
of Black voices and the Black experience in the research. This study aimed to address this gap in
the literature and the narrative about Black wealth transfer, Black entrepreneurial generativity,
and Black business dynasties. Between April 2021 and May 2021, the study engaged a sample
population of Black entrepreneurs across the beauty industry that intend to build a dynasty
through entrepreneurial generativity to explore the concepts mentioned earlier.
Purpose Statement
An appreciative perspective of the gendered racism that Black women faced in their
pursuit of entrepreneurship led to the identification of the beauty industry as a viable pathway to
socioeconomic development for them (Harvey, 2004; Harvey Wingfield, 2008). The purpose of
this study was to identify and highlight the generative intent of Black entrepreneurs in the beauty
industry through an exploration of their lived experience. Specifically, the strategic planning,
generative intent, and lived experience that prompts the dynastic aspirations of first-generation
Black wealth creators (G1-BWCs) in the beauty industry were unpacked through semi-structured
personal interviews with the participants. These G1-BWCs desire to create some future benefit
for their families and communities through their entrepreneurial endeavors, or more succinctly,
they possess entrepreneurial generativity. However, their stories have not been captured in
empirical data, which is relevant because their success in this aspect has not been incorporated
into entrepreneurial education or orientation for other Black and African American
entrepreneurs.
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With a specific focus on first-generation Black wealth creators that operate in the beauty
industry, a racial enclave economy (Harvey Wingfield, 2008), the research question for this
study is:
What is the paradigmatic ethos or frame of mind developed from the lived experience of
first-generation Black wealth creators in the beauty industry who have dynastic and
generative intent?

This research was interpreted through a lived experience and identity as a
first-generation Black wealth creator. This research intends to serve the Black and African
American entrepreneurs who wish to create wealth, opportunity, and access that moves down the
generational chain in their families and in the communities they serve. For scholars, the study
will extend the construct of generativity into an entrepreneurial context focusing on Black
dynastic wealth creators in the beauty industry. This research will also add to the limited body of
literature about generative intent and succession planning for Black and African American
entrepreneurs. Further, the research may significantly impact intergenerational wealth transfer
practices and establish a dialogue around entrepreneurial generativity in Black business families.
The study results may impact practitioners and policymakers as it has implications for
modifications to business development programs. Given the insights provided by several
scholars on systemic oppression and its impact on Black wealth creation (Baradaran, 2017;
Brown, 2021), the result could require a more equitable approach to business development
training that contextualizes the historical experiences of Black entrepreneurs. In that way, Black
entrepreneurship educators, social justice advocates, and economic policymakers may be
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impacted. This study seeks to expose and increase entrepreneurial activity and intergenerational
transfers of wealth in Black families and communities.
Study Methodology
The study was one of the first-ever phenomenological studies on entrepreneurial
generativity for first-generation Black wealth creators. The study used the qualitative method of
phenomenology. It relied on semi-structured interviews with participants to produce rich data
and primary insights on the phenomenon of generative intent in the context of Black wealth
creation. It is widely held that there is no prescriptive method through which phenomenology is
used (Larkin et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2009); however, there are core concepts evident in the
analysis. Larkin et al. (2006) advise that those core concepts include mapping out the
participants’ cares and concerns contextualized within their cultural and physical environments.
The researcher experiences their own renewed insight into the phenomena being studied. Smith
et al. (2009) add that the analysis should make plain the convergent and divergent experiential
claims that emerge as patterns across the set of interviews. Adherence to these parameters
ensures rigor in the scholarly endeavor.
The scope of this research focused on first-generation Black wealth creators operating in
what Harvey Wingfield (2008) refers to as a racial enclave economy. Their research “emphasizes
the role of systemic gendered racism as a preeminent factor shaping the experiences of minority
entrepreneurs” (Harvey Wingfield, 2008, p. 20). They found that race and gender stratifications
relegated them to hair salons and hair and beauty services for Black women and Latinas,
respectively. This study focused on Black and African American entrepreneurs operating in the
beauty industry, which has evolved to encompass haircare, skincare, and makeup products and is
also represented by male professionals since Harvey Wingfield’s (2008) work.
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The responses to a pre-eligibility survey questionnaire helped identify seven participants
who participated in semi-structured personal interviews that unpacked their lived experiences as
first-generation Black wealth creators. To be eligible to participate in the study, the entrepreneurs
had to have identified as Black or African American and as a first-generation wealth creator,
meaning that they had not been the beneficiary of any wealth assets directly related to the
establishment of their current business endeavor. Moreover, each participant was required to
legally operate their business in the beauty industry according to their local municipality and be
interested in entrepreneurial generativity. Again, entrepreneurial generativity is the desire to
create some future benefit from entrepreneurial activity that will move down the generational
chain. The semi-structured interview methodology was used to explore and unpack the ethos and
frame of mind developed through each participant’s lived experience. Interpretative
phenomenology was used to analyze the responses to detect thematic elements.
Study Delimitations
Delimitations of the study, or the boundaries set for the scope of the study, included
entrepreneurs who identified as first-generation Black wealth creators. Another delimitation
required that prospective interviewees be legally formalized according to the guidelines of their
municipality. Finally, to be eligible for the study, participants needed to identify as having the
desire to create some future benefit for their families and communities through their
entrepreneurial endeavors. In this study, this was defined as entrepreneurial generativity. A
pre-eligibility survey was completed to determine entrepreneurial generativity among the
prospective research participants before extending the informed consent form to the participant.
A delimiter was placed on the business owner’s industry to narrow the potential size of
the sample population; each prospective interviewee was required to be operating in the beauty
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industry, a racial enclave economy as defined by Harvey Wingfield (2008). Harvey Wingfield’s
(2008) theory was slightly modified to account for the evolution of consumer demands in the
beauty marketplace. The United Stated Census uses the North American Industry Classification
System (NAICS) to classify businesses in their collection, analysis, and publication of data
regarding the U.S. economy (United States Census Bureau, n.d.). We currently understand that
the beauty industry is classified across two different sectors according to
NAICS- Manufacturing, Sector 31-33, and Other Services (except Public Administration), Sector
81. Deeper sector analysis revealed that several subsectors applied to the work and experience of
the Black beauty professionals who participated in this study. Table 1.1, adapted from the
NAICS database, provides descriptions of the relevant sectors (in bold print) and subsectors.
Table 1.1
North American Industry Classification System Codes for Beauty and Barber Economic Sectors
Sector/Subsector
31-33

Title
Manufacturing

325

Chemical
Manufacturing
Soap, Cleaning
Compound, and
Toilet
Preparation
Manufacturing
Toilet
Preparations
Manufacturing

3256

325620

3399

Other
Miscellaneous
Manufacturing

339999

All Other
Miscellaneous
Manufacturing

Description
Establishments engaged in the mechanical, physical, or chemical
transformation of materials, substances, or components into new
products, except when classified as construction under Sector 23
Operators involved in transforming organic and inorganic raw
materials by a chemical process and the formulation of products.
Establishments primarily engaged in (a) manufacturing and
packaging soaps, detergents, polishes, surface active agents,
textile and leather finishing agents, and other sanitation goods or
(b) preparing, blending, compounding, and packaging toilet
preparations
Operators primarily engaged in preparing, blending,
compounding, and packaging toilet preparations, including
perfumes, shaving preparations, hair preparations, face creams,
lotions (including sunscreens), and other cosmetic preparations
Establishments primarily engaged in miscellaneous
manufacturing, including jewelry and silverware manufacturing,
sporting and athletic goods manufacturing, doll, toy, and game
manufacturing, office supplies (except paper) manufacturing,
sign manufacturing, and all other miscellaneous manufacturing
Establishments primarily engaged in miscellaneous
manufacturing (except medical equipment and supplies, jewelry
and flatware, sporting and athletic goods, dolls, toys, games,
office supplies (except paper), musical instruments, fasteners,
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buttons, needles, pins, brooms, brushes, mops, and burial
caskets)
81

812111

Other Services
(except Public
Administration)
Personal Care
Services
Hair, Nail, and
Skin Care
Services
Barber Shops

812112

Beauty Salons

8121
81211

The operators known as barber shops or men’s hair stylist shops
are primarily engaged in cutting, trimming, styling men’s and
boys’ hair; and/or shaving and trimming men’s beards.
Establishments (except those known as barber shops or men’s
hair stylist shops) primarily engaged in one or more of the
following: (a) cutting, trimming, shampooing, coloring, waving,
or styling hair; (b) providing facials; and (c) applying makeup
(except permanent makeup).

Note. Adapted from https://www.census.gov/naics/. Copyright 2017 by United States Census
Bureau
Harvey Wingfield’s racial enclave economy for Black women entrepreneurs is primarily
held in the haircare service and salon industry. Today, the Black beauty industry, while
dominated mainly by women, male-owned beauty brands exist, including the Bronner Bros.
brand previously mentioned. Black beauty brand customers also consume a vast array of
skincare, body, and hair care products. The interview participants included male and female
business owners with business portfolios that included beauty and barber services, body
products, cosmetic products, hair care, and skincare products.
Cochrane (2008) wrote about the class of underground entrepreneurs who work diligently
to remain hidden from legal structures and, in turn, academic research. The work shed light on
the economic impact of this underground economy, those businesses that operate outside of legal
infrastructure by not being registered with the appropriate governing bodies. Therefore, do not
pay taxes. To help legitimize more African American-owned businesses, an inherent
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characteristic of entrepreneurial dynasties, one criterion for eligibility required that the business
owner be legally operational in the municipality. Prospective participants completed a
pre-eligibility survey (found in Appendix B) to ensure that they could move forward in the
research process. Not requiring the study participants to provide documentation of this and other
licensure documents are recognized as a limitation of the study.
Definition of Terms
Black and African American: The coupling of these two terms into one sentence accounts for
ethnic identity. For example, persons with Jamaican heritage who do not consider themselves
African American are more likely to identify as either Jamaican American Black American or
simply as Black.
Dynastic WealthTM: A model for wealth-building that encompasses the lived experience and
ancestral narrative of Black and African American entrepreneurs, it is a comprehensive approach
to the entrepreneurial process that prompts the cultivation of both quantitative and qualitative
forms of wealth.
Entrepreneurial Dynasty: A family that has maintained control of either the wealth generated or
the business established by the first-generation entrepreneur/founder or both for three
consecutive generations (Jaffe & Lane, 2004).
Entrepreneurial Generativity: The desire to create some future benefit from entrepreneurial
activity that will move down the generational chain.
First-Generation Black Wealth Creator (G1-BWC): A Black entrepreneur who did not inherit
any wealth assets from earlier generations of their family directly used to establishing their
current business.
Organization of the Study
The study is organized into five chapters, followed by references and appendices. In
Chapter I, a broad scope of the general concern ultimately led to the research problem. Chapter II
reviews the literature related to dynastic wealth, generativity, and racial enclave economies.
Chapter III delineates the research design and describes the phenomenological method,
semi-structured interview methodology, and interpretive phenomenological analysis. The
specific procedures followed to collect and analyze data and the sample selection process is also
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included in Chapter III. In Chapter IV, the analysis and thematic findings and the summary,
conclusions, and recommendations are provided in Chapter V. The study concludes with
references and appendices.
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW
Overview
In preparation for this study, various forms of content, literature, and material on several
concepts related to the constructs presented were explored. From ABI/Inform, EBSCOHost,
Electronic Journal Center, ProQuest, SAGE Research Methods, Wiley, and several other
databases, the literature review process could have gone in several directions, some of which
were peripheral to the core of the research agenda, which is to explore the lived experience of
first-generation Black wealth creators. Table 2.1 shows a selection of the constructs that this
study is based on and the related terms in the search results. The table’s organization mirrors the
organization and layout of research constructs in the remainder of this chapter. The discussion
begins with a large-scale picture of wealth creation and its relationship to entrepreneurship; it
then becomes more nuanced by unpacking the specific area of Black entrepreneurial activity in
racial enclave economies.
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Table 2.1
Constructs and Search Terms for the Review of Literature
Primary Construct

Secondary Construct

Wealth Creation

Entrepreneurial

Bradford, 2014; Quadrini, 1999, 2000

Wealth Inequality

Racial Wealth Gap

Asante-Muhammad, Collins, Hoxie & Nieves,
2017; Baradaran, 2017; Collins & Hoxie, 2018;
Rochester, 2017

Dynastic Intent

Tertiary Construct

Scholar

Wealth Gap

Wolff, 1992

Gilded Ages of America

Putnam & Garrett, 2020

The 1%

Collins, 2012

Dynasty

Gersick, Davis, Hampton, & Lansberg, 1997;
Jaffe & Lane, 2004; Jallinoja, 2017; Landes,
2006

Dynasty Succession Planning

Fisher, 2018; Hill, 2019

Legacy Perpetuation

Rosensteel, 2016

Succession Planning

Lee et al., 2015

Strategic Planning

Ward, 1988

Transgenerational Intent

Williams et al., 2013

Generativity

Erikson, 1950; Kotre, 1996;
McAdams, de St. Aubin, & Logan, 1993
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Table 2.1
Constructs and Search Terms for the Review of Literature
Primary Construct

Secondary Construct

African American
Entrepreneur

Black Business Owner

Tertiary Construct

Scholar
Walker, 1999

Entrepreneur

Self-help business

Butler, 2005

First-Generation

G1

Jaffe & Lane, 2004

Founder

Ward, 1988

Racial Enclave
Economy

Harvey, 2004; Harvey Wingfield, 2008
Ethnic Economy

Light & Rosenstein, 1991

Ethnic Enterprise
Ethnic Enclave

Wilson and Martin, 1982

Middleman Minority

Bonacich, 1973; Bonacich & Modell, 1980
Dual Economy

Basu & Werbner, 2001

Economic Detour

Stuart, 1940
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The following sections will delve into the relationship between entrepreneurship
advocacy and social justice work; income, entrepreneurship, and the wealth gap; extending
Erikson’s theory of generativity; and the creation, concentration, and distribution of wealth. With
that, the remainder of this chapter is organized to provide insight on extant literature previously
undertaken to study wealth creation in entrepreneurial families and the resulting
intergenerational transfers of wealth, that is, the structure of entrepreneurial dynasties, the
strategic planning that is inherent to dynastic intent, and succession planning. The aim is to
provide brief historical insight into the Black entrepreneurial experience between the 1890s and
early 2000s in a specific subset of the economy that some occupy in racial enclaves.
Entrepreneurship Advocacy as Social Justice Work
At the heart of this study is the concept of wealth inequality. As previously shared,
Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. Du Bois were among the first and most notable advocates for
racial uplift through economic self-development; both can be considered among the first Black
activists and scholars to champion the rudimentary arguments about entrepreneurship as a means
for the collective advancement of oppressed minority groups (Harrison, 1974). Washington, who
advocated that Black Americans develop trades and skills to produce their economic activity,
was deeply inspirational to the business endeavors of early Black beauty pioneers, Annie Malone
and Madam C.J. Walker. Both Malone and Walker effectively mobilized thousands of Black
women into business for themselves (Bundles, 2001; Whitfield, 2015).
Annie Malone, the co-founder of the Poro Hair System, would never attend college but
“felt that training and economic independence were needed for women” (Whitfield, 2015, p.
39) and would later model her Poro College, the training school for the women who would be the
distribution network for the hair products that she manufactured, after the regimented approach
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that students at Tuskegee University adhered (Whitfield, 2015, p. 52). Malone “wanted to impact
the lives of those she served” (Whitfield, 2015, p. 39) and built her word-of-mouth distribution
system through demonstrations of her hair care system at churches and door-to-door in the St.
Louis, Missouri area, just as she had done in the Brooklyn, Illinois neighborhoods years earlier.
She would recruit friends and other relatives to aid her in this approach and, together, they would
become “crusaders in a challenge to change the thinking and behavior of a
generation” (Whitfield, 2015, p. 41).
Born Sarah Breedlove, Madam C.J. Walker is often cited as the first self-made African
American woman millionaire. Walker “devised a national system of mass production,
distribution, marketing and advertising that transformed local patterns of buying and
selling” (Bundles, 2001, p. 123). Walker is touted as an early advocate of women’s economic
independence as her company, the Madam C.J. Walker Manufacturing Company (MCJWMC),
provided its agents with economic opportunities that prevented them from being relegated to the
labor of washerwomen and maids.
As shared in Chapter I, Washington was known as the “nation’s most well-known
advocate for black entrepreneurs” (Bundles, 2001, p. 121). Malone, wanting to impact the lives
of others, felt that the “training and economic independence” that African American women
needed lay in their hands (Whitfield, 2015, p. 39). Finally, Walker was an “early advocate for
women’s economic independence,” as Bundles, Walker’s great-great-granddaughter, notes in the
prologue of the biography on Madam C. J. Walker (Bundles, 2001, p. 16). While there is no
documented indication of neither Malone nor Walker’s intent to build a business dynasty, there
is evidence of generative intent embedded in their business operations and philanthropic efforts.
The purpose of this study was to identify and highlight the entrepreneurial generativity and
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dynastic intent of Black entrepreneurs in our modern beauty industry through an exploration of
their lived experience. By the empirical definition, a business reaches dynastic status when either
(a) the family has controlled the business for three consecutive generations; (b) the wealth from
the first-generation entrepreneur/founder has been maintained in the family for at least three
consecutive generations; or (c) when both conditions have been met (Gersick et al., 1997; Jaffe
& Lane, 2004; Jallinoja, 2017; Landes, 2006). There are frameworks specifically for strategic
planning for family businesses (Ward, 1988) that simply are not taught in mainstream
entrepreneurship education, meaning this information is even less accessible to entrepreneurs of
color. Each of the participants in this current study is a solopreneur; they own and operate their
businesses without any formal business partners. At the time of the interviews, only one
participant had indicated that they had plans to involve their family members in the business
operations. Profiles of the participants are provided in Chapter IV of this study.
Boulding (1988) argued that there ensues the discussion about rights and duties along
with a conversation about justice. Dynastic wealth has presented itself as a form of political
power (Collins & Hoxie, 2018), and forms of social power must be critically analyzed to
progress toward social improvement of any kind. This research has the potential for far-reaching
implications for the collective advancement and socioeconomic mobility for Black
entrepreneurs, their families, and their communities by integrating insights about dynastic wealth
building into the entrepreneurial process for Black business owners.
Income, Entrepreneurship, and the Wealth Gap
The study is couched in the phenomenon that a wealth gap exists between the 1% of the
United States’ population who hold more than $2 trillion in wealth and the remaining 99%
(Collins, 2012). Race plays an enormous role in this chasm. As previously stated, when
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compared to White families, research showed that the median Latinx and Black families have 22
and 41 times less wealth, respectively (Collins et al., 2019). Analyzing the data on a global scale
shows that 1% of the world’s adult population own nearly 43% of the world’s wealth (Collins,
2012). This group of the ultra-wealthy make up the annual Forbes 400 list, and as of 2016, their
wealth outmatched the wealth of all Black households plus one third of all Latinx households in
the United States (Asante-Muhammad et al., 2016). American wealth is becoming concentrated
into fewer and fewer hands, and the data reveal that one third of the 400 wealthiest Americans
are wealth inheritors. Again, their wealth was created from the entrepreneurial endeavors of
earlier generations of their family (Collins & Hoxie, 2018).
Quadrini (1999) presented three factors that prompt business families to save differently
than working families: (a) liquidity constraints, (b) risk aversion, and (c) expensive external
financing. This saving behavior resulted in business families owning more wealth despite
differences in their respective income levels. The findings were discovered using a regression
analysis from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) for 1989. PSID was initially
chartered to sample and interview low-income households and was launched in 1968 at the
University of Michigan to assess President Lyndon B. Johnson’s War on Poverty. James
Morgan, the university’s Survey Research Center director, lobbied for a more representative
sample of the population to be included in the study, and it would later become longitudinal. The
longitudinal format followed the children of the participating families as they matured and
moved away from the original household, which produced sample data that represented the entire
nation over time (PSID Main Interview User Manual, 2021). Over the 50 years of PSID data,
some seven generations are represented by the data collected from nearly 80,000 participants. It
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was this robust data that Quadrini (1999) based his argument that entrepreneurship accelerates
the path to wealth as opposed to income from employment.
Extending Erikson’s Theory of Generativity
A hallmark of psychosocial maturity known as generativity, credited to Erik Erikson
(1950), is empirically characterized by a concern for establishing and guiding future generations.
The practice of leading, nurturing, promoting, and teaching the next generation is referred to as
generativity. This practice simultaneously creates outcomes that benefit society and perpetuate
those benefits from one generation to the next (McAdams, de St. Aubin, & Logan, 1993).
McAdams, de St. Aubin, and Logan (1993) refer to the generativity script, the self-constructed
narrative about one’s own identity about generativity, how this will fit into the individual’s
personal history, contemporary society, and the encompassing history of society. McAdams, de
St. Aubin, and Logan (1993) suggested that generativity might be assessed through the thematic
analysis of autobiography, where the reconstruction of events, memories, and experiences can
occur. Thus, the unpacking of the experiences that lead to developing a generativity script of
first-generation Black wealth creators in the beauty will be explored in this study through the
qualitative method of phenomenology.
The Creation, Concentration, and Distribution of Wealth
In a study on the relationship between entrepreneurship, wealth concentration, and
economic mobility, the findings indicated that entrepreneurial families held more wealth than
working families, even without a significant difference in the income levels of entrepreneurial
families and employed families (Quadrini, 1999). Quadrini (1999) postulated that the behavior of
business families was the moderating variable in the difference between wealth and income.
These patterns and behaviors would vary based on persistence and duration in business. “The
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longer the business life, the greater the wealth accumulated by … business families” (Quadrini,
1999, p. 12). In short, wealth concentration was heavily skewed towards entrepreneurial families.
As mentioned earlier, in contrast to the more ubiquitous approach of examining
socioeconomic mobility across generations, Quadrini (2000) examined entrepreneurial
households and employed households within the same generation. The author used data from the
Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) to study the socioeconomic mobility of households,
that is, the dynamic aspects of wealth distribution. Quadrini (2000) also created an economic
model to mirror wealth accumulation patterns in entrepreneurial and working households. The
empirical data reinforced previous findings that entrepreneurs hold a marked concentration of
wealth (Quadrini, 1999). Quadrini (2000) found that this was due to factors that impact an
entrepreneur having additional incentives to save more money, such as the capital requirements
needed for entrepreneurial activity. The results demonstrated a significant difference in the
wealth-to-income ratio of entrepreneurs compared to their employed counterparts. Subsequently,
Quadrini (2000) questioned if the economic mobility of society can be improved by
implementing comprehensive policies to expand entrepreneurial activity.
For the most part, the concentration of wealth in America is cultivated through
entrepreneurial activity (Myers & Chan, 2017; Quadrini, 2000). Quadrini (2000) demonstrated in
his economic model that entrepreneurial persistence, the tendency to remain in business over
time, correlated to wealth mobility. He further found that business families have higher levels of
wealth. This empirical insight combined with knowledge of intergenerational wealth transfers
executed by the entrepreneurial patriarchs of America’s first Gilded Age described in Chapter I
of this study sheds some light on how the wealth gap was established and continues to widen
through structural racism, legal segregation, and systemic oppression (Baradaran, 2017; Brown,
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2021; Collins & Hoxie, 2018; Collins et al., 2019; Myers & Chan, 2017; Rochester, 2017; Wills,
2018).
To investigate the long-argued notion that Black entrepreneurship will help close the
chasm of the racial wealth gap, Bradford (2014) reviewed wealth and demographic data from the
Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) covering the 10 years between 1984 and 1994. In the
study, the author demonstrated that when age, education, income, and inheritances are controlled
for, race is not statistically significant in predicting the upward mobility of entrepreneurs.
Bradford (2014) found that Black and White families experience more upward wealth mobility
based on entrepreneurial activity. Moreover, the author’s study showed that the underlying
reason Black family wealth is lower than that of their counterparts could be attributed to the fact
that there are more businesses owned by white American families than those owned by Black
and African American families (Bradford, 2014). Based on the analysis results, Bradford (2014)
stated that it was not clear if increasing the rate of Black entrepreneurship would reduce the
wealth disparity between Black and White families unless new Black entrepreneurs would be
exposed to and apply evidence-based practices that result in wealth creation.
The Structure of Entrepreneurial Dynasties
Jaffe and Lane (2004) explored the challenges that a business family experiences as the
family values, business intentions, and entrepreneurial wealth of the first-generation (G1)
entrepreneur are passed down to future generations. The goal of the article was to articulate the
best practices in this area to empower wealth advisors to help more families reach dynastic status
as the family expands through the birth of the founders’ children and their marriages (second
generation, or G2) to their children and their cousins (third generation, G3), the complexity of
ownership and control of the business increases (Ward, 1988). Once the business evolves to be
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controlled by the third generation of the family, it becomes a dynasty (Jaffe & Lane, 2004). The
authors cite two key challenges that a family dynasty will often face: (a) Developing
wealth-producing assets and (b) Integrating the voices of all beneficiaries in the family.
Gersick et al. (1997) used their extensive review of literature as scholars and anecdotal
experience as practitioners to account for the conflicting priorities that often emerge in family
businesses. The three-circle model developed by Gersick and colleagues (1997) accounted for
the most important dilemma faced by entrepreneurial families: the passage of time and its impact
on ownership, the family, and the business itself. In the ownership circle of the three-circle
model, along the axis of time, ownership is most often transitioned from the G1 entrepreneur
(Jaffe & Lane, 2004) to a sibling partnership. The sibling partnership is often organized as a
partnership between the founder and the founder’s children—the second generation. Next,
ownership is transferred to what Ward (1988) and Gersick et al. (1997) refer to as the Cousin
Consortium. These third generation owners are the children of the G2 owners and are
genealogical first cousins.
Reviewing the development of the business axis over time, Gersick et al. (1997)
suggested that nearly all family firms have their beginnings as small start-ups, replete with risk
and uncertain survivability. Once these businesses have established themselves in the market and
have stabilized operations, they advance to the expansion and formalization stage. In the
expansion and formalization stage, activities are impacted by the emerging structure of the
business and the evolving needs of the family (Gersick et al., 1997). Gersick and colleagues
(1997) characterized the final stage, maturity, as the point at which market assessment is most
likely to occur in the business circle of the three-circle model.
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Finally, Gersick et al. (1997) typified the evolutionary stages that the family itself
undergoes along the family axis. These classifications are intersubjective, characterizing the
family in the context of both business and ownership and not simply age or genealogy. In the
first stage as a Young Business Family, the G1 entrepreneur(s) were often developing marital
partnerships that would support the entrepreneurial role of being an owner-manager. Gersick et
al. (1997) postured that 10–15 years later, the family reaches the Entering the Business stage
where the second generation is deciding whether or not to join the family firm. The next stage
suggested by Gersick et al. (1997) is the Working Together stage. The family attempts to manage
the complexity of relationships in the family while ensuring that the business is profitable
enough to create career opportunities and maintain the lifestyle needs of the whole family. The
final stage in the family axis is Passing the Baton (Gersick et al., 1997). In this stage, the family
is concerned with the leadership transition both in the business and the family. Figure 2.1
provides an adaptation of the Three-Dimensional Development Model presented by Gersick et
al. (1997).
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Figure 2.1
Adaption of the Three-Dimensional Development Model

Ownership Circle &
Axis Points
•Controlling Owner
•Sibling Partnership
•Cousin Consortium

Family Circle &
Axis Points
•Young Buisness
Family
•Entering the Business
•Working Together
•Passing the Baton

Business Circle &
Axis Points
•Start-Up
•Expansion &
Formalization
•Maturity

Note. This figure is adapted from “Generation to Generation: Life Cycles of the Family
Business.” Copyright 1997 by Cambridge Family Enterprise Group. Used with permission.
As the family reaches dynastic status by entering the Cousin Consortium phase, Jaffe and
Lane (2004) suggested that a critical question to prepare for is “Why stay together?” (p. 89). This
question is often brought on by the strong desire of future generations to establish their own
identity, resulting in them wanting to break free of the family business and go their separate
ways. Sibling rivalries and mistrust can exacerbate situations such as this within the family. The
authors advocated that a governance structure be implemented wherein both the needs of the
family owners and management of the business portfolio are considered to overcome these and
other common challenges faced by dynastic families. Lowenhaupt (2008) postulated that family
wealth is held with the intent of multigenerational transfers, implying that generativity is a
concept that cannot be separated from dynastic intent. Within this context, Lowenhaupt presents
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himself as a staunch advocate for strategic planning where “the goal, therefore, is always to
allow one’s descendants to be free and independent” (Lowenhaupt, 2008, p. 19).
Strategic Planning for Dynastic Intent
Where Lowenhaupt’s (2008) strategic planning tactics are anecdotal in form, Ward
(1988) established an empirical outline for strategic planning for family firms. Ward’s (1988)
framework was derived from research that showed how business families had undertaken the
task of strategic planning; the objective was to provide private wealth advisors with insights on
how to create a strategic planning framework for their clients. Ward (1988) advanced the
argument that empirical research in strategic planning for family businesses had presented itself
as necessary based on findings from the extant literature. Prior scholarly inquiries had found that
the impact of the family organization impeded the strategic aggressiveness that the firm would
deploy (Ward, 1998). More importantly, extant research demonstrated that the specific benefits
for families who did implement strategic planning were lost on those who did not. Furthering the
argument for strategic planning in family firms, Ward (1988) revealed that family firms would
often pursue and implement maligned choices with their strategic potential. This pattern was the
impetus for Ward’s (1988) scholarly proposition on the special role of strategic planning for
family businesses. These family firms not only survived—they prospered.
Ward’s (1988) framework for strategic planning in family businesses is a six-step process
that establishes the family’s commitment to the future of the business. From there, an assessment
of the firm’s business health is necessary for Step 2, as the financial and market position of the
business will impact long-term planning. In Step 3, Ward (1988) argued that identifying business
alternatives strengthens the family business portfolio and creates advantages in the market.
Indeed, this impacts the business’s financial health, which should be considered compared to the
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family members’ collective and individual goals—Step 4 in Ward’s (1988) framework. Once the
previous four steps have been completed, Step 5 encourages the family to select a business
strategy. Finally, an assessment of the family’s interests and capabilities is completed to assign
position responsibilities in Step 6.
Ward’s (1988) work is seminal to the discussion on family dynasties and elements of
Ward’s (1988) Strategic Planning Framework for Family Businesses can be identified in Gersick
et al.’s (1997) Three-Circle Model of Family Business. Specifically, in the Maturity stage of the
business circle (Gersick et al., 1997), Steps 2 and 3 of the framework—assessing the business’
health and identifying alternate markets—closely mirrors the process advised to survive with
family ownership intact. Similar to Jaffe and Lane’s (2004) question prompting a response of
why to stay together, Ward (1988) put forth specific questions families must address in their
strategic planning process. These questions are: (a) Why is the family committed to perpetuating
the business? (b) How does the family see itself and the company in the years ahead? (c) How
will the family build or maintain strong relationships, resolve conflicts and work for harmony?
and (d) What are the specific steps required to accomplish the family’s personal and professional
goals each year? Finally, Lowenhaupt (2008) suggested that as a part of the wealth planning
process, ask the question: “What is the wealth for?” (p. 19).
Business Systems in Family Firms
When the family is bound by an economic unit controlled by the family through the third
generation, it reaches the dynastic stage of family business evolution (Jaffe & Lane, 2004).
Researchers have demonstrated that the survival of the business and the wealth that business
generates become increasingly complex as the family expands over time (Gersick et al., 1997;
Jaffe & Lane, 2004; Ward, 1988). Aronoff (2004) defined family businesses as a framework
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comprising the family system as juxtaposed against the business systems. These systems are
categorized as the management and governance systems; the governance system is viewed as
ownership by Aronoff (2004). Progression of the family business across generations is observed
through the business’s financial performance, the development of the board and the processes for
the systems previously mentioned. Aronoff (2004) suggested that the progress of the family
system is integral to the survival of the business through successive generations.
Aronoff (2004) further recommended that the family-governance tie and the
family-management tie loosens as the family expands. It is at this point that the family might
consider bringing in non-family executive leadership. This decision is especially salient because,
as the generations pass, owning the family business may not be the career ambition of the
founder’s descendants, referred to as the rising generation by Hughes et al. (2018). Hughes et al.
(2018) preferred the phrase rising generation over the phrase future generation as an
acknowledgment that at any point in the individual family member’s personal development, they
are rising to the expectation that the family wealth has created. Aronoff (2004) postured that the
move away from having career ambitions within the family business often leads to almost solely
financial motivations. On the contrary, family ownership groups are motivated by maintaining
the values that the business represents.
Succession Planning
Lambrecht (2005) notes that most empirical literature insinuates the succession planning
process as a one-time event, when in actuality, it “must be regarded as a lifelong, continuing
process” (pp. 267–268). The Three-Circle Model for Family Businesses (Gersick et al., 1997)
and the Strategic Planning Framework for Family Businesses (Ward, 1988) account for the
passage of time as a significant factor in the dynastic wealth planning process. Succession
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planning results in the strategic transfer of governance responsibility to a successor (Lee et al.,
2015).
Lee et al. (2015) used a logistic regression analysis to examine the effect of ethnicity on
succession planning, acknowledging the absence of research around succession planning for
minority-owned firms. In their study based on the National Minority Business Owners Surveys
(NMBOS) from 2003 and 2005, African American culture was considered collectivistic based on
the critical role of the family—the matriarch’s role in particular—and the feelings of cohesion
and belonging with regards to the value placed on community in African American culture. Lee
et al. (2015) also determined Mexican Americans as having a “we” orientation and emphasized
extended family relationships along with the value of the nuclear family. Lee et al.’s (2015)
review of literature on Korean American culture found the culture’s high respect for elders and
figures of authority to indicate a collectivistic culture. However, in their summation, the authors
classified Korean Americans as individualists along with White Americans regarding succession
planning in that first-generation Korean American business owners do not typically encourage
their children to take over the family business.
Based on their findings, Lee et al. (2015) postulated that African American business
owners had a higher rate of legacy motivation than did their Korean American, Mexican
American, and White American counterparts. Lee et al.’s (2015) hypothesis that African
American and Mexican American business owners were more likely to have a succession plan
for their businesses was supported in the study. It must be noted that the authors’ specific focus
was on developing a succession plan; the study did not focus on the implementation of a
succession plan. The study did not include the succession implementation process as the
NMBOS data set did not include this information (Lee et al., 2015).
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In family-owned businesses, the successor is a member of a future generation; Hughes et
al. (2018) broaden the scope of this cohort by referring to the rising generation as it gives
credence to the idea that any generation that is concerned with the stability of the family is rising.
Gilding et al. (2015) begin their study by acknowledging paradigmatic scholarly assumptions
about succession planning in family businesses. In the context of succession planning, the
literature found the G1 entrepreneur to be motivated either by the desire for the business to
continue across generations or deemed it necessary to ensure harmony within the family (Gilding
et al., 2015).
While some scholars do not believe the motives of the G1 entrepreneur can be
documented, from their review of the literature, Gilding et al. (2015) were able to develop a
typology of motives using case studies with multiple stakeholders. Institutionalization of the
business within the family was typically the result of the G1 entrepreneur being strictly
motivated by both continuity and harmony. Contrarily, the G1 entrepreneur that has a weak
motivation for both continuity and harmony—often evidenced by their inability to let go of the
business and the absence of supportive relationships within their families—will experience an
implosion of their business.
Bizri (2016) used the theoretical lens of social capital to complete a qualitative case
analysis of succession planning in the family business lifecycle. Bizri (2016) described social
capital as the relationships that create value and facilitate action between individuals and
organizations. The study attempted to answer two main questions about succession planning. The
first inquired about the drivers behind the choice of successors in a family business. The second
looked at the impact that the succession decision has on the occupational pathways of the other
siblings. Familial stewardship, a cognitive construct of social capital, was a key driver in the
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successor selection process. Familial stewardship grounds the business decision-making process
in the family’s best interest, not the business itself per se (Bizri, 2016).
Brief Overview of the Black Entrepreneurial Experience, 1890s–2000s
Walker (1999) wrote that public knowledge of the entrepreneurial activity of Black and
African Americans in the 19th century had been lost to history. However, relying on the
expertise of more than 100 African American business and history scholars, she created the
process of erudition for novice Black entrepreneurship scholars. This voluminous body of work
includes over 200 biographical entries of Black business professionals, special topics in Black
business history, and surveys of Black businesses in various industries. The special topics in
Walker’s (1999) scholarly undertaking focus on the lived experience of African American
entrepreneurs and their ensuing activities from the period of slavery in America through the
mid-1990s.
Much of the story of Black business ownership is underpinned by Stuart’s (1940)
economic detour theory. Referring to the oppression and racial discrimination faced by Black
business owners, Stuart (1940) saw that they were forced to start businesses just to access
services and products. This type of “race business” (Stuart, 1940, p. xvii) produced what is
referred to as an economic detour. According to Stuart’s writing, economic detours were
relegated to Black and African Americans and those of Jewish and Italian descent. It was not in
the best interest of Black and African Americans to interact with white Americans. Under Jim
Crow laws, and in 1896 after the ruling of Plessy vs. Ferguson, which legalized segregation, it
became illegal to do so in the South. Legalized segregation prevented Black and African
Americas from accessing professional services on the open market, thus forcing them to build
and create their businesses. The Black entrepreneurial experience may be best exemplified by
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establishing Black-owned insurance companies, funeral parlors, barbershops, and beauty salons
resulting from the racism and discrimination faced by Blacks and African Americans at the time
of Stuart’s (1940) writing. Butler (2005) referred to this as economic segregation.
The United States government and other corporate interests in minority economic
development emerged in the wake of the urban riots of the 1960s (Harrison, 1974). Much of this
interest was spurred by a riot report issued by the National Advisory Commission on Civil
Disorders. The report, known as the Kerner Commission Report, concluded that people in the
predominantly Black ghettos that were studied needed an improvement in their quality of life;
this enrichment would be necessary if integration were to take place quickly and effectively at
scale (Harrison, 1974; National Advisory Commision on Civil Disorders, 1967). During this
time, several Black political leaders became known as advocates for a separatist approach to
minority well-being given that improvement “through participation in orthodox legal and
economic institutions (often called the ‘integrationist’ approach) was proceeding too slowly and
exclusively on the ‘White man’s’ terms” (Harrison, 1974, p. 1). In his paper, Harrison (1974)
painted two alternatives to developing the ghetto economy: one approach was Black capitalism
and the other was economic development for Black communities.
According to Harrison (1974), Black capitalism should be interpreted as an approach to
enterprise development fragmented and disconnected from conventional capitalist institutions
such as financing and banking. The primary focus of Black capitalism was argued as profit
maximization for private enterprise. Programs created under the Kennedy administration that
included the Office of Economic Opportunity and, under President Lyndon B. Johnson, the
Office of Minority Business Enterprise, were examples of Black capitalism that had the
“objectives of equity in ownership, increases consumer welfare, and greater political stability”
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(Harrison, 1974, p. 14). In contrast, community economic development, carried out by
community development corporations (CDCs), is characterized by Harrison (1974) as the
intentional focus by producers or consumers to create social benefit or institutional change with
greater significance than profit maximization.
The CDC concept was born out of Senator Robert F. Kennedy’s Bedford-Stuyvesant
Restoration Center established in 1967 (Davies, 2013); later, Senator Jacob Javits would provide
political support to the CDC project and set in motion legislation that created the Special Impact
Program (SIP). The two senators, along with other political and business supporters, contended
that for a ghetto to become a community with the power and resources to affect the conditions of
their own lives, the complete and dominant participation of the residents was needed (Johnson,
2004). Johnson (2004) asserted that the SIP neatly dovetailed with calls for Black economic
empowerment from Stokely Carmichael, Charles V. Hamilton, and other Black power advocates
calling for Black communities to take a separatist approach in the late 1960s. Walker’s (2004)
brief reflection on the separate economy that Black-owned businesses operated in is in lock-step
with the acknowledgment from other scholars on the economic detours and peripheral economy
(Stuart, 1940; Harrison, 1974), both of which are characterized by a heavy reliance on Black
consumers.
Walker (2004) outlined four phases in the rise of Black Corporate America as
characterized by the markets that the businesses served, the degree and type of ownership, and
the volume of gross receipts. The first phase occurred between 1900–1938 in America, when
Black businesses generated a little less than $1 million dollars in combined revenue. It should be
noted that during this legal and economic segregation (Butler, 2005), Black business activity
flourished. Walker (2004) referred to this as the “Golden Age of Black Business’’ (p. 68). Before
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the onset of the Great Depression in 1929, Black economic development flourished so much in
cities like Tulsa, Oklahoma, and Durham, North Carolina, that they both held the moniker of
Black Wall Street. Tulsa’s Greenwood district was described as an entrepreneurial enclave
comprising more than 600 Black businesses (Walker, 1999). Figure 2.1 shows a page torn from
the 1921 yearbook of Tulsa’s Booker T. Washington High School; the page is a tribute to the
co-owner of a building in Greenwood that housed a Black-owned movie theater and hotel.
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Figure 2.2
Page from Tulsa’s Booker T. Washington High School 1921 Yearbook

Note. From Tulsa Historical Society and Museum, Mozella Franklin Jones Collection. Reprinted
with permission.
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The success of Durham’s Black business enclave was noted to correspond with the
success of the White-owned businesses operated across the street from them (Walker, 1999). As
recently as 2019, Durham’s Black Wall Street spirit continued to thrive with an annual
networking conference for Black entrepreneurs. The event had the overarching goal to “to return
to the mentality of the original [Durham] Black Wall Street when Durham had one of the largest
concentrations of [B]lack wealth in the nation” (Eanes, 2020, para. 4). On the contrary, Tulsa’s
Black Wall Street, the Greenwood district, was attacked and destroyed in 1921. In February
2001, Dr. Danney Goble of the University of Oklahoma issued the final report of the study of the
Tulsa Race Riot. The Tulsa Historical Society and Museum writes of the events that “Jim Crow,
jealousy, white supremacy, and land lust, all played roles in leading up the destruction and loss
of life on May 31 and Jun 1, 1921” (Tulsa Historical Society and Museum, n.d.).
Situated between the Golden Age of Black Business and the second phase of the rise of
Black Corporate America was the Great Depression and the Great Migration. Hine et al. (2018)
highlight the period from 1910 to 1940 as notable during the Great Migration as nearly two
million Black and African American families from the rural south to northern urban cities. Black
business growth was suppressed as Black consumers faced unemployment with the influx of
white American workers after the demobilization of the American military (Walker, 2004). The
“Still, [B]lack businesses survived simply because white businesses in white business districts
were discriminatory in their treatment of [B]lack customers or refused to serve them” (Walker,
2004, p. 73). By and large, many of the Black-owned businesses that survived the Great
Depression operated in domestic and service industries, including beauty and barber services.
The 10-year period of the Great Depression, from 1929–1939, produced the lowest ebb in
Black business activity, yet on its heels was the second phase of the Black economy, according
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to Walker (2004), where Black-owned businesses were operating in the million-dollar range of
gross receipts. As the United States prepared for war, the few Black-owned businesses that had
secured government contracts accumulated gross receipts substantially higher than those that
only supplied goods and services to Black consumers. One of the four prominent Black
entrepreneurs during the second phase of the Rise of Black Corporate America (1939–1964),
Arthur Gaston, convened a meeting with the Negro Division of the U.S. Department of
Commerce to discuss the disbursement of government contracts to Black-owned businesses.
Walker (2004) classified the time from 1965–1990 as the third phase in the rise of Black
Corporate America based on the receipts of Black-owned businesses in the $100 million range.
This phase was marked by the growth of Black businesses in the high-tech industries of the New
Economy through support from Black elected officials who ensured that Black business owners
would not be locked out of lucrative government contracts and subcontracts. From 1990 to
Walker’s publication in 2004, the fourth phase of the rise of Black Corporate America, Black
business activity collectively exceeded $1 billion dollars in net worth. The commodification of
Black culture characterized this period through music, entertainment, and athletics, the likes of
which were characterized at the time of Walker’s (1999) writing by Russell Simmons, Sean
Combs, Oprah Winfrey, Cathy Hughes, and Magic Johnson. Since the sole publication of the
Encyclopedia of African American Business History (Walker, 1999), no single source has
empirically captured the lived experience of Black entrepreneurs. The information from this
source was integral to framing this study.
There are countless data—biographies, books, documentary films, fictionalized movies,
journal articles, magazine articles, and newspaper articles—that recount the lives of the most
celebritized dynastic families. One would be hard-pressed to say they faced a challenge to learn
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about the Rockefeller, Walton, or Pritzker dynasties (Landes, 2006), but this simply is not the
case for Black business dynasties. Earl G. Graves, the founding publisher of Black Enterprise
magazine, helped to “formalize the networking process among middle-class [B]lack
professionals in the business world” (Walker, 1999, p. 430). The magazine was one among many
Black publications launched in the 1970s that focused on business, empowerment, networking,
and personal and professional development for Black readers.
As noted by Black Enterprise magazine, numerous Black-owned businesses have been
included among the top 100 Black businesses. Some have been prominently featured in the
extant literature and other gray matter, yet less than 10 of even the most prominent Black
businesses have been documented as business dynasties. Given that the scope of this writing is
focused on the beauty industry, only the most prominent Black businesses in the beauty industry
have been profiled.
It should be noted that while there are prominent Black-owned businesses in the beauty
industry, including the Bronner Bros. brand, Dudley Beauty Corporation, and Poro Products,
neither the longevity nor the social impact of the business supersedes the three conditions that
are implied in the literature that serves as the criteria for dynastic status. The following section
will provide a robust profile of the only Black dynastic brand in the beauty industry, the Madam
C. J. Walker Manufacturing Company. To that end, the criteria for entrepreneurial dynasties
listed below include examples of white American entrepreneurial dynasties:
1. The founding family has maintained control of the wealth for at least three
consecutive generations—as is the case of the Rockefeller family (Frank, 2018);
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2. The founding family has maintained control of the business for at least three
consecutive generations—as was the case of the Walker family (Walker, 1999;
Bundles, 2001); and
3. The founding family has maintained control of the wealth and the business for at
least three consecutive generations—as is the case for the Walton family
(Walmart, Inc., n.d.-a, Board of Directors).
In the case of the Rockefeller family, a 1911 anti-trust lawsuit ruled that the founding
patriarch, John D. Rockefeller, was guilty of monopolizing the oil industry and was ordered to
break up the company that had created so much wealth, Standard Oil. The family’s wealth has
since been housed under several philanthropic efforts of the Rockefeller family. It has spurred
several other business endeavors, but the family’s current patriarch, David Rockefeller, Jr.,
maintains that the family does not have a core business (Frank, 2018).
The Walton family, owners of retail conglomerates Walmart and Sam’s Club, recently
reached dynastic status in 2015 with the appointment of Gregory Penner, grandson-in-law of
Sam Walton, as the chairman of the Walmart board of directors (Walmart, Inc., n.d.-a, Board of
Directors). Penner is married to Carrie Walton Penner, the daughter of Rob Walton. Rob Walton
previously served as the second chairman of the board in the company’s history behind his father
and company founder, Sam Walton (Walmart, Inc., n.d.-b, History). Currently, the Walton
family ranks first on the list of America’s wealthiest families, according to Forbes (Dolan,
Peterson-Withorn, & Wang 2020).
The conditions stated above are implied. There is no indication in the literature that the
family can be considered at dynastic status if the family does not meet these conditions. That is,
if ownership has been transferred out of the founding family before the third consecutive
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generation, or if the control is relinquished before the third consecutive generation, those
families have not been cited in the literature on entrepreneurial dynasties. Moreover, there is no
indication in the literature of a quantifiable measure of wealth required to meet dynastic status.
This insight is especially useful for this study given the historical barriers to wealth accumulation
faced by Black and African American families, including those imposed by the United States tax
system (Brown, 2021).
Prominent Black Businesses in the Beauty Industry Between the 1890s and 2000s
The Poro brand, founded by Annie Malone circa 1900 (Walker, 1999; Whitfield, 2015), a
former employer of Madam C.J. Walker—the most renowned name associated with both Black
beauty and Black wealth—was not controlled within the family for three consecutive generations
(Whitfield, 2015). Despite Malone’s impact on racial uplift and her family’s status because of
her entrepreneurial endeavors, the Poro brand cannot be considered a Black business dynasty.
There is no indication in extant literature that the business was passed down to the following two
generations of the family.
Founded in 1969 by Joe Louis Dudley and his wife Eunice, the Dudley brand was
restructured in 2008 to pass the company to the second generation of leadership and family
control to Ursula Dudley Oglesby, the founders’ daughter (Dudley Beauty Corporation, n.d.).
The Bronner Bros. brand proudly boasts that there are three generations of the Bronner family
working in the business. However, it is still controlled by members of the second generation of
the family (Bronner Bros., n.d.). Neither Dudley Beauty Corporation nor the Bronner Bros.
brand will meet dynastic status until control of the business is passed down to the third
generation.
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The Dynastic Brand of the Madam C.J. Walker Manufacturing Company
Sarah Breedlove was born on December 23, 1867, in Delta, Louisiana, just over one
week until the fifth anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation. Sarah had four older siblings
who were born slaves, just as her parents, Owen, Sr. and Minerva, were, but she was the first of
her parents’ six children to be born free and “surely must have symbolized hope” (Bundles,
2001, p. 35). Sometime around 1875, after the death of both her parents during a cholera
epidemic, Sarah became dependent upon her older sister Louvenia Breedlove Powell and her
husband Jesse Powell, who Sarah described as cruel (Bundles, 2001). Sarah and the Powells
relocated to Vicksburg, Mississippi, in 1878 after violence against Blacks, coupled with the
economic disaster of a low-yield cotton season and one of the worst yellow fever epidemics in
history, ran rampant through in Louisiana (Bundles, 2001).
Even at the young age of 10, Jesse Powell expected Sarah to contribute to the household
income. Bundles’ (2001) works suggest that Sarah began working as a laundress around this age,
“tending to the needs of white children or helping with the housework behind the walls of the
town’s mansions” (p. 37). Sarah’s oldest brother, Alexander, who had lived in the Vicksburg
area, was among more than 20,000 Blacks who migrated from Louisiana and Mississippi to
Kansas and Missouri between 1879 and 1880. Her two other older brothers, Owen, Jr., and
James, followed Alexander to St. Louis in 1882. As Bundles (2001) wrote “with all three of her
older brothers gone, Sarah was fully at the mercy of Jesse Powell” (p. 39). Sarah’s marriage to
Moses McWilliams in 1882, when she was 14, is speculated to have been a way to avoid the
cruelty of her older brother-in-law, Jesse Powell (Bundles, 2001).
Although there is no specific account of any threats or abuses that Sarah may have
experienced at the hand of Powell, when she became a widow and single mother to A’Lelia, she
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refused to return to the Powell home. Instead, she moved to St. Louis with her three-year-old
daughter in 1889 (Bundles, 2001). In St. Louis, Sarah would find three of her brothers,
Alexander, James, and Solomon (Owen, Jr. had relocated to New Mexico), working in a
prominent family-owned business, a barbershop. Bundles (2001) noted that many Black men had
established their wealth as barbers serving a primarily White client base. However, by 1891, with
increasing racist backlash against Black barbers and the introduction of King Gillette’s safety
razor, just a few years shy of being an entrepreneur for a decade, Alexander had either sold or
lost the barbershop that he and his brothers owned and operated.
Sarah’s lived experience as a St. Louis woman was characterized by her work as a
laundress, her reportedly tumultuous second marriage, and seemingly steadfast devotion to
creating a better life for her daughter, A’Lelia (Bundles, 2001). In a 1917 New York Times
Magazine article, Madam C. J. Walker, as Sarah Breedlove later become known, shared that the
thought of financial stability was also one of deep self-reflection. She asked herself, “What are
you going to do when you grow old and your back gets stiff? Who is going to take care of your
little girl?” (Brown Bros., 1917, para. 14). In that interview, Walker pointedly shared, “This set
me to thinking, but with all my thinking, I couldn’t see how I, a poor washerwoman, was going
to better my condition” (Brown Bros., 1917, para. 14).
Sarah found a way to better both her and A’Lelia’s positions, and a way she could fund
A’Lelia’s room and board at Knoxville College in Tennessee beginning in 1902. Sarah began
working as a commission agent for Annie Turnbo Malone as part of the salesforce that promoted
hair and scalp treatment products for Poro Company (Bundles, 2001; Whitfield, 2015). In later
interviews, Sarah Breedlove, who became known worldwide as Madam C.J. Walker, shared that
the formula for a hair and scalp treatment product came to her in a dream. That formula would be
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the beginning of the Madam C. J. Walker Manufacturing Company (MCJWMC), the first Black
dynastic business in the beauty industry. The MCJWMC would eventually be controlled within
the Walker family for at least three consecutive generations. Figure 2.2 shows the iconic image
of Madam C. J. Walker behind the wheel of her Model T Ford automobile circa 1912, indicating
the wealth and lavish lifestyle the business afforded Walker and her family.
Figure 2.3
Madam C. J. Walker in a Model T Ford automobile circa 1912

Note. From Madam Walker Family Archives. Reprinted with permission.
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In On Her Own Ground (Bundles, 2001), Walker is touted as an “early advocate of
women’s economic independence” (p. 16) as her company, MCJWMC, provided its agents with
economic opportunities that delivered them from being relegated to the labor of washerwomen
and maids. By the time of her death in 1919, the company had trained some 20,000 women
worldwide, and encouraged them to explore their own entrepreneurial pursuits (Walker, 1999).
Walker’s (1999) work told the complicated story of the Madam C.J. Walker dynasty. That
narrative is complemented because the story was told from the perspective of Madam Walker’s
great-great-granddaughter, A’Lelia Bundles (Bundles, 2001), a fifth-generation Walker family
member who now serves as the family historian. The MCJWMC brand was established in 1906,
incorporated in 1911, and, upon Madam Walker’s death in 1919, transferred to her daughter,
A’Lelia Walker. The company’s steady financial decline was noted as a result of the Great
Depression, tax issues, and the new owner’s extravagant lifestyle (Walker, 1999).
Ms. Mae Bryant Walker, who was adopted into the family by Walker and A’Lelia, in
1912 (Bundles, 2001), took over ownership of the company upon A’Lelia’s death in 1931
(Walker, 1999). This third generation transfer of ownership propelled the MCJWMC to dynastic
status despite the company’s financial state. Ownership of the company was transferred out of
the Walker lineage in the mid-1980s (Bundles, 2001). Again, there is no evidence in extant
literature that a family must possess a minimum threshold of wealth to be considered dynastic.
The lack of a quantifiable minimum is especially salient for this study given the financial state of
the Madam C.J. Walker brand as it finally transferred out of family control. Figure 2.3 depicts
the entrepreneurial lineage of the MCJWMC and how it reached dynastic status.
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Figure 2.4
Entrepreneurial Lineage of Madam C. J. Walker’s Dynastic Brand

Note: A visual timeline of the Madam C.J. Walker Manufacturing Company startup, growth, and
transfer through the generations. Adapted from About Me, by A. Bundles, n.d.,
https://aleliabundles.com. Copyright 2020 by A’Lelia Bundles. Adapted from On her own
ground: The life and times of Madame C.J. Walker by A. Bundles, 2001. Copyright 2001 by
A’Lelia Bundles. Adapted from Madam C.J. Walker’s hair products are still around, and
available at Sephora by C. Foussaines. Copyright 2021 by Hearst Magazine Media. Adapted
from Encyclopedia of African American Business History by J.E.K. Walker, 1999. Copyright
1999 by J.E.K. Walker.
Although the business was maintained within the family long enough to reach dynastic
status—four generations to be exact (Jones & Siclait, 2020)—of all Madam Walker’s theoretical
or verbal plans to expand the business, there is no indication in Bundles’ (2001) writing that
strategic plans for succession were documented. A’Lelia Bundles is Madame C.J. Walker’s
great-great-granddaughter; she is the Madam Walker Family Archives founder and brand
historian for MCJWMC. African-born business investor and owner of Sundial Brands, Richelieu
Dennis, purchased the Madame C.J. Walker (MCJW) trademark in 2013 and began
manufacturing updated hair and beauty preparations in 2016. Today, MCJW products, a
reformulated version of the original Madam C.J. Walker products, are owned and manufactured
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by Sundial Brands and are available for purchase exclusively at Sephora beauty stores
(Foussaines, 2020).
Ethnic and Racial Enclave Economies
The success of ethnic business communities began to emerge in sociological (Bonacich,
1973; Bonacich & Modell, 1980) and anthropological (Aldrich & Waldinger, 1990) research as
the explosive growth of ethnic immigrant populations caused a historic shift in the American
economy (Aldrich & Waldinger, 1990). These ethnic groups, including the Chinese, Indians of
East Africa, and Jews, were among the most widely studied as ethnic groups because of their
economic activity (Bonacich, 1973). This activity was purported to enhance solidarity among
ethnic groups. An enterprising few would serve to liaise between the ethnic minority and the
racial majority in the exchange of goods and services; this group was referred to as the
middleman minority (Bonacich, 1973). Bonacich (1973) argued that an earlier theory of
middleman minorities did not account for the negative impact that discrimination and hostility
had on ethnic solidarity and pride, which usually drives a group to lower class structures, as in
the case of Black and African Americans. Bonacich and Modell (1980) noted that most
middleman minority groups were immigrants that experienced mobility in class status over time
based on their economic contributions and labor and wages. Indeed, the ethnic groups that had
been studied—noted by Bonacich (1973) as “Jews in Europe (perhaps the epitome of the form),
the Chinese in Southeast Asia, Asians in East Africa, Armenians in Turkey, Syrians in West
Africa, Parsis in India, Japanese and Greeks in the United States” (p. 583)—had risen to the
middle class at the time of that writing. They further acknowledged that the lived experience for
Black and African Americans was not as fortuitous—the sole reason Africans were forcefully
imported to the U.S. was to be used for chattel slavery (Bonacich & Modell, 1980). At the time
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of their writing, Bonacich and Modell noted that not even the reorganization of White American
economics through Reconstruction had helped elevate African Americans’ social status truly.
It should be noted that, conceptually, ethnic economies and ethnic enclave economies are
derived from two different theoretical bases. Ethnic economies evolve from middleman minority
theory (Bonacich, 1973; Bonacich & Modell, 1980), where ethnic enclave economy theory has
its roots in the theory of dual economies as posted by Light et al. (1994). Light et al. (1994)
argued that immigrant and minority business activity—ethnic economies—coexisted with the
general, mainstream economy, thus establishing the theory that two different economies were
operating in the United States. To contrast Bonacich and Modell’s (1980) ethnic economy
theory, Light et al. (1994) argued that the previous model did not account for “the locational
clustering or density of firms which might ... be evenly distributed among neighborhoods and
industries” (p. 66). The occurrences where firm owners are more numerous than their co-ethnic
employees established a theory gap where not all ethnic enterprises would fit.
Through their research, Bonacich and Modell (1980) demonstrated the importance of the
middleman minority cohort as essential to solidarity among the larger ethnic group. Bonacich
and Modell (1980) advanced an argument that three factors could distinguish middlemen
minorities. First, middleman minorities act and are accepted as the go-between, connecting the
masses to the elites’ products and services. An example of this is the landlord of an affordable
housing unit and collection of occupancy fees. Second, in the economic context, these
intermediaries are not the producers of ethnically or culturally specific goods but serve more as
the conduit through which these items of economic value flow (Bonacich & Modell, 1980).
Finally, the class status of those who occupy this position is interpreted as just above the working
class and below the wealthy.
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In contrast, African American entrepreneurs were forced to establish businesses to ensure
that they, their families, and their communities had access to products and services in the face of
discrimination. The proliferation of Black-owned banks, groceries, insurance services, and even
funeral homes was the product of overt racism that prevented Black and African Americans from
accessing these products and services. A protected market is one that has emerged for ethnic
entrepreneurs in ethnic communities; this concept reconverges with Stuart’s (1940) theory of
economic detours, where Aldrich and Waldinger (1990) acknowledged that the success of the
ethnic enterprises faces severe limitations if their customer base remains solely among their own
ethnic group.
In their study of the economic structures of Cuban and Black enclaves in Miami, Florida,
Wilson and Martin (1982) proclaimed that their study of minority businesses was an empirical
complement to the growing body of research on the economic impact of minority workers and
labor. The authors found it difficult to exclusively categorize ethnic enterprises in the center or
the periphery economy. They thus used this as the basis to establish their theory of the enclave
economy. However, Butler (2005) would admonish the research community for not accounting
for the Black experience in the ethnic enclave economy theory. It was a respecified theory of the
enclave economy that Harvey Wingfield (2008) advanced to establish the racial enclave
economy theory. In the scope of the dual market theory mentioned above, this research aims to
provide an alternate perspective on the entrepreneurial endeavors of African Americans
operating in neither the center economy, the periphery economy, nor the ethnic enclave
economy; instead, this body of work will be situated within the entrepreneurial activity of the
racial enclave economy.
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Racial Enclave Economy Theory
Light (1972) uses a historical account of the experience of Chinese immigrants in
California who faced discrimination in employment and led them to explore self-employment in
domestic services—the one space where White Americans rarely objected to them being
employed. This work was typically relegated to “laundry work, restaurants, and small retail
stores” (Light, 1972, p. 7). In his study of Japanese immigrants, Light (1972) demonstrated that
their cultural pursuit of self-employment was in response to discriminatory employment
practices by White Americans. For example, having had a history of agricultural labor upon
arriving in the United States, Japanese immigrants—and later Japanese Americans—were found
to occupy ownership of nearly half of all hotels and a quarter of the retail grocery stores in
Seattle as early as the 1940s. Bonacich and Modell (1980) credit this to the fact that these
Japanese immigrants did not require large amounts of capital to move into business ownership;
they would lease orchards and pay their rent from the sale of the first crop.
Where Chinese and Japanese immigrants (and other ethnic groups cited by Bonacich and
Modell [1980]) were able to fill a need for co-ethnics that White American retailers could not
compete with, this was not the case for African American retailers. There was no particular grade
or set of culturally specific ingredients that only African American retailers had access to that
would position them as the gatekeepers. Hence, historically African American retailers competed
with White-owned businesses that offered the same products. White business owners were not
inclined to offer some specific products and services to African Americans—barbering, beauty,
and hair care services among them. For example, having no other access to these services and,
probably, more importantly, no competition in providing these services to African American
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consumers, African Americans were more likely to explore self-employment in these fields
(Butler, 2005). Thus, the eventual evolution into the racial enclave economy operation.
While scholarly inquiry has produced an understanding of the entrepreneurial experiences
of ethnic groups, it does not provide erudition of the entrepreneurial experiences of the broader
racial group (Harvey Wingfield, 2008). Race is a social construct that perpetuates inequality, and
racism has played a significant role in the economic exploitation of African Americans (Harvey
Wingfield, 2008). Systemic racism plays a substantive role in the economic prowess of minority
women and separately so for minority men (Harvey Wingfield, 2008). Consequently, systemic
gendered racism accounts for the economic outcomes of both genders differently. As Harvey
Wingfield (2008) argued, this is based on the dominant White racist frames of African
Americans, Asian Americans, and Latinx Americans.
Harvey Wingfield (2008) described systemic gendered racism as a construct that
indispensably mediates the embeddedness of racism in American society through the lens of
gender. Thus, the racial enclave economy theory is a gender-based inquiry of ethnic enterprise.
Borne out of extant literature on ethnic entrepreneurship, the racial enclave economy theory
(Harvey Wingfield, 2008) advanced the theories on an economic detour (Butler, 2005; Stuart,
1940), middleman minorities (Bonacich, 1973; Bonacich & Modell, 1980) and ethnic enclaves
(Wilson & Martin, 1982).
The theory of racial enclave economies (Harvey Wingfield, 2008) is a third generation
derivation of the theory of middleman minorities (Bonacich, 1973; Bonacich & Modell, 1980).
This extension of the theory is most notably couched in one of the two themes that emerged in
the review of literature on the subject that identified the contention between scholars on the
subject. One theme stressed the status gap that middleman minorities fill between the elites and
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the masses, playing the roles between employers and employees (Bonacich, 1973) or owners and
renters (Bonacich & Modell, 1980). The theme that can serve as the point of origination for
racial enclave economies is “the pattern in the hostile reaction of the surrounding society to the
cultural ... and/or racial distinctiveness of these groups” (Bonacich, 1973, p. 583).
Harvey Wingfield (2008) suggested possible racial enclave economies of African
American women and men, Asian American women and men, and Latinx women and men in the
U.S. They include hair salons and barbering or music in African American group, nail salons and
convenience stores for Asian American groups, and hair/beauty services and food services for
Latinx Americans. Harvey Wingfield (2008) noted that one significant difference between racial
enclave economies and ethnic enclave economies was that the former may or may not cater only
to that racial group’s particular needs.
Aldrich and Waldinger (1990) highlighted the use of surveys and case studies for
academic inquiry into certain ethnic groups (Bonacich & Modell, 1980) to compensate for the
limitations of government census data. However, no instrument is without its flaws in that a
limitation of a survey as the instrument situates the individual as the unit of analysis without a
social context of their behavior. The social context is an inherent factor in the study of ethnic
groups. As such, this study used semi-structured interviews and deployed interpretive
phenomenological analysis as a means to understand the individual, the organization, and the
social context (Aldrich & Waldinger, 1990).
Summary
The key themes and insights presented in the literature review focused on wealth creation
through entrepreneurial activity, intergenerational wealth transfers, and entrepreneurial
generativity as the driving force that creates entrepreneurial dynasties. As the research indicates,
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entrepreneurial activity results in more household wealth than income from employment
(Bradford, 2014; Quadrini, 1999, 2000). However, it is not the creation of wealth that underpins
the widening racial wealth gap. The intergenerational transfer of wealth plays a much more
significant role (Wolff, 1992). Entrepreneurial families use strategic planning frameworks
(Ward, 1988) and three-dimensional models of family business development (Gersick et al.,
1997) to create financial freedom and stability that moves down the generational chain. Given
that this study aims to address a significant underlying cause of the racial wealth gap and an
ever-growing population of entrepreneurs in the United States, this information will play a
significant role in creating dynastic wealth for Black and African American families.
When a family is bound by an economic unit that moves down the generational chain for
at least three consecutive generations, it reaches dynastic status (Jaffe & Lane, 2004). This
movement down the generational chain requires the specific intent to provide leadership,
training, and mentoring to the next generation and is a psychosocial development theory known
as generativity (Erikson, 1950; Kotre, 1996; McAdams, de St. Aubin, & Logan, 1993;). Landes
(2006) discovered that entrepreneurial titans in the automotive industry saw themselves as the
“founders of dynasties” (p. 111) and groomed their children to become successors of those
businesses. Thus, entrepreneurial generativity can be viewed as dynastic intent.
Considering the historical oppression and systemic racism faced by Blacks and African
Americans, including economic detours (Butler, 2005; Stuart, 1940) and ethnic enclaves
(Bonacich, 1973; Bonacich & Modell, 1980), Harvey (2004) in referring to Black women
entrepreneurs, identified the beauty industry as a “field where Black women can do well” (pp.
96–97). The racial enclave economy theory was established on the heels of research that
explored the systemic and gendered racism faced by racial groups (Harvey Wingfield, 2008).
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Harvey Wingfield (2008) offered that due to the systemic gendered racism faced by Black
women and Latinas, their business activity over-indexed in the categories of hair salons and hair
beauty services, respectively, presenting itself as an economic sector that might offer rich
insights into the lived experience of Black entrepreneurs.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY
This study focused on entrepreneurs operating in what Harvey Wingfield (2008)
described as the racial enclave economy. Again, the theory of racial enclave economies (Harvey
Wingfield, 2008) is a third generation derivation of the theory of middleman minorities
(Bonacich, 1973; Bonacich & Modell, 1980). Common themes in the discourse on ethnic
entrepreneurship include the participants being faced with extreme personal and social hardship
and discrimination (Butler, 2005; Harvey Wingfield, 2008). One subcategory of ethnic
entrepreneurship that emerged from the literature was Bonacich’s (1973) and Bonacich and
Modell’s (1980) theory of middleman minorities. Middlemen minorities are the ethnic
entrepreneurs who liaised between the racial majority and the ethnic minority to exchange goods
and services (Bonacich, 1973). Similarly, ethnic enclaves emerged from this robust discussion.
They established themselves as a construct that would account for very particular goods and
services that only a specific ethnic group was considered adept at providing, either by cultural
heritage or a first-mover advantage. This background informs the current study in that Black
entrepreneurs in the beauty industry emerged to service the needs of the Black community when
it was impossible—and illegal during America’s history of legal segregation—to receive services
elsewhere.
J. W. Creswell and Poth (2018) advised that qualitative research should be applied when
exploring a problem or issue if it meets any of the following criteria:
1. The voices of a silenced or oppressed group need to be heard; or
2. When power distance between groups needs to be minimized.
As such, discourse analysis, life histories, and case studies of entrepreneurs should become a part
of the methodological approach of studying entrepreneurship. This chapter is organized to
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provide deep insight on the qualitative research method, the research design, which involves
semi-structured interviews, and the analytical strategy for the study.
According to J. W. Creswell and J. D. Creswell (2018), in their study on research design,
the transformative worldview emerged in the 1980s and 1990s as the ideas that challenged the
traditional notions of absolute truth did not address power and privilege issues. They also did not
account for the lived experiences of those who are marginalized. J. W. Creswell and J. D.
Creswell (2018) shared that the transformative worldview “holds that research inquiry needs to
be intertwined with politics and a political change agenda to confront social oppression at
whatever levels it occurs” (p. 9). As discussed in Chapter II, Madam C. J. Walker, the founder of
the only Black dynastic beauty brand profiled in this study, adhered to a strong moral code
against social oppression, evidenced in her political and philanthropic involvement (Bundles,
2001).
This study applies Moustakas’ (1994) first challenge in arriving at a topic and question
with both social meaning and personal significance for the researcher. As this study is couched in
exploring the racial wealth gap, any attempt to shed light on the relative truth and lived
experience of Black entrepreneurs should therefore apply a transformative worldview in the line
of inquiry. As such, the research question asks:
What is the paradigmatic ethos or frame of mind developed from the lived experience of
first-generation Black wealth creators in the beauty industry who have dynastic and
generative intent?
This phenomenological study aimed to describe the formation of the generativity script in
first-generation Black wealth creators. Again, the generative script is the self-constructed
narrative about one’s own identity in the context of generativity, the desire to lead, nurture, and
train future generations for a societal benefit (Erikson, 1950; Kotre, 1996; McAdams, de St.
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Aubin, & Logan, 1993). Generativity and generative intent served as inclusion criteria for the
study. McAdams, de St. Aubin, and Logan (1993) suggested that generativity might be assessed
through the thematic analysis of autobiography, where the reconstruction of events, memories,
and experiences can occur. This study offers the concept of entrepreneurial dynastic intent,
defined as a holistic approach in the strategic plan to retain the family’s entrepreneurial wealth,
family firm, or both for no fewer than three successive generations. Thus, the unpacking of the
experiences that lead to the development of the entrepreneurial generativity script was conducted
in this study. This was conducted through phenomenology and the interpretative
phenomenological analysis of semi-structured interviews with the study participants.
Phenomenology and Methodological Fit
Selecting the most suitable approach for this study originated from selecting the five most
prominent qualitative methods—case study, ethnography, grounded theory, narrative inquiry,
and phenomenology (J. W. Creswell & Poth, 2018). Phenomenology is conducted by studying
how a small group of people have experienced a phenomenon through multiple in-depth
interviews (J. W. Creswell & Poth, 2018). Significant statements shared by each participant
enlighten the researcher on how the phenomenon was experienced. Clusters of meaning common
among all participants’ descriptions are then identified to develop structural descriptions of the
experience. One approach that a phenomenological researcher might prepare for is processing
how their own lived experience may produce bias in the process. The decision must align with
the researcher’s leanings toward either the Heideggerian or Husserlian phenomenological
approach. The chosen approach is a significant factor in the researcher’s development of the
composite descriptions, which are to be presented in written form to help others understand the
essence of that experience.
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Phenomenology was born out of a need to add a humanistic dimension to the positivist
paradigm characteristic around the turn of the 20th century. Interestingly, this new approach is
not credited to a philosopher or an artist but a mathematician, Edmund Husserl. Husserl offered
what we know today as descriptive phenomenology, a key feature of which is the reduction, or
epoche, that researchers must adhere to through the inquiry process. Epoche requires the
researcher’s transcendence from her own beliefs and assumptions about an experience (Gill,
2014). By this, transcendental phenomenology should provide a detailed and robust description
of the experience that has been purified from the researcher’s everyday assumptions.
In contrast to the descriptive transcendental approach, Martin Heidegger, one of
Husserl’s students, proffered that the subject and object could not be separated in the Cartesian
form characteristic of the time. Heideggerian phenomenology is most effectively captured by the
philosophy of Dasein, the human experience of being in which the “self and the world belong
together” (Heidegger, 1988, p. 297) and are a single entity. Where hermeneutics is the theory of
interpretation, Heidegger emphasized that the process of interpretation could not be separated
from Dasein. As such, Heideggerian phenomenology is widely held as interpretative
phenomenology, and in the intersubjective space between the researcher attempting to interpret
the study participants’ interpretation of their experience, this becomes a hermeneutic circle
(Smith et al., 2009).
Descriptive phenomenology is characterized by Husserl’s philosophy that the researcher
must “shed all prior personal knowledge to grasp the essential lived experiences of those being
studied” (Lopez & Willis, 2004, p. 727). Husserlian phenomenology is also couched in the
assumption that, upon discovering the universal essences of a particular lived experience of the
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participants, the researcher can provide one correct interpretation of the experience through a
generalized description.
Lopez and Willis (2004) postulated that a clear statement of the philosophical
assumptions needs to guide the qualitative method chosen. The epistemological stance applied to
this research is the belief that individuals construct the subjective meaning of their experiences.
Thus, Heidegger’s hermeneutic approach aligns well with the philosophical worldview
exercised. Hermeneutics is an interpretive approach to phenomenological analysis, also referred
to as interpretive phenomenological analysis or IPA. This approach honors and gives voice to the
participants’ lifeworld and being-in-the-world, the personal realities and narratives implied by
what they experience every day (Lopez & Willis, 2004).
Interpretive phenomenological analysis, an analytic strategy for phenomenological
studies, is characterized by the insights gained from “how people make sense of their major life
experiences” (Smith et al., 2009, p. 1). Moreover, IPA seeks to interpret the meanings in
common life practices that are not always apparent to the participants themselves; thus, the
researcher’s prior knowledge serves as a valuable guide for the inquiry (Lopez & Willis, 2004).
Juxtaposing an interest in generativity as a part of the Black entrepreneurial experience, IPA
proved to be the best methodological fit to explore this line of inquiry. A phenomenological
inquiry was conducted using a personal, semi-structured interview method; interpretative
phenomenological analysis was used for this major study. Phenomenological design accounts for
the consciousness of the experience (Gill, 2014) and to grasp the very nature of a thing or an
experience is the fundamental purpose of phenomenological research.
Husserl offered that the subjective experience is categorized as one what perceives—
noema—and how one perceives it—noesis (Moustakas, 1994). In the context of my research
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interest, the noema for first-generation Black wealth creators is their perception of what the
business will do for their family, for Black communities, and Black culture. How the
first-generation Black wealth creator experiences this perception, the noesis, is the object of my
curiosity. Through in-depth, one-on-one, semi-structured interviews with the participants of this
study, the objective was to have the participants unpack and share the feelings and experiences
inherent to their identities as first-generation Black wealth creators with dynastic and generative
intent. McAdams, de St. Aubin, & Logan (1993) refer to the generativity script—the
self-constructed narrative about one’s own identity about generativity—and how this will fit into
their personal history, contemporary society, and the encompassing history of that society.
Research Design
Entrepreneurship research is missing the voice and experience of first-generation Black
wealth creators who have the dynastic and generative intent desire to establish dynastic wealth
(that is, either the business or the wealth generated from the business is controlled within the
family for at least three consecutive generations). This study will utilize an update of Harvey
Wingfield’s (2008) typology for Black women business owners in the hair salon industry to
account for the modernization of the beauty industry. This modernization includes both male and
female beauty professionals and no fewer than 22 separate classifications of the beauty industry
as indicated by the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS). As shared in
Chapter I, NAICS regards the hair salon industry as a subsector of the American beauty industry.
As such, first-generation Black wealth creators operating in today’s beauty industry have product
and service portfolios that include barbering, beautician, cosmetics, esthetician services, hair
products, and hair salons. Participants were not limited to women as the research cohort included
one Black male entrepreneur operating in the beauty industry.
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This study conducted a phenomenological inquiry of seven first-generation Black wealth
creators in the beauty industry through semi-structured interviews. Participants were primarily
recruited through virtual entrepreneurship ecosystems that live on the Clubhouse app, an
audio-based social media platform. Two of the seven entrepreneurs were invited to participate
through a second-degree connection to the researcher outside of the Clubhouse app.
Participant Selection and Recruiting
After searching the Clubhouse club listing database for the phrase “Black beauty
entrepreneur,” the Black Beauty Chat, hosted by Michela Wariebi, a beauty educator and makeup
artist, was prominent in the results. The club boasts more than 22,000 followers who identify as
or are interested in the Black beauty space. With approval from the university’s Institutional
Research Board, Wariebi hosted an audio-only workshop on wealth creation for Black beauty
professionals. Eunice N. Cofie-Obeng, founder and cosmetic chemist of Nuekie, Inc., and
MeShun Vann, creative director, makeup artist, and founder of Exalted Style Life, LLC, were
listed as co-hosts alongside the author of this study, Professor LaTanya White, Dynastic
Wealth™ Strategist, entrepreneurship educator, and inclusive scholar-practitioner. Nuekie, Inc.
is an innovative skincare brand that infuses traditional African medicine with modern technology
to meet the skincare needs of people of color. Cofie-Obeng, the company’s founder, was recently
featured on the digital cover of Black Enterprise magazine. Exalted Style Life is a company that
curates beauty, fashion, food, relationships, and self-reflection while encouraging Black women
and women of color to live their most exalted and purposed life. Cofie-Obeng and Vann are both
classified as first-generation Black wealth creators. However, due to their relationship with the
researcher, they were not included in the study.
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Through the audio-only workshop, constructs of qualitative capital (Hughes et al., 2018)
were discussed with the audience of 20 members of the Black Beauty Chat club. During the
workshop, it was shared that these constructs were being studied concerning Black beauty
entrepreneurship; any attendees interested in participating in the research were advised to contact
Professor White via direct social media message to complete the pre-eligibility survey. Thirteen
people responded to the pre-eligibility survey (provided in Appendix B), and seven were eligible
to participate based on the stated criteria. There were no participants eligible to participate based
on the purposeful sampling that the workshop might have provided. Snowball and referral
sampling from other Black entrepreneurs did provide the entire study population. In qualitative
research, as opposed to sample size, the key focus is on saturation of the data; that is, the data
collection process reaches a point where no new data would be obtained from the participants
(Peoples, 2020).
All eligible participants were classified as first-generation Black wealth creators. Again,
first-generation wealth creation is couched in the idea that the entrepreneur did not receive any
wealth assets from earlier generations in their families used explicitly to launch their endeavors.
Two of the seven participants had received assets from the parents, though neither used the assets
to directly establish their businesses. One participant received a plot of land in their native
Trinidad and Tobago that has not been developed; the other was the beneficiary of their parent’s
life insurance policy. That participant indicated that the proceeds had been used to purchase a
home.
The entrepreneurs who agreed to participate did not have an awareness of their own
intent to establish an entrepreneurial dynasty as defined by this study. With that, the inclusion
criteria focused on beauty entrepreneurs who intend to build and operate their businesses to
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create some future benefit for their families and communities down the generational chain—that
is, generative intent. Further, to varying extents, they each planned to engage their families such
that the wealth created by their entrepreneurial endeavors would be controlled within the family
for several generations.
It was necessary to ensure that all seven participants felt comfortable enough to respond
honestly and comprehensively. Given that, brief exchanges via text and direct social media
messages were conducted before the interview to create a psychologically safe atmosphere, as
Moustakas (1994) encouraged. Per social distancing guidelines in the face of the COVID-19
pandemic, these interviews were conducted virtually through the Zoom web meeting platform.
Data Collection
After collecting the informed consent documents from the eligible participants found
from referrals, the data were collected through personal, semi-structured interviews with each
study participant, which served as the research instrument. These interviews were recorded on
the Zoom online meeting platform, which captured audio and video recordings and provided
audio transcripts.
Each interview was based on two broad inquiries (J. W. Creswell & Poth, 2018) of the
participants along the lines of “Share your experience of being a first-generation Black wealth
creator” and “What do you want to achieve for your family through this business?” Other
open-ended questions were used as a topical guide to coax more meaning and depth from the
respondents (Moustakas, 1994) and are included in Appendix C. The interviews took place
between May 2, 2021, and May 23, 2021, and lasted an average of 31 minutes. Follow-up
measures were conducted via email and personal text messages where the participants provided
clarity on the interpretation of their responses.
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Data Analysis
There is no prescriptive approach to phenomenological data analysis, though it is often
divided into two phases, as was the case in this study. The analytical approach for this study is
based on foundational readings on interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA). In the first
phases, as Smith et al. (2009) advocated, the analysis began by reading the transcripts from each
interview while watching the recordings of each one to produce descriptive accounts of the lived
experiences of the study participants. These interviews were conducted and recorded via Zoom,
an online meeting software that includes a transcription service. After completing this initial
phase, which included an in-depth review of each participant’s business website and social media
profiles, a summary Participant and Business Description was drafted and sent to each
participant as a follow-up measure to ensure accuracy of the information in each participant
profile.
As Smith and Osborn (2007) recommend, when several participants are involved in the
research, the second phase of the analysis was conducted by the in-depth reading of one of the
interviews and attentive review of the interview recording before examining the other interviews
case-by-case. This analytical approach required deep engagement with the transcripts and the
video recordings but did not require that meaning units be assigned initially. This practice is
referred to as exploratory commenting. Recounting the data collected through the interview
transcripts and descriptive comments about the interview content allowed each participant’s
narrative to bind certain interview sections together despite when those related topics might have
been discussed throughout the interview. This process of binding was noted by the use of phrases
such as, “Well, like I said earlier,” “As I mentioned before,” or “Going back to what we talked
about.”
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Upon reviewing the data collected from each participant in this manner, each interview
transcript was compiled into one document to review the descriptive and exploratory comments
seamlessly. Electronic notes were also taken directly on each transcript to annotate the
superordinate themes, dichotomous elements, and language (both verbal and implied) that came
up in each interview. At this point, initial notes developed into phrases that captured the
convergent themes from each interview (Smith & Osborn, 2007), and an initial clustering of
topics emerged. Next, connections to the cluster of topics were checked against the interview
transcripts and recordings in an iterative and interpretative process. It was based on this
researcher’s interpretation of these clusters that the significant themes emerged. Those themes, A
Celebration of Blackness; Black Mothers: A Guiding Light; Destined for Purposeful Work; Our
Health, Our Wealth; and You Can’t Pay It Back, are presented in-depth in the findings of
Chapter IV. Appendix D outlines how the raw data were treated to form these clusters.
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CHAPTER IV: FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
Introduction
As stated in Chapter I, this dissertation research examined the intent of Black business
owners in the beauty industry to create wealth assets through their entrepreneurial activity that
move down the generational chain for the benefit of their family and community. This study used
qualitative techniques to determine the paradigmatic ethos and frame of mind developed from
their lived experiences. Moreover, this research is couched in the deeply complex issue of the
racial wealth gap between Black and White Americans. This chapter presents the research results
through an interpretive phenomenological lens and commences with a demographic description
of the study participants. The research question was addressed through five major themes that
emerged from the data collected from an exploration of the lived experience of the participants
involved.
Participant and Business Descriptions
Harvey Wingfield (2008) suggested possible racial enclave economies of African
American women and men, Asian American women and men, and Latinx women and men in the
U.S. They include hair salons and barbering or music in African American groups, nail salons
and convenience stores for Asian American groups, and hair/beauty services and food services
for Latinx Americans. Harvey Wingfield (2008) referred to the beauty industry as a racial
enclave economy for Black women. While still primarily dominated by women, male-owned
beauty brands and beauty businesses exist in today’s modern beauty industry. Beauty customers
also consume a vast array of skincare, body, and hair care products. As such, the participants of
this study included Black male and Black female beauty entrepreneurs with more than just hair
salon services in their business portfolios. Brief profile introductions of the participants and their
businesses are provided below.
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Ace of Curls, LLC; Lauderhill, FL
Teresa Albury is the owner and Master Stylist at Ace of Curls, a salon that services the
needs of all curl types through Curl Consultations, trims, cuts, and color, as well as education
and empowerment that teaches how to maintain healthy curls outside of the salon. Albury,
specializing in naturally curly hair, started Ace of Curls in 2017 and has more than 20 years of
experience in the beauty industry. At the time of the interview, Albury shared that she is working
with a consultant to scale her entrepreneurial endeavors by building business systems into the
operation. She is confident that this will allow her to expand her services and launch other
endeavors.
After graduating from cosmetology school in 1994, Albury had the ultimate experience
working in a salon where the owner and other seasoned stylists did not mind teaching her and
grooming her. The salon was owned by a Black African male. Albury took a break from working
full-time in the beauty industry due to major life changes, including marriage and the birth of her
second child. Albury was drawn back to get behind the chair when she saw a former client
whose hair had become so damaged in her absence that the client’s hair was falling out.
The natural hair movement was gaining traction along the way, and Albury began having
more clients transitioning from relaxed hair to their natural hair state. Albury even found herself
falling in love with her curls. She wanted to maintain the ease and convenience of a “wash and
go” method without needing to style the hair to make it more manageable once it is dry and
minimize and prevent shrinkage.
Albury’s spirituality, belief in and relationship with God has played a significant role in her
journey. Still, she “give[s] a lot of props” to her mom, who she recognizes as committed to
everything she did, including cosmetology. Albury recognizes her mother as someone who was
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steadfast in enhancing herself and her well-being, whether as a staff member of the local school
board, as a cake decorator, or in her work doing upholstery. Her mom was more concerned with
Albury and her siblings becoming productive citizens that it did not matter what path they chose.
Bless My Hair, LLC; Upper Marlboro, MD
Audri Cabness is a multi-hyphenate, multi-passionate entrepreneur; she is a graduate of
the University of Central Florida, where she earned her bachelor’s degree in Criminology and
Sociology. Cabness has entrepreneurial experience in the entertainment and real estate industries
with almost 25 years of experience in the beauty industry as a makeup artist and licensed
hairstylist. Cabness recently launched another endeavor as a beauty professional—Bless My
Hair, a line of vegan hair care products that are “a celebration of textured hair.”
Bless My Hair was born out of Cabness’s knowledge and expertise that healthy hair
needs moisture and protein no matter what style or state. Deeply connected to the needs of her
clients, Cabness found herself worrying about the health of her clients’ hair during the earliest
part of the COVID-19 pandemic when salons across the country were closed during the Centers
for Disease Control-enforced quarantine. She thinks specifically about one client whose hair
Cabness had just colored platinum blonde that she could not service from March 2020 to May
2020 due to the pandemic.
Cabness launched Bless My Hair to help keep textured hair healthy all the time. At the
time of the interview, Bless My Hair is preparing for international distribution in Spain, where
Cabness’s family is. She is aware that women with textured hair do not have easy access to
moisturizing and hydrating products to keep their hair as healthy as possible. With her brother
serving as an international distributor, Cabness will be launching the Bless My Hair brand in
Barcelona, Madrid, Malaga, and Valencia to address an unmet need in those markets.
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De Lux Gallery, Inc.; Brooklyn, NY
Glen Ettienne, the owner of Brooklyn-based natural hair salon De Lux Gallery, was born
and raised in Trinidad and Tobago. During the interview, he alluded to the idea that he is
passionate about being self-employed and learned at an early age that the fastest way to become
self-employed as a young Trinidadian was to become a barber. From as early as the age of 16,
Glen became known as the best barber in the area and had a loyal client base that he serviced on
the weekends when he was not working at his full-time job.
Ettienne began working in a salon that offered barbering services when he moved to the
States and noticed that the stylists were generating more income than he was. Through keen
observation and a little bit of practice, Ettienne slowly began building his client base within that
salon, eventually becoming one of the preferred stylists for natural hair clients there. In 2006, he
opened De Lux Gallery, a hip and unpretentious natural hair salon that boasts one of the most
talented teams of natural hair care specialists (De Lux Gallery, n.d.).
Ettienne shared his view that each generation has a responsibility to try and make things
easier for the next generation to come—a philosophy that his grandfather and his mother seemed
to live by. Ettienne and his siblings each own land or property in their home country of Trinidad
and Tobago. He has already secured a house for his 14-year-old daughter, and he and his siblings
are working to ensure that one of their nieces owns her home free and clear of a mortgage.
Devine Dezine Salon & Hair Restoration Center; Bolingbrook, IL
Donita Gage started Devine Dezine Salon and Hair Restoration Clinic in 2000. She is a
licensed barber, cosmetologist, and trichologist passionate about helping people find themselves
after they have experienced hair loss. Gage is a volunteer facilitator with Look Good Feel Better,
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a public service program that provides lessons on cosmetics, skin and nail care, styling and wigs
to women undergoing cancer treatment.
After taking a 10-year hiatus during her formal beauty school training, Gage returned to
the industry full-time and now educates and mentors aspiring beauty professionals preparing for
state board licensing exams. Like Black professionals across all industry sectors, Gage
experienced microaggressions from her Caucasian colleagues and supervisors. These experiences
solidified Gage’s pursuit of full-time business ownership in the beauty industry—a field of work
that she loves.
Gage is committed to creating teaching and learning opportunities for other family
members as she expands her business. A part of her long-term vision is to create job
opportunities for the third and fourth generation of her family—there are more than 14
grandchildren and great-grandchildren that her parents have. She is committed to a plan that will
empower them with the business acumen to benefit the African American race ultimately.
Currently, Gage is preparing to relaunch her line of hair loss products and online classes for
other beauty professionals.
Dosso Beauty, LLC; Philadelphia, PA
Kadidja Dosso remembers being ten years old when she first thought she would grow up
to be an entrepreneur who owns an organic beauty empire. She admits that at the time, she did
not understand the full scope or depth of what that meant, but Dosso Beauty, her e-commerce
organic beauty supply store, is the true embodiment of that statement. Dosso Beauty was
founded in 2018 “to create a platform and brand that allows men and women of all cultures and
creeds to explore their true beauty and ultimately build their confidence” (Dosso Beauty, n.d.,
About Us). While the flagship product of Dosso Beauty is its pre-stretched hypoallergenic
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braiding hair, the company catalog includes more than 110 products that help Dosso Beauty
carry out its mission to make the beauty industry transparent.
The first line of products that Dosso used to launch the beauty brand was mink eyelash
extensions. She leveraged the network at her alma mater, Hampton University, one of over a
hundred Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), to gain traction and build her
client base. The launch of Dosso Beauty’s hero products was born out of an experience that one
of her good friends had; after spending six hours getting her hair braided, Dosso’s friend
experienced so much irritation on her scalp that she removed the braids the very next day.
The rising empire of Dosso Beauty is entirely self-made. Dosso shared how deeply
convicted she was to learn more about the beauty supply industry and sought employment at the
Korean-owned beauty supply stores in her area. Despite being a regular customer and an obvious
self-starter, she was never given an opportunity to work in those stores. As a first-generation
Black wealth creator, Dosso did not receive any tangible wealth assets that were passed down to
her that she could leverage for capital to start her business. She used her own money for start-up
capital but was recently awarded the grand prize from Pharrell’s Black Ambition fund to grow
Dosso Beauty. Dosso was so far ahead of the innovation curve with her idea for pre-stretched
hypoallergenic hair that Google was not even much help. Dosso spent a year researching and
cold-calling hair manufacturers to get an itch-free, hypoallergenic, and pre-washed braiding hair
product on the market.
Most recently, Dosso’s flagship product recently launched on Walmart.com—the first
Black-owned braiding hair brand to be available through that distribution channel. Additionally,
the line will be available for purchase through Amazon Prime, exponentially increasing the
distribution channels for the brand.
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Puff Apothecary; Dayton, OH
Bee Ramsey is the owner of Puff Apothecary, a natural hair care salon based in the
Oregon District of Dayton, Ohio, a bustling business district in Dayton’s oldest neighborhood.
Ramsey tested the concept of Puff (as the owner affectionately calls it) in 2017 as a pop-up
vendor retailing Black-owned hair care products that she used herself. Although not a licensed
stylist herself, over time, as Puff moved into a brick-and-mortar retail space, customers began to
inquire about natural hair styling services; at the same time, Ramsey’s relationships with natural
stylists began to solidify.
She leveraged her business savvy and marketing background to create a solution to the
problem that many women of color in the Rust Belt face: easy access to a trusted natural
hairstylist. Puff Apothecary prides itself on helping its clients “take the guesswork out of buying
the most effective natural hair products” (Puff Apothecary, n.d. Natural Hair Boutique). Clients
benefit from the first-hand testing that the team at Puff has done with all of their products, which
are plant-based salon quality brands.
In the pre-eligibility survey used during the recruiting phase for this study, Ramsey
indicated that she did not identify as a first-generation Black wealth creator because she inherited
wealth assets from her parents that helped her start her business. After a deeper discussion, it
became clear that she could strategically use her inheritance to access the capital needed to create
Puff Apothecary’s brick-and-mortar space. Ramsey’s parents owned a furniture store that closed
before she was born. Although they both retired as employees before their passing, both of
Ramsey’s parents were very active in the community of Jefferson Township, Ohio. Ramsey says
her parents embodied a spirit of entrepreneurship that she did not begin to tap into until she
started her own business. When a client shops at Puff, they are helping Bee Ramsey build
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culture, community, and connection by investing money “back into the community that is
invested in your well-being and health” (Puff Apothecary, n.d. Natural Hair Boutique). Puff’s
most recent expansion includes a salon service package for children between 5–17 years old
called the Wash & Workshop Series. The package includes three workshops that teach the
caregiver and child how to care for natural hair from start to style.
Sole Beauty by Michelle; Tampa, FL
Michelle Andrea, the owner and founder of the Tampa, Florida-based Black beauty
brand, Sole Beauty by Michelle, started her entrepreneurial journey with Sole Event
Management. As her beauty client base grew, she continued using the term “sole” for that brand
extension. She considers the name of the salon, Sole Beauty, a triple entendre that incorporates
her love for shoes, her love for the culture, and her love for what she does.
The use of the phrase “put your foot in it” has a more positive slant when used in Black
culture than the mainstream idiom to mean that someone has done something embarrassing or
tactless. In Black culture, when you “put your foot in it,” it means that the job (usually a
prepared meal or cooked dish) was done at a high degree of excellence. Quotes and testimonials
from the salon’s clients posted on the website agree that Michelle Andrea does just that. As an
entrepreneur and first-generation Black wealth creator, she puts her heart and soul into that work
in all that she does.
In her work as a natural hair stylist, Michelle Andrea is focused on helping Black women
feel good about what God has given them, especially in a society that works to do the opposite at
every turn. She is personified in the brand and, as a Black woman, she uses her own experience
to help Black women learn to love their hair and embrace their gifts. During the interview,
Michelle Andrea shared her passion for making sure that her clients love themselves and their
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place in the world. For her, that takes precedence over her work as a natural hairstylist. At the
time of this writing, Michelle Andrea is seeking a real estate investment property where other
Black entrepreneurs can rent storefront access for their businesses.
A review of each participants’ experience working in the industry, along with the
products and services they previously or currently offer, reveals the depth and breadth of
industry insight the research cohort provides. The categories listed in Tables 4.1a and 4.1b
highlight this based on NAICS codes for both the Manufacturing (Codes 31-33) and Other
Services (Code 81) Sectors. Three of the seven participants operate in both sectors—offering
manufactured miscellaneous products that range from lipstick (Dosso), oils (Cabness and Gage),
shampoo (Cabness, Dosso, and Gage), and shaving cream (Cabness). The 15 categories listed in
Table 4.1b may be synonymous in lay terms but are classified as separate and distinct
occupations by the United States Department of Labor. Five of the seven participants have an
occupational background in more than half of the segments listed. One participant, Donita Gage,
has worked in 80% of the occupational segments of the beauty industry. The designations in the
tables are based on interview responses, social media profiles, and website information for each
participant and highlight the depth and breadth of the past and current experience, products, and
services offered by the participants in this research.
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Table 4.1a
Cross-Reference of Study Participants’ Past and Current Experience, Products, and Services with NAICS Codes 31-33
NAICS
Code

Experience, Products and
Services Offered

325620

Cosmetic creams,
lotions, and oils
manufacturing
Hair preparations (e.g.,
conditioners, dyes,
rinses, shampoos)
manufacturing
Lipsticks manufacturing
Shampoos and
conditioners, hair,
manufacturing
Shaving preparations
(e.g., creams, gels,
lotions, powders)
manufacturing
Toilet preparations (e.g.,
cosmetics, deodorants,
perfumes) manufacturing
Hairpieces (e.g., wigs,
toupees, wiglets)
manufacturing
Total

339999

Teresa
AlburyAce of
Curls

Audri
CabnessBless My
Hair

Glen
EttienneDe Lux
Gallery

Kadidja
DossoDosso
Beauty

x

Donita GageDevine Dezine
Salon & Hair
Restoration
Center
x

x

x

x

Bee
RamseyPuff
Apothecary

Michelle
AndreaSole
Beauty by
Michelle

-

-

x

x
x

x
x

x
x
-

4

-

2

6
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Table 4.1b
Cross-Reference of Study Participants’ Past and Current Experience, Products, and Services with NAICS Code 81
NAICS
Code

Experiences,
Products, and
Services

812111
812112

Barber Shops
Beautician
Services
Beauty and barber
shops, combined
Beauty parlors
Beauty shops
Cosmetology
salons or shops
Esthetician (i.e.,
skincare services)
Facial salons
Hairstylist salons
or shops, unisex or
women’s
Hairstylist
services, unisex or
women’s
Hairdresser
services

Teresa
AlburyAce of
Curls

Audri
CabnessBless My
Hair

x

x

Glen
EttienneDe Lux
Gallery
x

Donita GageDevine Dezine
Salon & Hair
Restoration Center
x
x

Kadidja
DossoDosso
Beauty

Bee
RamseyPuff
Apothecary

Michelle AndreaSole Beauty by
Michelle
x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Table 4.1b
Cross-Reference of Study Participants’ Past and Current Experience, Products, and Services with NAICS Code 81
NAICS
Code

Experiences,
Products, and
Services
Hairdresser
services
Hairdressing
salons or shops,
unisex or women’s
Makeup (except
permanent) salons
Unisex hair stylist
shops
Total

Teresa
AlburyAce of
Curls
x

Audri
CabnessBless My
Hair
x

x

x

Glen
EttienneDe Lux
Gallery
x
x

Donita GageDevine Dezine
Salon & Hair
Restoration Center
x

Kadidja
DossoDosso
Beauty

x

Bee
RamseyPuff
Apothecary
x

Michelle AndreaSole Beauty by
Michelle

x

x

x

9

x

x

x

x

x

8

9

12

-

x

X

7

11
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Thematic Findings Interpreted from Participant Interviews
Interpretive phenomenological analysis is chiefly concerned with the participant’s lived
experience, the participant’s meaning-making about their lived experience, and the researcher’s
interpretation of that meaning-making (Smith et al., 2009). As shared in Chapter III, it is widely
held that there is no prescriptive method for conducting phenomenological analysis (Larkin et
al., 2006; Smith et al., 2009). The core concepts that must be evident in the analysis should map
out the participants’ cares and concerns and should be contextualized within their cultural and
physical environments (Larkin et al., 2006). The phenomenon of being a first-generation Black
wealth creator was studied through the iterative process of reviewing each interview recording
separately and then accounting for the aggregate data to identify patterns and contrasts among
the participants.
The objective of IPA is to understand the complexity surrounding the meaning-making of
an experience (Smith & Osborn, 2007). As outlined in Chapter III, the analytic process used in
this study began by reviewing in detail the transcript for one interview before examining any
others. Instead of allowing the first case to orient the subsequent analysis, the themes that
emerged from the first interview were set aside. The transcription analysis and theme
identification for the second interview were conducted from scratch per Smith and Osborn
(2007). Once superordinate and participant themes from all seven interviews were identified,
connecting the themes began; this involved clustering the themes through interpreting what was
shared in the pre-eligibility survey, throughout the interview, on company websites, in other
media outlets, and the social media profiles of the participants.
Underpinning five major themes emerged from this process. They include A Celebration
of Blackness; Black Mothers: A Guiding Light; Destined for Purposeful Work; Our Health, Our
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Wealth; and You Can’t Pay It Back. Table 4.2 lists the major themes and any accompanying
subthemes that were interpreted based on the participant interviews.
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Table 4.2
Thematic Findings Interpreted from Participant Interviews

Emergent
Themes

Sub-Themes

A Celebration of
Blackness
Black Mothers: A
Guiding Light
Destined for
Purposeful Work

Teresa
AlburyAce of
Curls

Audri
CabnessBless My
Hair

Glen
EttienneDe Lux
Gallery

Donita GageDevine
Dezine Salon
& Hair
Restoration
Center

Kadidja
DossoDosso
Beauty

x
x

Destiny/Purpose
Where Passion
and Profession
Intersect

x
x

x

x

x

x

Bee
RamseyPuff
Apothecary

Michelle
AndreaSole Beauty
by Michelle

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

Our Health, Our
Wealth
Chemical-Free
Eco-Friendly
Food
Consumption
Self-Love
You Can’t Pay It
Back

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x
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A Celebration of Blackness
I want to stand in my Blackness and help other women enjoy and embrace their
Blackness.
—Michelle Andrea, Sole Beauty by Michelle, Tampa, Florida
When asked how their Black identity had impacted their entrepreneurial journey, three of
the seven participants explicitly celebrated their Blackness and the perspective that brings to
their lived experience. Glen Ettienne of De Lux Gallery replied, “I live in a Black world … in a
Black neighborhood, the work that I do is [for] Black people.” He also implied that his low
engagement with Whites—outside of the police and the government—mitigates his exposure to
overt racism and rampant microaggressions. The raw data that formed the superordinate and
participant themes for A Celebration of Blackness are captured in Appendix D.
Bee Ramsey, the owner of Puff Apothecary in Dayton, Ohio, shared:
Part of why I really love my business so much is that it’s a model so much focused on
Blackness and Black people … to me, natural hair could be 100% our industry, like no
one else can touch it or should not touch it.
In contrast, other participants had experiences in non-Black spaces that did not celebrate
their Blackness. In Donita Gage’s case, these experiences helped to solidify her pursuit of
full-time entrepreneurship. Gage, the owner of Devine Dezine Salon and Hair Restoration
Center, brought a wealth of experience to the beauty school training program where she taught
and sensed that her White trainers were intimidated by this. During her interview, Gage shared
that, at one point, she was confronted by the director of the program about the type of food
wrappers in her trash can. The night before, two of Gage’s White colleagues stayed on the
premises after Gage had finished teaching and inspected the trash can in the classroom where she
taught. Although it had been one of Gage’s dreams to work for this company—and still believes
it to be a leader in the beauty education industry—she shared that it became such an
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uncomfortable work environment that she felt as if she was “waking up to go into a nightmare
every day.”
Audri Cabness launched her moisturizing hair care product line in the spring of 2021. In
the formulation process of the products, Cabness alluded to bearing the brunt of hostile and
derogatory email communications with a lab she considered working with. She stated that their
initial contact had been by phone, and all communication had been professional and without
reproach. It was not until the conversation moved to electronic mail, where a photo of Cabness is
associated with the account, that she began to encounter the other, less appealing tone.
The remaining participants indicated that in their service to Black clients, particularly
Black women with natural hair, a part of their work has been to help their clients celebrate their
Blackness. Michelle Andrea, the founder of Sole Beauty by Michelle, said:
Social media is tough on young Black women and Black women in general … my goal in
my business has always been about making Black women feel good about what God has
given us. It wasn’t by mistake—it wasn’t by chance that your hair is how it is. Let’s learn
to love it. I want to stand in my Blackness and help other women enjoy and embrace their
Blackness.
Teresa Albury, the Ace at Ace of Curls Salon in Lauderhill, Florida, observed,
A lot of Black women … coming in and actually looking at themselves without weaves,
without braids, is something that a lot of us have not done and are afraid to do, whether
it’s because we just aren’t sure of ourselves or whether we’re in corporate [America] and
not sure how it will be, you know, appreciated.
These participants are creating ways to celebrate Blackness through their work and their
lived experiences. Cabness and Gage did not allow negative experiences in non-Black spaces to
hinder their work, while Albury, Ettienne, Michelle Andrea, and Ramsey’s work in the industry
has almost solely been held in Black spaces.
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Black Mothers: A Guiding Light
I didn’t want my mother’s hard work [to raise me] to go towards somebody else …
nobody must take advantage of my mother’s hard work.
—Glen Ettienne, De Lux Gallery, Brooklyn, New York
While indeed, each participant found themselves to be the beneficiary of support from
fathers, friends, family, and other mentors, four of them categorically referenced either their
mother or their grandmother as playing a hugely significant role in their path to success. The raw
data that formed the superordinate and participant themes for Black Mothers: A Guiding Light
are captured in Appendix D. Kadidja Dosso, the founder and owner of Dosso Beauty, shared that
her grandparents were a big part of her life; she grew up living next down to them. More than
that, Dosso “credits the confidence that she possesses to her late grandmother, Vivian Cusaac,
who always instilled in her that following her dreams is essential” (Dosso Beauty, n.d., About
Us). While experiencing some downtime in her career as a management consultant, Dosso noted:
My grandmother passed away, who was the closest person to me, the December before I
started the company, and I just felt like I was disappointing her. I was disappointing
myself, and I wasn’t fulfilling, you know, who I truly was.
For both Albury and Ettienne, it was their mother. Albury’s mother was considered the
cosmetologist in the family; her mother attended cosmetology school while Albury was in
middle school and “was always the person that took care of the family’s hair.” Albury shared
that she learned a lot about hair care and cosmetology from simply watching her mother and
even, at one point, working in the salon with two of her aunts. When she was asked about the
conversation with her mother once Albury decided to pursue cosmetology seriously, she replied,
She was always excited about whatever it was we did. I appreciate a mother who was
never judgmental. I don’t think it mattered to her if we went to college (laughing). It was
just that we grow up, we are productive in society, but I know that it makes her proud to
see what I have been able to do in the hair industry, you know, with my salon and how I
have been able to grow.
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When Ettienne was asked to share what inspired him to first get into the industry, he
indicated that he learned at an early age that the easiest way to become self-employed was to
become a barber. Ettienne’s mother raised four children by herself after his father passed away
when Ettienne was six years old. By the time he was nine, Ettienne knew and understood the
family budget because his mother diligently exposed him and his siblings to the household
income and expenses.
At the end of it, there was a big goose egg, you know, so I understood that … I had that
compassion for my mom. So, with me getting older, I couldn’t wait to contribute to the
household. In doing that, I also realized how hard my mother worked to raise me … in
her working so hard to raise me, I didn’t want to be used by somebody else. I didn’t want
my mother’s hard work to go towards somebody else.
Through these experiences, the participants felt empowered by a matriarchal figure
whose support and encouragement propelled them to pursue the work they are doing and the
impact they are making.
Destined for Purposeful Work
God really showed me that I had what it would take to be sustained.
—Teresa Albury, Ace of Curls Salon, Lauderhill, Florida
Socioemotional wealth, the non-financial aspects of a firm and how the business owner
sees themselves carried a strong undercurrent in this study. From the confident and necessary
pursuit of their passion to surrendering to God’s plan, collectively, the participants
communicated this work is their destiny, their passion, and their purpose. The raw data that
formed the superordinate and participant themes for Destined for Purposeful Work are captured
in Appendix D. The Black beauty professionals who participated in this study collectively bring
more than 120 years of experience to this research. For Albury, Gage, and Michelle Andrea, life
events would either pull them away from or into full-time entrepreneurship in the beauty
industry. Nonetheless, the idea that their work is their destiny was explicitly expressed by
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Albury, Dosso, and Michelle Andrea on several occasions throughout the interview. From
Albury, “God really showed me that I had what it would take to be sustained [financially] in just
that business alone and that He would sustain me.”
Dosso’s father is from the West African country of Cote d’Ivoire; in a native dialect, the
name Dosso is synonymous with hunter. She shared: “I’m naturally a hunter, [so] the name, it
just comes full circle.” When asked what she wanted the business to create for her family, her
community, and Black culture, Dosso shared that she wants to model for others that there is hope
no matter where they come from. She goes on to say, “That’s the least I can do is take the
blessings that God has given me, the vision that He gave me and then execute.”
Four out of the seven participants—Albury, Cabness, Etienne, and Gage—have between
10- and 25-years’ experience as beauty professionals specifically. One participant in the study,
Bee Ramsey, has garnered the same amount of experience as a marketing professional and
community builder. In response to the interview question where she was asked what personal
characteristics she would attribute to her success, she replied,
(Laughing) You know, I talk about community but I also, like, before I would always say
I love clubs. Like I was always making little groups for hobbies or this or that, and I love
that kind of organizing. I would be that kid in high school that would make random clubs,
like over anything (laughing). So, I think that has helped me in a lot of ways.
Moreover, in an open-ended question pre-eligibility survey about what she wanted the business
to create for her and her family, she stated,
Community is very important to me, so building a village of people that can empower
each other is my ultimate goal. I’d love to grow my business further to employ more
Black women and to create a space for us that can take hold of a billion-dollar industry. I
think natural hair alone could be a powerful industry that is controlled by Black people,
and there’s real power in that.
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The remaining two participants have been committed to their passionate pursuit of
beauty—either as an owner or as a consumer—for a decade or longer. Dosso remembered being
as young as three years old when she first became interested in braiding. She expounds:
Since I was 10-years old, my teacher would ask, you know, ‘Kadidja, what do you want
to do when you grow up?’ and I said I want to own an organic beauty empire, right, had
no clue what that really meant. [] I was always interested in doing my hair. I’ve been
braiding since I was like three years old, like braiding the blinds, braiding the carpet,
braiding all of that (laughing).
Michelle Andrea shared that she had been braiding hair since middle school; she remembers
being in the fifth grade when she decided she no longer wanted her mom to style her hair with
barrettes. Her mom agreed on the condition that Michelle Andrea would take care of her hair
herself between salon visits. She shared, “That was a big deal to me. I wanted to take care of my
hair … I guess hair has always just been a big deal in my life.”
In these five cases, their passion and skills have laid out the path to their purpose, the
calling on their lives, and the impact they are to make through their work.
Our Health, Our Wealth
Naturally, we can heal our whole body from the inside out.
—Donita Gage, Devine Dezine Salon and Hair Restoration Center, Bolingbrook, Illinois
Of the seven participants, four of them implied that through their lived experiences, there
is a correlation between health, well-being, and wealth. Whether it was in the context of
chemical-free and eco-friendly products, food consumption, or self-love/self-care as
superordinate and emergent themes, the major theme indicated an indirect link between health
and wealth. The raw data that formed the superordinate and participant themes to produce this
major theme of Our Health, Our Wealth are captured in Appendix D.
From a young age, as Dosso would visit the beauty supply stores in her West Philly
neighborhood, she read the labels on the products and realized, “I did not understand what was
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actually in the products … I can’t pronounce these names.” As her industry expertise developed,
she would later learn the harmful effects of the mainstay chemical ingredients, including sulfates
and parabens- the same ingredients she would see on the product labels growing up. This new
insight was the impetus behind her drive to make beauty transparent and a part of the Earth.
Dosso Beauty products are 100% cruelty-free, do not contain alcohol, parabens, or sulfates, and
use eco-friendly packaging (Dosso Beauty, n.d., Commitment to Sustainability). During the
interview, she stated:
How we take care of the Earth and how we treat the Earth is a reflection of how we feel
about ourselves … I always knew I was going to be an organic beauty [empire]. I didn’t
know how I was gonna get there.
For Ettienne and Albury, the way we see ourselves impact our path to wealth. Ettienne’s
perspective is:
Wanting to be self-employed comes from a place of self-esteem, how you feel about
yourself … They make money off of us because we have low self-esteem. They get us
buying BMWs and Jordans and expensive brands because our self-esteem is low: If you
can’t feel good, you might as well [buy this to] look good.
When asked how her identity as a Black woman had impacted her entrepreneurial journey,
Albury shared this realization about self-love:
I had to really just take a long hard look at me … really just looking at myself as a whole
because until I see myself, you know, in a loving way, in a clear way, I can’t see others in
that way. It was me recognizing in myself first: ‘Hey, God created you perfectly.’ [] It
was all done perfectly.
In response to the interview question about what characteristics she considered integral to
her success, Gage mentioned that she never backs down from a challenge. She consistently takes
the initiative to educate herself on different aspects of the industry, from skincare health to
business planning.
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I guess that go-getter part of me—wanting to more—I consistently educate myself in
different things about, even product ingredients and skincare health, the difference in the
different nationalities and their skincare. Those are some of the things I’m kind of
working on right now: How naturally we can heal our whole body from the inside out to
make sure that we live longer, that we’re healthier, that our skin looks better, that our hair
grows gracefully.
Michelle Andrea and her family lost their father to a massive heart attack when he was
only 48 years old. Since then, she has adopted a pescatarian and plant-based diet, even at the cost
of being teased by her family because her meal choices are different. She expressed, “I want to
live long … I want my family to see that it’s bigger than just us, you know. Sometimes we have
to help everybody.” Michelle Andrea’s position on healthy eating, Kadidja Dosso’s commitment
to sustainability, and Glen Ettienne and Teresa Albury’s views on how we see ourselves
consistently show up in their work and on their path to wealth.
You Can’t Pay It Back
My mom always instilled in me, you can’t pay it back. You have to pay it forward.
—Bee Ramsey, Puff Apothecary, Dayton, Ohio
As it relates to the final major theme to be discussed, You Can’t Pay It Back, emerged
from the participants’ lived experiences being expressed as other- and future-oriented: providing
for others, teaching others, service to others, and inspiring others to self-actualize. The raw data
that formed the superordinate and participant themes for this major theme are captured in
Appendix D. These emergent themes are not surprising as an aspect of the eligibility criterion to
participate in this study asked, “Are there any cultural or racial issues that you are passionate
about?”, “Do you feel a sense of responsibility in helping to solve those cultural or racial issues
you discussed in the previous question?”, and “Do you expect that your business can help you
create solutions for the cultural or racial issues you mentioned in the previous question?” Any
survey respondent that answered “No” to either of these three questions was not eligible to
participate in this study. Table 4.3 summarizes each participant’s response to the pre-eligibility
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questions most salient to this research on generative intent. The complete list of pre-eligibility
survey questions, including other questions that might deem a respondent ineligible to
participate, and survey responses can be found in Appendix B.
Table 4.3
Participant Responses to Salient Pre-Eligibility Survey Questions

Participant

What, if anything, do you want
your business to create for you
and your family?
Time and Financial Freedom

Please describe the cultural
or racial issues you are
passionate about.
Inequality

Audri Cabness-Bless My Hair

Legacy, Wealth, Pride in
Ownership

Black Maternal Health

Glen Ettienne-De Lux Gallery

Generational Wealth

Inequality

Donita Gage- Devine Dezine
Salon & Hair Restoration Center

Generational Wealth

Collective Uplift in the
Beauty Industry

Kadidja Dosso- Dosso Beauty

Legacy, Generational Wealth,
Economic Equality

Black Ownership in the
Beauty Industry

Bee Ramsey- Puff Apothecary

Collective Uplift

Systemic Oppression

Michelle Andrea- Sole Beauty by
Michelle

Economic Equality,
Generational Wealth

Economic Equity, Systemic
Health Disparities

Teresa Albury-Ace of Curls

During the interview, Albury shared that “it became more about who I can serve and just being
grateful for the people that [God] has put on my platform to be able to serve. [] I love to serve. I
love what I do.”
Each participant expressed the essence of this sentiment in the study in some form or
fashion. In all of the surveys, all seven participants indicated that they felt a sense of
responsibility for helping to address the cultural and racial issues that they felt passionate about.
These issues range from collective uplift to industry ownership to systemic oppression—the
same issues Du Bois and Washington were known to debate over in the early 20th century
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(Constitutional Rights Foundation, n.d.) as discussed in Chapters I and II. For Cabness, the
specific cultural and racial issues she is passionate about are the Black Lives Matter movement
and the need to protect Black babies. Cabness had a personal experience that shed light on issues
that affect Black babies and Black infant mortality rates. She shared openly “I feel it is a part of
my mission to protect Black babies—[to] protect babies—but those who happen to be in danger
right now are babies of color.” When asked about how her work will contribute to these efforts,
Cabness stated “part of my vision is philanthropy … from the very inception, from the very
beginning, that has been a part of it.”
For Ettienne, it is all about “simply making it easier for the next generation.” Without
knowing the impact it would make, Ettienne would share wisdom he had gleaned through his
childhood in casual conversation with peers and mentees. His insights on subjects like time
management, being diligent and focused on the tasks at hand, and surrounding yourself with
people that will help you complete your work were deeply meaningful to those who listened to
what he shared. In the family context, he expressed that before his mother passed, she made sure
that each of her children had something to help make things easier for them—whether it was a
plot of land or a home.
Gage shared, “Paying it forward, that’s something that we were raised to do. We’ve
always done that.” Gage recounted the volunteer work she does with the Look Good Feel Good
program for women diagnosed with cancer, mentioning that she volunteers for 3–4 hours each
month. Gage is passionate about learning and loves her work; she has a long-term vision of
owning her own beauty education school.
Owning my own school that will create jobs for my family first … If I can get [business
education] to them, they can share that knowledge with their friends and things like that.
[] The business part of the beauty industry isn’t being shared enough.
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Dosso, who shared with an excited smile that she was just a little girl from West Philly
and came from the hood, wants to show people “that they can do it, no matter where they come
from … Far too often, people who make it, they don’t give back as far as from a job
perspective.” She went on to discuss how people who need employment are often denied those
opportunities for a host of reasons. In the interview, Dosso remembered going to the beauty
supply stores in her neighborhood asking to work in the stores, many of which were operated by
Korean business owners. Dosso said that she was never given a job in either of the stores she
applied for employment at. She went on to say “I just wanted to learn … I wanted to know all the
products and become a master at that. They didn’t give me the opportunity, so I had to create the
opportunity for myself.”
In her interview, Ramsey said she wants to provide a respite for Black women through
Puff Apothecary. She recalls her mother’s position as the matriarch of the family and the hard
work that came with it, a role that many Black mothers play. When asked about how she wants
the business to positively impact her family, she replied “It’s just so important for them to be in
that [entrepreneurial] spirit … Having that spirit, having that energy is so important.” For
Michelle Andrea, accepting and celebrating her identity as a Black woman entrepreneur has been
essential to her success. “That’s what helped me be a better entrepreneur, and I also help other
entrepreneurs fulfill where they are.”
All seven participants consider it an honor and a responsibility to pay it forward through
various forms of mentorship.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to explore the paradigmatic ethos and frame of mind that
developed from the lived experience of first-generation Black wealth creators in the beauty
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industry. In the responses to their pre-eligibility surveys, these entrepreneurs indicated that there
were cultural and racial issues that they were passionate about and felt that they had a
responsibility to address. Based on their lived experiences, those issues included Black infant
mortality rates, Black ownership in the industry, collective uplift in the industry, economic
equity, inequality, and systemic oppression.
The research participants also indicated that they had the intent to build entrepreneurial
dynasties. This process ensures that the wealth, business assets, or both are passed down for three
consecutive generations. When asked what they wanted their businesses to create for their
families, each response lends itself to the dynastic intent of their work. For Teresa Albury, time
and financial freedom are what she wants to be a model of, whereas legacy, wealth, and pride in
ownership rank high for Audri Cabness. Generational wealth was the response for Glen Ettienne,
Donita Gage, and Kadidja Dosso, whose list also included legacy and economic equality. For
Bee Ramsey, the community-builder, collective uplift was at the top of the list for what she
wants her business to create, and Michelle Andrea sounded off with economic equality and
generational wealth as well. All told, the responses to the most salient questions on the preeligibility survey paint a complete picture of the Black experience, entrepreneur or not, as shown
in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1
Issues that Black Beauty Professionals are Passionate About
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Overview
The objective of this study was to explore and identify the paradigmatic ethos or frame of
mind that developed from the lived experience of first-generation Black wealth creators in the
beauty industry, particularly those who have dynastic and generative intent. The impetus behind
this research was spurred by statistics on the racial wealth gap and, specifically, the perpetual
effects of intergenerational wealth transfers in wealthy and ultra-wealthy White American
families. Numerous articles, books, and documentaries recount the strategic, dynastic intent of
those considered the patriarchs of America’s modern economy: Andrew Carnegie, Henry Ford,
John Pierpont Morgan, John D. Rockefeller, Sr., and Cornelius Vanderbilt (Cabana et al., 2012).
To date, the stories, lives, and lessons learned from Black dynastic families are not as accessible.
It has been empirically demonstrated that entrepreneurship accelerates social mobility
(Bradford, 2014; Harvey, 2004; Quadrini, 1999). The effects of systemic racism and structural
oppression led to Stuart’s (1940) theory of economic detours and Boyd’s (2000) work on
survivalist entrepreneurship (Boyd, 2000) for Black entrepreneurs. Butler (2005), Boyd (2000),
and Harvey (2004) each explored an outcome of these effects in their respective research on
Black women entrepreneurs. In various respects, each body of work found the beauty industry to
be a viable pathway for socioeconomic mobility for Black women.
If there is any measurable possibility of closing the wealth gap between Black and White
Americans, one method of doing so must be through entrepreneurial endeavors that create wealth
assets that are strategically and intentionally transferred down the generational chain. While
Ward (1988) and Gersick et al. (1997) penned literature on the strategic process of succession
planning down through the third generation, the primary use of the term “dynasty” to refer to that
third generation of control is found in Jaffe and Lane’s (2004) work.
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It takes three consecutive generations of control of wealth assets to reach dynastic status
(Jaffe & Lane, 2004). As of this writing, no source quantifies a minimum threshold of wealth,
only that the family’s control of the wealth assets is controlled for three consecutive generations.
With that in mind, although the brand’s financial standing declined before the founder’s death in
1919 and 1986 was no longer controlled by the family, in the Black beauty industry, the only
dynastic brand found in the extant literature is that of Madam C. J. Walker. Although other
prominent Black beauty brands, including those owned by the Bronner and Dudley families, do
have members of the third generation working in the business, to date, there has not been any
public mention of the third generation controlling the business.
While Bundles’ (2001) work on Madam C. J. Walker’s business savvy and philanthropic
contributions are invaluable, without personal journal entries indicating such, the work cannot
provide in-depth insight into Walker’s ethos and frame of mind specifically regarding dynastic
intent. Landes (2006) documented that first-generation business owners in the automotive
industry had dynastic intent. They planned to raise their children as successors of the dynasties
they were working to build. Given that this perspective has not been documented for Black
business owners, it was determined that first-generation Black business owners in the beauty
industry who have dynastic and generative intent would be the target population for this
research.
Interpretive phenomenological analysis (IPA) was used to discover the meanings in
common life practices and experiences that may not be apparent to the participants themselves.
Together, the cohort studied brings more than 120 years of industry experience. Five major
themes emerged from the analysis of the semi-structured interviews conducted with seven Black
entrepreneurs working in the beauty industry. Those themes were A Celebration of Blackness;
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Black Mothers: A Guiding Light; Destined for Purposeful Work; Our Health, Our Wealth; and
You Can’t Pay It Back. Two of the five themes—Destined for Purposeful Work and You Can’t
Pay It Back—were evident in the lived experiences of all seven participants.
Findings Related to the Literature
Generative Scripts
There is an inner narrative produced from self-reflection of those who have generative
intent. This generative script is “the adult’s own awareness of where efforts to be generative fit
into his or her own personal history, into contemporary society and the social world he or she
inhabits” (McAdams, de St. Aubin, & Logan, 1993, p. 222). The construct plays a significant
part in the life story for adults by shaping their identity through a sense of purpose and unity
(McAdams, de St. Aubin, & Logan, 1993). The participants of this current research evidenced
this position. More than half of the seven participants indicated that generational wealth, passing
financial assets down the generational chain, was important to them as entrepreneurs. Generative
scripts can be documented for each Black beauty brand previously profiled that reached
prominence between the 1890s and the 2000s (Walker, 1999; Whitfield, 2015). Interestingly, the
generative scripts of Madam C. J. Walker are evident along each of the themes that emerged
from the interpretative phenomenological analysis conducted for this study, as will be
exemplified in the sections below.
A Celebration of Blackness
Butler (2005) and Harvey (2004) delineate how dismal the vast amount of literature on
Black entrepreneurship is. Basu and Werbner (2001) audited the discourse of failure in African
American entrepreneurship that prior literature relied on. “One reason offered [in prior literature]
for this failure is that [B]lacks in America are said to lack distinct cultural resources that might
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constitute the springboard for the creation of the [B]lack ethnic economy” (Basu & Werbner,
2001, p. 237). To combat this narrative, Basu and Werbner (2001) focused on the success of
African Americans in the music industry, referred to as a culture industry. The authors described
culture industries as those “in which many ethnic groups cluster … in the absence of economic
and formal knowledge-based capital” (Basu & Werbner, 2001, p. 240). Basu and Werbner
(2001) use this as only one area of entrepreneurial success for Black and African Americans, one
among many that highlights Black empowerment. McDowell (1996) stated that some advocates
“promote [B]lack entrepreneurship as a powerful expression of race power through economics”
(p. 7). Emanuel (2021) unpacked the usage of the term Black Excellence specifically in the scope
of film and entertainment media consumption as a marker of goal aspiration for Black and
African Americans. The phrase has a more encompassing context, as Fapuro (2020) described
the phrase in a more encompassing context, referring to the term as a necessary and defiant
approach to centering Blackness.
Whereas the murder of George Floyd on May 25, 2020, fueled an outcry for justice in
Black and ally communities around the world, it was also a tipping point for a profusion of
activity that celebrated Blackness and Black entrepreneurship. Anecdotal statements from
several Black-centered media and education outlets, including Earn Your Leisure, King Ashley
Ann, Shoppe Black, Traffic Sales & Profit, Wall Street Trapper, and We Buy Black, have
reported a multitude of Black-owned businesses that have reached the million-dollar revenue
mark since the beginning of the pandemic. Although no financial information was shared during
this study, several participants shared their plans to expand their businesses based on their
current success, all fueled by a predominantly Black customer base. “Black people are driving
entrepreneurialism … there [has] always been an entrepreneurial spirit in the Black community”
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(NPR, 2021, para. 8). The levels of success—as deemed by the entrepreneurs in this study
themselves—are their own experiences of Black Excellence. It is their own celebration of
Blackness. With this in mind, entrepreneurship education practitioners that service Black and
African American business owners must consider infusing, as Malveaux (2008) advocates,
African American studies into their curriculum design along with other academic and business
disciplines, including accounting, finance, marketing, and sales. In that same vein, the Madam C.
J. Walker Manufacturing Company boasted a global clientele primarily due to a robust mailorder revenue stream (Walker, 1999). This global reach allowed customers worldwide to
celebrate their Blackness by using products that catered to their needs and boosted their selfimage.
Black Mothers: A Guiding Light
“Scholars have not examined how different people construct a sense of self as an
entrepreneur or how those identity construction processes are related to venture founding and
growth” (Gannon, 2011, p. 3). In research on Black adolescents between the ages of 14–18,
Evans (2010) made a distinction between entrepreneurial intention and entrepreneurial interest,
where entrepreneurial intention was defined as setting the goal of becoming an entrepreneur and
developing a plan to accomplish the goal. Further, the literature stated that it “can be assumed
that fostering entrepreneurial interest may help to develop entrepreneurial intention” (Evans,
2010, p. 10). Evans noted that prior research in entrepreneurship had not been studied in Black
adolescents. To date, scant research has been studied on the entrepreneurial intentions of Black
adult entrepreneurs, especially those with dynastic and generative intent.
Many participants in Falconer and Hays’ (2006) social cognitive career theory work
stated, “their career paths were influenced by pressure from parents.” More than half of the
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participants in this research indicated that a maternal figure (either their mother or their
grandmother) played a significant role in their entrepreneurial pursuits. Different from the
pressure described in Falconer and Hays’ (2006) work, the matriarchs in these stories served
more as inspiration and often provided judgment-free insights on the entrepreneurial journey for
their children.
In their study of women’s entrepreneurship, Brush et al. (2009) extended the 3M
framework that had been accepted as the explanatory model for development and venture
creation. Being adept at leveraging consumer markets, access to start-up and working capital, or
money, and the ability to manage human capital, were not enough to account for the proliferation
of women’s entrepreneurial activity, as Brush et al. (2009) argued. This current study is not
solely focused on Black women entrepreneurs; however, Brush et al. (2009) point to the
importance of considering the role and position of a woman in the family. While five of the
seven participants indicated that a father figure was present and had a significant influence on
their lived experience, they each verbally referenced the maternal figures in their lives as
instrumental to their entrepreneurial endeavors on more than one occasion during their
interviews. Jones (1990) found a strong correlation between the maternal characteristics of
generativity and identity development in African-American women. To this end, Jones (1990)
argued that “the results point to the importance of discerning the manner in which generations
are connected to each other and assessing how the development of each is served within the
relationship” (p 66). In light of these factors, it seems that, to the extent possible,
entrepreneurship educators, instructional designers, and policymakers should account for the
influence of Black mothers in their advocacy and entrepreneurial training curricula. As we
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learned about Madam C.J. Walker’s personal story in Chapter 2, we can see the signs that her
matriarchal role had on the development of the dynastic brand of the Walker company.
Destined for Purposeful Work
It is widely documented that minority firms generate significantly less revenue than their
majority counterparts (Basu & Werbner, 2001; Butler, 2005; Fairlie & Robb, 2004); however, a
gap in the research might point to the reasons behind this. Gibbs et al. (2017) used a multivariate
analysis and descriptive statistics to explore the extent to which opportunity recognition plays a
role in firm success for 232 novice and experienced ethnic minorities. Gibbs et al. (2017) offered
that African Americans were more likely to pursue entrepreneurial endeavors prior to
recognizing an opportunity, often out of necessity. This move is characteristic of externally
stimulated recognition. Alternatively, internally-stimulated recognition first involves the
identification of an unmet or a problem in the market. This alternative leads to the discussion on
necessity versus opportunity-based entrepreneurship.
The authors take on the definition of opportunity recognition stated in prior literature as
the perception of an entrepreneur to create a new business or improve the market position of an
existing business. By this definition, it is essential to acknowledge that opportunity recognition is
an ongoing process within any entrepreneurial endeavor (Gibbs et al., 2017). The entrepreneurial
activities of each first-generation Black wealth creator who participated in this research
modulated between necessity and opportunity at different points in their lives and careers. For
some, it was necessary to offer beauty services to their clients to either make ends meet or
maintain their lifestyle preferences. At the same time, some of those same participants saw their
work in the beauty industry as an opportunity to stay connected to what they loved to do. In other
cases, their clients needed professional or specialized beauty services, and it was an opportunity
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to meet the needs of those clients. This insight lends itself to the notion that the designation of
necessity-based or opportunity-based entrepreneurship is not finite for Black entrepreneurs with
dynastic and generative intent. It is more likely that these two concepts are on opposite ends of
an axis where, perhaps, a Black entrepreneur’s destiny and Purposeful Work lies along the axis,
lending itself to the long-held debate on pursuing personal passion as a professional career or
entrepreneurial choice.
Cardon and Kirk (2015) concluded that entrepreneurial passion was influenced by the
entrepreneur’s self-identity and the type of role they had been engaged in. More importantly, the
authors advocated that “entrepreneurial passion is not simply a personality trait but rather an
effect that can be identified, harnessed, and nurtured” (p. 1045). Given that entrepreneurship is a
driver of economic growth and mobility, encouraging and nurturing entrepreneurial passion is
likely to encourage and nurture entrepreneurial activity. Yet again, Madam Walker exhibited this
ethos. Madam C.J. Walker suffered from hair damage and hair loss due to the chemicals she was
exposed to in her work as a washerwoman, and, given that other Black women were in the same
line of work, they suffered from similar issues with their hair. As a beneficiary of the hair and
scalp treatment products and regimen to restore her own healthy hair, Madam Walker used her
own experience to sell her products (Bundles, 2001). Madam Walker leveraged this connection
with other Black women and advertised the commission agents’ role to position themselves for
better economic opportunities.
Cardon and Kirk (2015) also postulated that entrepreneurial passion directly influenced
entrepreneurial persistence. As Quadrini (1999) found, the entrepreneurial families with the
highest levels of wealth had comparable levels of entrepreneurial persistence. Cardon et al.
(2012) defined entrepreneurial emotion as the affect, emotions, moods, and feelings that precede
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entrepreneurial execution. Given this, entrepreneurship education curriculum designers might
strongly consider incorporating activities that help aspiring Black business owners explore and
identify their entrepreneurial emotion and entrepreneurial passion.
Socioemotional Wealth
The final two themes that emerged from the study, Our Health, Our Wealth and You
Can’t Pay It Back, can be characterized as two forms of socioemotional wealth (SEW), a concept
that Gómez-Mejía et al. (2007) refer to as the “the non-financial aspects of the firm that meet the
family’s affective needs” (p. 106). SEW, then, includes how family members see themselves,
family influence and “perpetuation of the family dynasty” (Gómez-Mejía et al., 2007, p. 106).
Several scholars refer to SEW as something that has moved down the generational chain and
endowed the family by the founding entrepreneurs. Miller and Le Breton-Miller (2014) shed
light on the SEW pattern of reaping what has already been sown; this is typically expressed by
the enjoyment of indulging in one’s preferences as a result of business ownership. Although
none of the first-generation Black wealth creators who participated in the study had inherited any
wealth assets that were directly used to build their business, many are reaping socioemotional
wealth by advocating for heightened awareness of self-love and environmental toxins and
healthy lifestyles.
Althouh Madam Walker’s death was due to complications with her physical health, she
epitomized several other characteristics of socioemotional wealth as described by Miller and Le
Breton-Miller (2014). The lifestyle preferences she enjoyed were not only limited to luxurious
travel by car or cruise ship. Walker also owned a 34-room mansion, Villa Lewaro, on four acres
in Irvington-on-Hudson, New York. More than that, Walker’s philanthropic efforts included
donating to agencies, institutions, and organizations whose missions were to advance the plight
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of Black people across the country, including Daytona Normal and Industrial Institute and
Tuskegee Institute (Bundles, 2001). These institutes of higher education would later become
Bethune Cookman University and Tuskegee University, both designated as HBCUs.
Different from direct reciprocity, where the benefactor expects the beneficiary to pay
their generosity it back as a quid pro quo (Beeler-Duden & Vaish, 2020), upstream reciprocity—
or the act of paying it forward—is demonstrated by the beneficiary taking on the role of
benefactor for someone else. Through their commitment to the rising generation of Black
entrepreneurs in the beauty industry and members of their families and communities, just as
Madam Walker was known to do, the participants in this study are exhibiting dynastic intent on
their journey to establishing dynastic wealth. As for the theme You Can’t Pay It Back, all seven
participants indicated this as a part of their lived experienced and, resultingly, their generative
script.
The Embeddedness of the Principles of Dynastic Intent
It is important to contextualize the comprehensive nature and embeddedness of dynastic
intent is not solely based on financial status, as evidenced by the dynastic brand of Madam C. J.
Walker. Private wealth advisors and family office managers are known to advocate for five forms
of wealth—one quantitative and the remaining four being qualitative—as the forms of capital
that many family dynasties cultivate (Alberts, 2018; Hughes et al., 2018). Financial Wealth is the
basis of any family dynasty. It is the business and financial assets that form an entrepreneurial
dynasty. This study did not engage in any discussion about the financial position of the
participants as a measure of financial wealth. Instead, with the understanding that an
entrepreneurial dynasty cannot be built on financial wealth alone, this research uncovered the
aspects of qualitative wealth, the principles of dynastic intent that the participants have
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experienced. Again, these qualitative aspects of wealth—Spiritual Wealth, Wealth of Knowledge,
Intellectual Wealth, and Relational Wealth—driven by the generative script are most likely to
result in assets moving down the generational chain.
Spiritual Wealth, the idea that there is a greater purpose to be served than merely
financial gain, was evidenced in several themes, including A Celebration of Blackness, Destined
for Purposeful Work, and You Can’t Pay It Back. Amid both historical and current racial
climates, several responses from the participants signaled that their celebration of Black lives,
the Black experience, and Black resilience was among a greater purpose that they served.
Likewise, the theme Destined for Purposeful Work lends itself to the concept of Spiritual Wealth.
The participants viewed the various forms of their work as a benefit to others—their clients,
families, and communities. Finally, the theme You Can’t Pay It Back gets to the heart of dynastic
and generative intent. Recalling that Kotre’s (1996) work previously mentioned categorized
generativity as those actions that move down the generational chain, this theme is a play on the
idiom “pay it forward.” In the context of this research, each participant exemplified the Spiritual
Wealth aspect of dynastic intent with some commitment to pay it forward through service and
mentorship in various forms.
Regarding the Wealth of Knowledge, York and Howell (2015) refer to the family itself as
the most valuable asset. That is, the rich wisdom and insight that comes from sharing “your
history, good and bad, your reputation, your core values, life lessons, education (both formal and
informal) … your collective life experience as well as how your beliefs and values were formed”
(York & Howell, 2015, loc. 411). The theme that most captures this facet of dynastic intent is
Black Mothers: A Guiding Light. As discussed previously, participants shared the indelible
impact that their mothers and maternal figures created in their generative and entrepreneurial
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pursuits. The principle of Intellectual Wealth is embedded in the theme Our Health, Our Wealth,
given that it is the concerted effort to aid family members in developing mastery of their
abilities, knowledge, passions, and skills, including leading-edge approaches to maintain healthy
lifestyles that will ensure longer lifespans. Discussions on the topic of Intellectual Wealth will
likely create a circular reference to Spiritual Wealth. Dynastic families often encourage family
members to apply their mastery in service to others and service of a greater purpose.
Finally, Relational Wealth is the strength of the relationships within the family and with
the communities they live, work, and serve in. For each theme that emerged, Relational Wealth
was apparent to varying degrees. In A Celebration of Blackness, Relational Wealth is most likely
to be seen between the entrepreneur and the client; for Black Mothers: A Guiding Light, it is
evidenced in the relationship between the entrepreneur, their mother or maternal figure and
often, other members of the family. With respect to Destined for Purposeful Work, this aspect of
dynastic intent is apparent in the relationship between the entrepreneur, the client, and the
community, as is the same for Our Health-Our Wealth. Finally, You Can’t Pay It Back
encompasses the relationship between the entrepreneur, family elders and ancestors, and
descendants within the family, alongside clients, mentees, and other community members.
Figure 5.1 demonstrates the embeddedness of the principles of dynastic intent in the analytical
themes of this dissertation study.
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Figure 5.1
Embeddedness of Principles of Dynastic Intent in Analytical Themes
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Implications for Leadership and Change in Practice
The most influential and most cited scholar on entrepreneurship, Joseph Schumpeter,
began the historical discourse that enterprise development was characteristically masculine in
1934 (Ahl, 2006) and from the Eurocentric perspective. Following an extensive literature review
of gender and entrepreneurship, Henry et al. (2016) concluded that a radical move towards a
qualitative research approach was warranted. To this end, much historical data and extant
literature has cited the economic and social plight of Blacks and African Americans but rarely
the lives and lived experiences of Black entrepreneurs. As such, discourse analysis, life histories,
and case studies of Black entrepreneurs should become a part of the methodological approach of
studying entrepreneurship across more industries than just the beauty industry. In any attempt to
shed light on the relative truth and lived experience of Black entrepreneurs, a transformative
worldview on the part of researchers would be warranted for the line of inquiry.
As shared previously, the transformative worldview evolved out of the positivist position
of an absolute truth; this philosophical stance aimed to give voice to the marginalized members
of society (J. W. Creswell & J. D. Creswell, 2018). As such, the general area under study in this
paper would ideally have looked at the dynastic entrepreneurial activity of Black entrepreneurs
in the United States, how that activity produces intergenerational class mobility and the
implications that might have on the well-documented wealth gap between Black and White
Americans. Lee et al. (2015) found that while African Americans have the highest level of intent
in a study of entrepreneurial succession planning, their businesses are least likely to survive to
the second generation. Even lower rates of succession are demonstrated for third generation
businesses. With everything that has been previously stated as the backdrop, the significant
implication for this research can be synthesized as Black entrepreneurship education requires a
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more collectivistic and wholistic approach. The section below highlights the specific
implications and recommendations offered based on the research findings from the perspective
of leadership and change. Just as Ladkin (2020) challenged readers to re-examine “the very
questions we ask about leadership” (p. 2), leaders in the entrepreneurship education space must
re-examine the entrepreneurial training methods that are not racially equitable.
Dynastic WealthTM

In 1971, William E. Cross, a White male psychologist, published a model for the theory
of nigrescence, referring to the process through which Black Americans experience racial
identity epiphanies. These epiphanies are often triggered by an encounter that radically alters the
Black person’s view about race, such as the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. in 1968
(Cross, 1971) and the 2012 death of Trayvon Martin (Neville & Cross, 2017). The latter event
spurred the creation of the Black Lives Matter movement. Racial awakening in the aftermath of
the murders of Ahmaud Arbrey, Breyonna Taylor, and George Floyd—African Americans that
died at the hands of White Americans in February, March, and May 2020, respectively, have
created another groundswell in racial awakening.
In Black entrepreneurial ecosystems, this has resulted in a concerted effort for Black
consumers to buy from Black-owned businesses, as several of the participants in this study
indicated that they had experienced. Along with a staunch position that Black entrepreneurs
begin to build generational wealth for their families, “buying Black” has resulted from the most
recent racial awakening events. As stated earlier in this chapter, the Black beauty entrepreneurs
who participated in this research also indicated that generational wealth was a focus of their
entrepreneurial efforts. Four of the seven participants specifically stated that generational wealth
was what they want to produce for their families as a result of their business endeavors, as shown
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in Table 4.3 in the previous chapter. Any anecdotal search for the “generational wealth” reveals a
ubiquitous reference to passing down financial resources and items solely of monetary value.
Yet, Dynastic WealthTM has three times the potential to close the racial wealth gap for
Black families simply because it requires that three consecutive generations be strategically
incorporated into both long-term business strategy and day-to-day operational tactics. This
long-term planning has significant implications for practice in that succession planning—
especially that within the family unit—is rarely incorporated into entrepreneurial curricula.
Dynastic WealthTM focuses on cultivating the five forms of wealth referenced above, one
quantitative form and four forms of qualitative wealth, where generational wealth focuses on
only one form of wealth transfer. The concept that qualitative capital must be pursued by
entrepreneurs, particularly Black entrepreneurs with generative intent, is not commonly
referenced in entrepreneurial curricula, presenting itself as an implication that advocates for
racial and wealth equity and entrepreneurship educators must intentionally integrate into their
teachings.
Suppose Black liberation and Black entrepreneurship will address the racial wealth gap
between Black and White Americans. In that case, Black entrepreneurs need to be exposed to the
strategies used by dynastic families in a way that has been contextualized for the lived
experience and ancestral narrative of Black people. First, to establish Financial Wealth, l
eading-edge, best practice entrepreneurial strategies must be deployed to ensure persistence and
profitability. Thus, as suggested earlier in this body of work and based on the findings of Cardon
et al. (2012) and Cardon and Kirk (2015), practices that help Black entrepreneurs identify the
locus of their entrepreneurial emotions and entrepreneurial passion must be infused in the
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entrepreneurial education. Cardon and Kirk (2015) found that entrepreneurial passion breeds
entrepreneurial persistence, something Quadrini (1999) to positively correspond to
wealth-building in entrepreneurial families.
The next most salient form of wealth that Black entrepreneurs and Black business
families must be prompted to cultivate by entrepreneurship educators is Spiritual Wealth.
Spiritual Wealth, or spiritual capital (Alberts, 2018; Hughes et al., 2018), is not necessarily
couched in religion. Instead, it is the idea that the work that Black entrepreneurs are doing is for
something greater than themselves—the future of their families, the improvement of their
communities, and the betterment of the Black lived experience. This outlook is, in essence,
generativity. The development of Spiritual Wealth requires a coming together of the family to
take on the seemingly impossible task of talking about death and money. Despite having shorter
life expectancies and possessing one tenth of White American wealth (Joint Economic
Committee, 2020), Black families do not typically have open discussions about these two things.
The avoidance of this practice is most evidenced in the statistics on heirs’ property which occurs
when land ownership passes down within a family, and the owner did not have a will, resulting
in fractions of the land being distributed among all surviving kin—for generation after
generation. The United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service estimates that nearly
$6.6 billion of unclaimed Black wealth in the Southeastern United States is tied to heirs’ property
(Gaither et al., 2019). The application of Spiritual Wealth would encompass discussions about
what the money (Lowenhaupt, 2008), property, or assets be for. That is, how do the
first-generation entrepreneur and the family as a whole want future generations to use the
tangible assets in the perpetuation of the family identity (York & Howell, 2015).
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Given DeGruy’s (2005) theory that racialized trauma has effectively been genetically
passed down through the Black and African American families, the following form of wealth
that Black business families should cultivate may prove to be the most difficult. The Wealth of
Knowledge requires that a historical account of the lived experience of family members be
conducted. This historical account can be done through informal personal interviews with elders,
siblings, aunts and uncles, and kinship family—those that are not blood-related but have
developed a deep bond with the family. However, being curious about the historical account of
one’s own Black family is likely to be met with deep resistance from some elders of the family,
especially those who may only be one or two generations removed from slavery. The vestiges of
pain that slave families experienced being forcibly separated from each other strictly for business
purposes (Johnson & Staples, 2005) may be closer to many Black entrepreneurs than it seems.
“Multigenerational trauma, together with continued oppression and [the] absence of opportunity
to access the benefits available in society leads to Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome [(PTSS)]”
(DeGruy, 2005, p. 108).
Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome is a pattern of behavior that DeGruy (2005) found to be
expressed as vacant esteem, ever-present anger, and racist socialization by Black Americans.
Vacant esteem is the belief that one has little or no value. Ever-present anger comes as a
response to the frustration of blocked goals—historic oppression—and the fear of failure, likely
resulting from systemic racism. Finally, according to DeGruy (2005), racist socialization had
resulted in Black Americans adopting the slave master’s value system and viewed themselves as
impoverished, unhealthy, and weak. If this is the narrative that is depicted internally, it is not
difficult to understand why Black elders in some families do not want to recount—or relive—
those experiences. Nonetheless, recording the family’s Wealth of Knowledge also helps each
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family member establish a positive sense of identity. With this step toward building Dynastic
WealthTM, each family members’ ability to find meaningful work is enhanced (Hughes et al.,
2018) as it captures the aspects of their lived experience that have created the most joy and
impact for them. Any commitment to racial equity for Black entrepreneurs must contextualize
the Black lived experience in the design of entrepreneurial curriculum. The model for Dynastic
WealthTM presents a pathway towards that.
It is important to note that the development of each of these forms of wealth in Black
families is not linear. The next step that must be taken might coincide with either of the steps
mentioned above. Knowing the best route to invest in Intellectual Wealth among the family can
only be derived from the Spiritual Wealth and Wealth of Knowledge uncovered; knowing where
everyone’s passion and skillset lie will give some insight on where the family might strongly
consider subsidizing the cost of training and education for a family member to develop
specialized knowledge and expertise. This investment could be in the form of either financial or
emotional support. Still, it would only be determined as a sound investment if the quantitative or
qualitative return aligns with the family’s position on Spiritual Wealth.
Finally, there is the development of Relational Wealth. Steier (2001) defined social
capital, or relational wealth, as that which includes “assets embedded in relationship with other
players and organizations” (p. 259). In an analysis of the Characteristics of Business Owners
Survey, Fratoe (1988) found that Black entrepreneurs had lower social capital levels than other
minority and non-minority entrepreneur groups. Fratoe (1988) relied on data from the survey to
assess the percentage of Black business owners that had entrepreneurial relatives, training and
experience in family businesses, sources of debt and equity, minority customers and employees
and marital status to determine as contributors to the levels of social capital held by Black
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entrepreneurs. Each of these factors is likely to carry a heavy burden for Black entrepreneurs and
especially for first-generation Black wealth creators as they are less likely to have received
training and experience in a family business. Black entrepreneurs are less likely to have access to
funding from their families, given the barriers to wealth building that Black families have faced,
including those due to America’s tax policies (Brown, 2021). Therefore, in the context of
Relational Wealth, it will be imperative that entrepreneurship ecosystems are inclusive.
Ecosystem builders and accelerator programs might also consider allowing Black entrepreneurs
to involve a family member that is not a founder of the business to be involved in the training
program.
The model for Dynastic WealthTM presents extensive implications for entrepreneurial
training leadership and curriculum design changes for practitioners and policymakers. The model
is comprehensive, wholistic, and contextualizes popular business development curricula for the
lived experience and historical narrative of Black and African Americans. It challenges the
notion that, in and of itself, the lean business model and the business model canvas are enough to
level the playing field for Black entrepreneurs. The model cries out to honor Black ancestors, the
pain they felt being ripped from their families, and the fear, doubt, and insecurity that often
Black entrepreneurs as vestiges of racialized trauma. It is contrary to the idea that generational
wealth and financial assets are the only things that Black entrepreneurs need to focus on to level
the playing economic playing field. For first-generation Black entrepreneurs with generative
intent, the pursuit of Dynastic WealthTM is the ethos and frame of mind that the paradigm needs
to shift towards.
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The Redistribution of Wealth in America
Most small business development programs and entrepreneurship accelerators focus
almost solely on only the quantifiable aspects of these activities. Indeed, no business can survive
without the founders’ mastery of financing, marketing, and sales. However, for Black
entrepreneurs, especially those who did not have the privilege of working in a family business
before venturing out on their own, exposure to these concepts is not enough to bring their
dynastic and generative intent to fruition. Dynastic WealthTM, a comprehensive entrepreneurial
approach to wealth building, is the result of both quantitative and qualitative forms of wealth
(Alberts, 2018; Hughes et al., 2018). It accounts for the lived experience and ancestral narrative
of Black entrepreneurs in a way that no other entrepreneurship curriculum has done to date and
calls for self-reflection to be embedded in the curriculum through activities such as the Center
for Creative Leadership’s identity mapping tool. Entrepreneurship education for historically
marginalized and oppressed groups, specifically in the context of this research, Black and
African Americans, must account for, educate, and service the whole person, including helping
them to identify entrepreneurial emotion (Cardon et al., 2012), entrepreneurial passion (Cardon
& Kirk, 2015), and racialized trauma (DeGruy, 2005).
The redistribution of wealth in American is going to largely depend on the redistribution
of access to information about several constructs. Those constructs would include the longstanding impact of African American business history (Walker, 1999); America’s enduring
legacy of trauma and the post-traumatic slave syndrome that Black and African Americans
experience (DeGruy, 2005); the racial implications of the United States tax system (Brown,
2021), as well as how to cultivate the four qualitative forms of capital that are the pillars of
intergenerational wealth transfer (Alberts, 2018; Hughes et al., 2018), strategic planning for
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family businesses (Ward, 1988) and the strategies of dynastic intent that produce Dynastic
WealthTM.
If we heed and apply Gay’s (2020) admonishment that “no one is coming to save us”
(para. 1), for Black entrepreneurs, Black educational organizations are the ones to bear this cross.
Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) were established to provide access to
education that many Black Americans otherwise would not have. These institutes of higher
education play an invaluable role in the development and expansion of the Black middle class
(Brown, 2021). Since the founding of the nation’s first HBCU, the African Institute (later
renamed to Cheyney University of Pennsylvania) in 1837, HBCUs have contributed significantly
to the upward mobility of Black Americans. However, suppose future reports on the racial
wealth gap are to tell a different story. In that case, the 101 HBCUs around the country must
begin to incorporate the tenets of dynastic and generative intent into their degree programs and to
their service to the broader, geographic communities surrounding their campuses. Managing
innovation at this level of complexity might best be served from a human-centered design
approach, where “the human needs and experience take center stage” (Tirmizi, 2017, p. 26).
Malveaux (2008) even offers a starting point: Incorporate economic curricula into African
American studies. Curriculum will need to be designed in a much more comprehensive way.
Table 5.1 suggests a comprehensive Dynastic WealthTM curriculum for Black entrepreneurs.
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Table 5.1
Comprehensive Dynastic WealthTM Curriculum for Black Entrepreneurs
Competency
Level
Pre-Work

Introductory

Financial Wealth
Dynastic
Principles of
Accounting,
Finance, and
Marketing
Entrepreneurial
Accounting
Digital Media and
Integrated
Communications

Intermediate

Advanced

Operating
Sustainable
Dynastic Business
Systems
Dynastic
Succession
Panning for Black
Business Families
Dynastic Venture
Financing

Spiritual
Wealth
Generational
Trauma and
TraumaInformed Care

Wealth of
Knowledge
Dynastic
History of
African
American
Businesses
The
Economics of
Chattel
Slavery

Intellectual
Wealth
Dynastic
Globalization
of Economics

Relational
Wealth
Dynastic Social
Capital Defined

Dynastic
Personal
Finance

Dynastic Social
Entrepreneurship
and Philanthropy

Dynastic Brand
Identity
Development

Economic
Segregation
and Economic
Detours

Dynastic
Wealth
Creation
Vehicles

Dynastic and
Socioemotional
Wealth

Dynastic Estate
Planning

Tax Policy
Implications
for Dynastic
WealthTM

Intellectual
Property and
Dynastic
WealthTM

Dynastic
WealthTM
Capstone

Dynastic SelfReflection,
Personal
Identity
Mapping, and
Core Values

Notwithstanding Darity et al.’s (2018) ideas that simply buying Black and banking Black
will solve the racial wealth gap between Black and White Americans, entrepreneurial learning
through execution—as opposed to seat time in a classroom—and intergenerational wealth
transfer must be used as the measuring stick to rewrite Black history. The argument for building
Dynastic WealthTM for Black and African American entrepreneurs runs counter to the notion that
the Industrial Era model for education—the model that HBCUs were built on and still operate
from—will save Black America and address the racial wealth gap.
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Study Limitations
The limitations of this study are noted in research design, sample size, and study
population. Inherent to the design of qualitative research is the fact that the analysis of the data
cannot be generalized to the broader population; that is, the results may not necessarily be
applied to “new settings, people, or samples” (J. W. Creswell & J. D. Creswell, 2018, p. 199),
but they may be transferrable. Further, IPA is an exploratory approach to research analysis; it is
not explanatory. Though within the recommended size for phenomenological research, the
sample size of seven is relatively small relative to the overall population of first-generational
Black entrepreneurs in the beauty industry who have dynastic and generative intent.
Recommendations for Future Research
Given that this study was the first of its kind to undertake the study of dynastic and
generative intent for first-generation Black wealth creators in the beauty industry, opportunities
and recommendations for future research are numerous. First, as this study was underpinned by
research on entrepreneurial dynasties, systemic oppression, and the racial wealth gap, future
research might undertake a longitudinal study of current first-generation Black wealth creators
who are exposed to strategic planning principles for family businesses (Ward, 1988) as well as
those who adopt the model for Dynastic WealthTM in their entrepreneurial processes. This
research can be conducted in several industries, not just the beauty industry. Other qualitative
research might focus on entrepreneurial emotion, entrepreneurial passion, and entrepreneurial
persistence. To that end, to contribute to the generalizability of the Dynastic WealthTM model,
future researchers might consider applying a quantitative research design to measure variables
such as self-identified inclusion and self-efficacy for Black entrepreneurs as compared to
normative entrepreneurship curriculum design.
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Researcher’s Concluding Reflections
I first applied to this doctoral program with the noble idea of addressing a gap in the
entrepreneurial execution rates of Black women. At the time, Black women had recently been
lauded as the fastest-growing group of entrepreneurs (American Express OPEN/Womenable,
2016), but the needle that gauged Black wealth was not moving. True to its nature, in the first
year of the program, I developed such a deep appreciation for systems thinking that now, there is
no aspect of my life, whether personal or professional, that I do no view and evaluate as a fully
formed social system. Prior to this program—and indeed, up until this dissertation—I saw the
world through an admittedly myopic perspective.
This critical aspect of the human experience prompted me to select phenomenology as
the best methodological fit for what would be studied. Before my immersion in the study of
power, privilege, and marginalization that established the racial wealth gap, I struggled to fully
articulate why I was such a staunch advocate for Black entrepreneurship. As I shared with Donna
Ladkin, my mentor and evaluator for my practice study:
I did not have an awareness or consciousness of why I wanted to establish a dynasty. In
fact, I did not even know that I wanted to establish a dynasty, at least not based on the
empirical definition. I just knew that I wanted something to provide for my
grandchildren’s grandchildren hoping to create a better life for them through what I do
today as an entrepreneur.
Before this scholarly endeavor, I did not know how to make meaning of my own lived
experience as a first-generation Black wealth creator. Now that I have the words and the data to
justify my position, I am deeply compelled to understand the nature of generative intent for other
Black entrepreneurs with dynastic and dynastic intent in service to other first-generation Black
wealth creators.
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This research has changed me in that I am constantly reminded that I may not always
draw a direct correlation between experiences and events at first glance or making meaning of
them in a vacuum. The analytic approach used to unpack the study results reinforced that for me.
This journey has provided me with a clearer understanding of the role that we all play in creating
wealth equality. As a scholar-practitioner empowered with this information, I consider it my
responsibility to bring forth these insights and share them with Black entrepreneurs, Black
families, and Black communities. Most media outlets publish information about wealth
inequality and wealth gaps. I look forward to leading the change that will transform the wealth
narrative for Black entrepreneurs with dynastic and generative intent. When we build Dynastic
WealthTM, we become our own saviors.
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APPENDIX A: Informed Consent
Note: A copy of the full Informed Consent Form will be provided for your records.
Name of Researcher: LaTanya White
Name of Organization: Antioch University, Ph.D. in Leadership and Change Program
Name of Study: Generative Intent for First-Generation Black Dynastic Wealth Creators in a
Modern Racial Enclave Economy
Introduction: This research study is being completed in partial fulfillment of the degree
requirements for a Ph.D. in Leadership and Change at Antioch University. The researcher,
LaTanya White is both a student in that program and an entrepreneurship educator interested in
the structure of entrepreneurial dynasties and their relation to the racial wealth gap.
What follows is information about the project, along with an invitation to participate. You may
discuss this information with anyone you wish, and you may take time to reflect on whether you
would like to participate or not. You may also ask questions of the researcher at any time.
Purpose of the Research Study: The purpose of this research study is to explore the
experiences of first-generation Black wealth creators in their attempts to establish an
entrepreneurial dynasty. While there are a host of academic, media, and trade publications
celebritizing entrepreneurial dynasties of the first Gilded Age, very few African American
entrepreneurial dynasties exist at the time of this writing. Of those that do, few have been noticed
in the literature.
The findings of this study have the potential to help entrepreneurship education curriculum
designers and business development agencies adapt the current business development practices
that are taught to and applied by African American entrepreneurs (AAEs). AAEs typically
generate ⅓ of the gross revenue that White-owned businesses make and are less likely to pass
their business down to future generations.
Research Study Activities: Participants in this study will be asked to talk openly and honestly
about their experience building their businesses as a first-generation Black wealth creator in the
beauty industry with generative intent.
All participants will have a (60–90 minute) one-on-one interview with the researcher via Zoom
in order to comply with social distancing guidelines brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic. All
interviews will be scheduled for a time that is convenient for the participant.
Interviews will be recorded for research purposes. These recordings, and any other information
that may connect you to the study, will be housed in a secure electronic location. The goal of this
research is to amplify the voices, lives, and stories of Black entrepreneurs in a manner that
positively impacts entrepreneurship policy. As such, the ultimate goal is to publish this
dissertation outside of academic circles.
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Therefore, if you agree to participate in this study, identifying information that includes your full
name and business name will not be de-identified and will be associated with your interview
responses to be published in and outside of academic circles.
Participant Selection: You are being invited to take part in a research study for the reasons
listed below.
1) You identify as a Black entrepreneur
2) You identify as a first-generation Black wealth creator
3) Your entrepreneurial aim is to operate the business in such a way that it will benefit your
family no fewer than two consecutive generations from now, and
4) Your legally established business operates in the beauty industry
5) You agree to have your full name and business name published in association with your
interview responses in academic and non-academic mediums.
You are not eligible to take part in this practice study if you do not meet each of these criteria.
Voluntary Participation: Your participation in this research study is completely voluntary. You
may choose not to participate. You will not be penalized for your decision not to participate, nor
will you be penalized for any of your contributions during the study. You may withdraw from
this study at any time over the course of the study.
Risks: You may experience some levels of emotional discomfort while discussing any strain
you may have experienced in your relationship with your family in the process of building your
business. Outside of that, no other potential risks of harm are anticipated. Should you choose to
participate, you may stop the interview at any time if you become uncomfortable.
Benefits: Some people find talking about their experiences to be positive and personally
beneficial. However, there is no assurance of benefit to you from participating in this research
study. Your participation will assist in the researcher’s learning and may help others in the
future.
Reimbursements: You will not be provided with any monetary incentive to take part in this
research study nor any future publications associated with this research.
Confidentiality/Limits of Confidentiality: All interviews will be recorded and transcribed. The
interview recording, its transcription, and the signed Informed Consent form will be kept in a
secure location. The results of this study, including your full name and business name, will be
published inside and outside of academic circles. Information cannot be kept private
(confidential) when:
● The researcher finds out that a child or vulnerable adult has been abused.
● The researcher finds out that a person plans self-harm, such as by committing suicide.
● The researcher finds out that a person plans to harm someone else.
There are laws requiring many professionals to take action if they think a person is at risk for
self-harm or is self-harming, harming another, or if a child or adult is being abused. In addition,
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there are guidelines that researchers must follow to make sure all people are treated with respect
and kept safe. In most states, there is a government agency that must be told if someone is being
abused or plans to self-harm or harm another person. Please ask any questions you may have
about this issue before agreeing to be in the study. It is important that you do not feel betrayed if
it turns out that the researcher cannot keep some things private.
Future Publication: The results of this study will be published in future scholarly presentations
and/or publications.
Right to Refuse or Withdraw: You do not have to take part in this practice research study if
you do not wish to do so. You may withdraw from the study at any time prior, including during
the interview itself.
Whom to Contact: If you have any questions, you may ask them now or later. If you have
questions later, you may contact the researcher, LaTanya White.
If you have any ethical concerns about this study, you may contact Lisa Kreeger, Ph.D., Chair of
the Institutional Review Board, Antioch University Ph.D. in Leadership and Change.
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DO YOU WISH TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS DISSERTATION RESEARCH STUDY?
I have read the foregoing information, or it has been read to me. I have had the opportunity to
ask questions about it, and any questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I
voluntarily consent to be a participant in this dissertation research study.
Name of Participant (printed): ___________________________________________________
Signature of Participant: ________________________________________________________
Date: ___________________________

DO YOU FURTHER CONSENT TO BE AUDIOTAPED IN THIS STUDY?
I voluntarily agree to have my interview recorded for the purpose of this study. I agree to allow
the use of these recordings as described in this form.
Name of Participant (printed): ___________________________________________________
Signature of Participant: ________________________________________________________
Date: ___________________________
DO YOU FURTHER CONSENT TO HAVE YOUR FULL NAME AND BUSINESS NAME
PUBLISHED IN ASSOCIATION WITH THIS STUDY?
I voluntarily agree to have my full name and business name published in academic and nonacademic mediums for the purpose of this study. I agree to allow the use of my identifying
information as described in this form.
Name of Participant (printed): ___________________________________________________
Signature of Participant: ________________________________________________________
Date: ___________________________

To be completed by the researcher or the person taking consent:
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I confirm that the participant was given an opportunity to ask questions about the research study
and that all questions asked by the participant have been answered correctly and to the best of
my ability. I confirm that the individual has not been coerced into giving consent, and the
consent has been given freely and voluntarily.
A copy of this Informed Consent Form has been provided to the participant.
Name of Researcher/Person Taking Consent: _____________________________________
Signature of Researcher/Person Taking Consent: ___________________________________
Date: ___________________________
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APPENDIX B: Pre-Eligibility Survey Questions
1. Email
2. Salutation
a. Ms.
b. Mrs.
c. Mr.
d. Prefer Not to Say
3. First Name
4. Last Name
5. What part of the world do you live in?
6. Do you identify as Black and/or African American?
a. Yes
b. N
7. Have you legally formalized your business?
a. Yes
b. No
8. Do you identify as a first-generation Black wealth creator (First-Generation Black Wealth
Creator: A Black entrepreneur who did not inherit any wealth assets from earlier generations
of their family, which was directly used to start the business.)
9. What segment of the beauty industry does your business operate in?
a. Barbering Services
b. Haircare Products
c. Hair Styling and Salon Services
d. Makeup Services
e. Music Artist
f. Music Production
g. Skincare Products
10. What, if anything, do you want your business to create for you and your family?
11. Are there any cultural or racial issues that you are passionate about?
a. Yes
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b. No
12. If you answered yes to the question above, please describe the cultural or racial issues you
are passionate about.
13. Do you feel a sense of responsibility in helping to solve those cultural or racial issues you
discussed in the previous question?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Not Applicable
14. Do you expect that your business can help you create solutions for the cultural or racial
issues you mentioned in the previous question?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Not Applicable
15. If you participate in the interview, do you give your permission to have your responses made
public in published research and other formats?
a. Yes
b. No
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APPENDIX C: Personal Interview Questions
1. Tell me a little about your business.
2. Describe some key experiences from your past that solidified your pursuit of
entrepreneurship?
3. Tell me about what inspired you to start this business.
4. Tell me about your experience of being a first-generation business owner in your family?
5. Share with me in as much detail as you can recall what your experience was like when
you shared your entrepreneurial aspirations with your family?
6. Describe to me in as much detail as possible how it feels to be a first-generation Black
wealth creator.
7. Share how you think your identity as Black or African American has impacted your
experience as an entrepreneur.
8. What personal characteristics do you think attribute to your drive and the success that you
have accomplished thus far as an entrepreneur?
9. What do you want to achieve for your family through this business? What about for your
community and for the culture?
10. Describe to me in as much detail as possible how you feel when you think about the
future generations of your family.
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APPENDIX D: Clusters of Topics Used to Develop Emergent Themes
Underlying Theme: Generative Script
Participant
Raw Data
Teresa AlburyInterview:
Ace of Curls
Is that has she had
someone before her
that was able to curtail
her to you know just a
different mindset. I
know her past like as
far as the choices
would have been
maybe easier in
different.

Superordinate Theme

Participant Theme

It Would Have Been
Easier

Growing up in the
neighborhood you
know it’s just like
okay how do you help
to change the mindsets See Things Differently
of people just at an
early state, where you
start to get them to see
it differently.
How do I set it up to
be a legacy?

How Do I Set Up a
Legacy?

I know that they’re
looking at me

Looking At Me

Residual income from
my salon… I just
don’t think that the
salon itself is going to
create the type of
legacy or residual that
I would want to be
able to leave for my
family.
Okay, is this going to
sustain me it is going
to be something I can

Create a Legacy

Something I Can
Leave

My Business Will
Create Something I
Can Leave to My
Children’s Children
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leave to my children’s
children?
Pre-Eligibility Survey:
Q: What, if anything,
do you want your
business to create for
you and for your
family?
A: A legacy allowing
Financial and Time
Freedom.

Legacy

Q: Are there any
cultural or racial
issues that you are
passionate about?
A: Inequality

Inequality

Q: Do you feel a sense
of responsibility in
helping to solve those
cultural or racial
issues you discussed
in the previous
question?
A: Yes
Q: Do you expect that
your business can help
you create solutions
for the cultural or
racial issues you
mentioned in the
previous question?
A: Yes
Audri CabnessBless My Hair

Sense of
Responsibility

My Business Creates
Solutions

Pre-Eligibility Survey:
Q: What, if anything,
do you want your
business to create for
you and for your
family?
A: A legacy, wealth,
Legacy
pride in ownership and
accomplishment
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Q: Are there any
cultural or racial
issues that you are
passionate about?
A: Black Lives Matter
movement, protecting
Black babies

Donita GageDevine Dezine
Salon and
Trichology
Center

Protecting Black Lives

Q: Do you feel a sense
of responsibility in
helping to solve those
cultural or racial
issues you discussed
in the previous
question?
A: Yes

Sense of
Responsibility

Q: Do you expect that
your business can help
you create solutions
for the cultural or
racial issues you
mentioned in the
previous question?
A: Yes

My Business Creates
Solutions

Interview:
I’m the type of person
I’m willing to share
my knowledge if
we’re on a team, you
know let’s grow
together.

Share the Knowledge

My long-term vision is
to own my own school Family First
and within owning my
own school, that will
create jobs for my
family first.
I want to create
something for my
family where when
they become a

My Business Will
Create the Legacy of
Wealth, Pride, and
Accomplishment
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teenager at 16, or even
15 with a work permit,
they get to come and
For My Family
learn how to be a part
of a business. Even if
they don’t want to get
there and own their
own businesses, they
will have that business
background.
Because as an African
American race we
don’t share that
information enough.
Yes, yes to be able to
share that information
because a lot of times
we don’t support each
other with knowing
how to build up a
business.
Pre-Eligibility Survey:
Q: What, if anything,
do you want your
business to create for
you and for your
family?
A: Generational
wealth

We Don’t Share
Enough

Share Information
My Business Will
Create Wealth for My
Family and Others

Generational Wealth

Q: Are there any
cultural or racial
issues that you are
passionate about?
A: African Americans
don’t support each
other enough in the
beauty industry

Supporting Black
Beauty Entrepreneurs

Q: Do you feel a sense
of responsibility in
helping to solve those
cultural or racial

Sense of
Responsibility
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issues you discussed
in the previous
question?
A: Yes
Q: Do you expect that
your business can help
you create solutions
for the cultural or
racial issues you
mentioned in the
previous question?
A: Yes
Glen EttienneDe Lux Gallery
Salon

My Business Creates
Solutions

Interview:
That’s what my
mother produced so
we now pass that
down to our kids.

Pass It Down

It’s all about making it
easier for the next
generation.

Make It Easier

So it’s just all about
simply making it
easier for the next
generation. That’s all
it is.

Make It Easier

Our next project, our
family…my siblings,
my one thing is to my
niece a home.

For the Next
Generation

I’m gonna try to pass
the same message on
to them
Little lessons that I
learned on my way I
gotta pass it on to
them.
The only way we can
really fix this is, we

Pass It On

Pass It On

My Business Will
Make It Easier for the
Next Generation
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have to educate our
own children with our
own curriculum.
Pre-Eligibility Survey:
Q: What, if anything,
do you want your
business to create for
you and for your
family?
A: Generational
wealth
Q: Are there any
cultural or racial
issues that you are
passionate about?
A: Inequality
Q: Do you feel a sense
of responsibility in
helping to solve those
cultural or racial
issues you discussed
in the previous
question?
A: Yes
Q: Do you expect that
your business can help
you create solutions
for the cultural or
racial issues you
mentioned in the
previous question?
A: Yes
Kadidja DossoDosso Beauty

Interview:
I think that what I
want is to create
generational wealth
number one.
Media Outlets:
Dosso further said,
“Funding like Black

Educate Ourselves

Generational Wealth

Inequality

Sense of
Responsibility

My Business Creates
Solutions

Generational Wealth
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Ambition’s HBCU
grand prize, will help
to increase jobs,
access to resources,
and will create
generational wealth.
This is how we give
back to our
communities.”
Pre-Eligibility Survey:
Q: What, if anything,
do you want your
business to create for
you and for your
family?
A: Legacy,
generational wealth,
economic equality,
jobs resources and
inspiration to others
Q: Are there any
cultural or racial
issues that you are
passionate about?
A: The buying power
vs the ownership in
the beauty industry
and how the
demographics are
shocking. My goal is
to change those
demographics
Q: Do you feel a sense
of responsibility in
helping to solve those
cultural or racial
issues you discussed
in the previous
question?
A: Yes
Q: Do you expect that
your business can help

Generational Wealth

Access and
Opportunity

My Business Will
Create Access and
Opportunity for
Generational Wealth
Access and
Opportunity

Sense of
Responsibility
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you create solutions
for the cultural or
racial issues you
mentioned in the
previous question?
A: Yes
Social Media:
We do not take this
blessing lightly and
are excited to continue
to light the path for
others.
Bee RamseyPuff Apothecary

Interview:
I would be really
honored for them to
see that and to
understand that path,
to see the connection
that they are a part of
something really
special
I would love to
provide this for future
generations

My Business Creates
Solutions

Lead the Way

Connected to
Something Special

For Future
Generations

…Make sure you are
paying forward,
paying into your
community because
you are a product of
this. Because you
would not be here if it
weren’t for all the
sacrifices and for all
the hard work and all
the everything

Paying It Forward

Our grandkids can
look back and look at
this community we
built

Those Ahead Will
Look Back

Pre-Eligibility Survey:
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Q: What, if anything,
do you want your
business to create for
you and for your
family?
A: Community is very
important to me so
building a village of
people that can
empower each other is
my ultimate goal. I’d
love to grow my
business further to
employee more Black
women and to create a
space for us by us that
can take a hold of a
billion-dollar industry.
I think natural hair
alone could be a
powerful industry that
is controlled by Black
people and there’s a
real power in that.
Q: Are there any
cultural or racial
issues that you are
passionate about?
A: Black American
history and heritage is
very important to me.
I’m still learning about
the power and
influence of our
community and
educating and making
sure that history is
available is critical to
the identity of Black
Americans. I also feel
strongly about
dismantling white
supremacy in our
policies and systems.
Eradicating white

Black Economic
Power Through
Community Building

My Business Will
Create Black
Economic Power
Through Community
Building
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supremacy from the
status quo is vital for
the future betterment
of not only Black
people but every
living thing on this
planet. I believe we
Systemic Oppression
can’t address
structural issues like
even environmental
justice without
acknowledging white
supremacy is yielded
as a tool that halts
advancement to give
more money to white
people. White
supremacy is the most
destructive force
against community.
We can’t thrive
without community.
Black Americans are
acutely skilled at
building community
despite white
supremacy which is
why we pose the
greatest threat to it and
offer the strongest
opportunity to show
society a better way.
Q: Do you feel a sense
of responsibility in
helping to solve those
cultural or racial
issues you discussed
in the previous
question?
A: Yes
Q: Do you expect that
your business can help
you create solutions
for the cultural or

Sense of
Responsibility
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racial issues you
mentioned in the
previous question?
A: Yes
Michelle AndreaSole Beauty by
Michelle

My Business Creates
Solutions

Interview:
When it comes to like
passing on that wealth, Pass Down the Wealth
this is something that I
started for that reason
All in all, I just want I
want my family to see
that it’s bigger than
just us. Sometimes we
have to help
everybody
I think that everything
my generation has
started a process of
helping others. Like
we’re setting up our
kids and our children
to have more than we
did.

Bigger Than Us

They Will Have More

I want to be able to
give my kids that
option to live out the
way they want to live

Live they Way You
Want

I’m thankful for being
able to be in a
position…hopefully,
I’m at a place where I
am able to give them
more options

Able to Give Them
Options

I think that that is my
hope for future
generations, that we
are able to give them
options outside of
Hope For the Future
what we what we were
given

My Business Will
Create Options For a
Better Life
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Pre-Eligibility Survey:
Q: What, if anything,
do you want your
business to create for
you and for your
family?
A: The opportunity to Opportunity to Work
work smarter and not
Smarter, Not Harder
harder. Also, the
ability to create a
timeless brand that can
concur any inner city
and last for
generations to come.
Q: Are there any
cultural or racial
issues that you are
passionate about?
A: The betterment of
black businesses and
putting a dent in
having healthy
sustainable eateries in
the inner city.
Q: Do you feel a sense
of responsibility in
helping to solve those
cultural or racial
issues you discussed
in the previous
question?
A: Yes
Q: Do you expect that
your business can help
you create solutions
for the cultural or
racial issues you
mentioned in the
previous question?
A: Yes

No More Food Deserts

Sense of
Responsibility

My Business Creates
Solutions
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Major Theme: A Celebration of Blackness
Participant
Raw Data
Superordinate Theme
Teresa AlburyInterview:
Ace of Curls
I take pride in
educating women
because for so long
Need to Unlearn
we’ve been taught that
our hair was just no
good that it was.
Audri CabnessBless My Hair

Media Outlets:
Bless My Hair is a
CELEBRATION of
OUR beautifully and
uniquely textured hair.
Let’s face it! As
women of color, we
switch our hair up all
the time: It’s a part of
our Black Girl Magic.
Social Media:
BLESS MY HAIR! IS
PROUD TO BE A
BLACK-OWNED,
WOMAN-OWNED
COMPANY THAT
CELEBRATES
PEOPLE OF COLOR
AND OUR UNIQUE
BEAUTY! AND WE
LOVE IT OVER
HERE!

Donita GageDevine Dezine
Salon and
Trichology
Center
Glen EttienneDe Lux Gallery
Salon

---

Interview:
I live in a Black world.
You know, being in
the sense that I live in
a Black neighborhood.
The work that I do is
[for] Black people and

Participant Theme

Need to Unlearn

Black Girl Magic

Black Pride

Proud to Be BlackOwned

---

---
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my clients are Black
people and the only
thing I got to deal
that’s white is the
police and the
government but apart
from that, I live in a
Black situation.
Media Outlets:
“We celebrate our
Black people here,“ he
says of services
including locs, twists,
braids and masterful
cuts. “We encourage
people to love and
appreciate the hair we
were born with.”

I Live in a Black
World

Celebrate Black
People
A Celebration of
Blackness

This energy is
reflected even in the
physical space at De
Lux Gallery. Bright
red and yellow walls,
with green accents — Black Spaces
painted to reflect the
colors of various
African flags — are
adorned with art
featuring icons like
Kathleen Cleaver, Jimi
Hendrix, Muhammad
Ali and Harriet
Tubman.
Kadidja DossoDosso Beauty
Bee RamseyPuff Apothecary

---

---

Interview:
…carrying products
that are plant based
and specifically
catered to natural hair
and also from all
Black owned
businesses

Supporting Black
Businesses

---
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Natural hair is so
ingrained in the
culture and Blackness
and it was such an
opportunity to be able
to connect with Black
women

Culture of Blackness

…let me provide a
business that’s just
focus for them and for
us

Focus on Black
Clients

Part of why I really
love my business so
much is that it’s a
model so much
focused on Blackness
and Black people
…It’s owned by Black
women and that when
you get
products…there are
products by Black
companies
I take such great pride
in being Black
American; African
American traditions
and history and what
we’ve done in this
country

Focused on Blackness
All Black Everything

Circulating the Black
Dollar

Black Pride

We are the American
story. The most
American thing are
American History is
Black people in this
Black History
country…it’s just huge
for me. I just get so
emotional about that.
Media Outlets:
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…we are displaying
an incredible act of
resistance and
defiance. We do our
hair because we care
about how we present
ourselves to the world.
We care about this
because we DO
matter.
Social Media:
It’s a good day for
reflection and to
resolve ourselves to
contribute to our
community in the
ways we know how. I
hope like many
Juneteenths before,
that Black people got
to build community
and experience joy
today !
$
#
"
Website:
Puff Apothecary
curates an exclusive
number of natural hair
products from Blackowned businesses
across the country.
Michelle AndreaSole Beauty by
Michelle

Interview:
I’m going to stand in
who I am as a Black
woman
My goal in my
business has always
been about making
Black women feel
good about what God
has given us

Black Resistance

Black Freedom

Supporting Black
Businesses

I Am A Black Woman

Black Women Should
Feel Good
Stand In My
Blackness
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I want to stand in my
Blackness and help
other Black women
enjoy and embrace
their Blackness
I want to give other
Black businesses,
especially in the
beauty industry a
place to be, and so we
can come together

Embrace Blackness

Supporting Black
Businesses

Major Theme: Black Mothers: A Guiding Light
Participant
Raw Data
Superordinate Theme
Teresa AlburyInterview:
Ace of Curls
My mom was actually
the cosmetologist of
the family. She
actually went to
cosmetology school
Mom was the
when I was in middle
Blueprint
school, but she was
always the person that
took care of the
family’s hair.
And so, by watching
her, I learned a lot of
things
I give a lot of props to
my mom. My mom
was a hard worker, I
watched your work
hard Cosmetology
wasn’t, the only thing
she did
She always enhanced
herself, her well being
She was always
excited, and I told

Participant Theme

Modeling Mom

Mom was MultiHyphenate

Mom was the Model

The Blueprint
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somebody today she
always excited about
whatever it was we
did. I appreciate a
mother who was never
judgmental
I thought about how
my mom how she
looks at me in a
judgment free zone
Audri CabnessBless My Hair

Donita GageDevine Dezine
Salon and
Trichology
Center
Glen EttienneDe Lux Gallery
Salon

Interview:
And then my mom
told me, well, if you
went to beauty school,
then you could be
keeping the money
that you’re giving
away
---

Interview:
My father died when I
was young, and my
mother is four kids by
herself…she was an
Alpha type of female
and she raised four
strong kids.
She taught us a lot of
compassion for her.
I had that compassion
for my mom so with
me getting older, I
couldn’t wait to
contribute to the
household.

Mom Never Judged

Mom Created a Safe
Space

Mom’s Advice

Mom’s Advice

---

---

Strong Mother

Compassion for Mom

Compassion for Mom
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I also realized how
hard my mother
worked to raise me so
in her working so hard
to raise me I didn’t
want to be used by
somebody else. I
didn’t want my
mother’s hard work to
go towards somebody
else you know,
nobody must take
advantage of my
mother’s hard work.

Kadidja DossoDosso Beauty

Honoring Mom

Hardworking Mom

That’s what my
mother produced so
we now pass that
down to our kids.

Mom was the Model

And then she kept
pressuring me,
say[ing] you got to
build a house

Pressure from Mom

Interview:
My grandmother
passed away who’s
like the closest person
to me the December
before I started the
company, I just felt
like I was
disappointing her.

Close to Grandmother

GrandparentMy grandparents were Grandchild
very, very much a part Relationship
of my life. We literally
live next door to my
grandparents.
My mom was like
absolutely like you
should do it

Mom’s Support

Maternal Guidance
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My stepmom, she
actually used to own a
salon. She’s from
Senegal and she used
to own a hair braiding Stepmom’s Reminder
salon and everything,
and you know she’s
always say “Kadidja,
don’t forget, you know
how to do hair. Don’t
forget you love this
industry.”

Bee RamseyPuff Apothecary

Website:
Kadidja credits the
confidence that she
possesses to her late
grandmother, Vivian
Cusaac who always
instilled in her that
following her dreams
is essential.
Interview:
I just want to provide
a respite, especially
for Black women… I
just even watched it
through my mom all
the things she had to
do, being the
matriarch of our
family. That’s a lot of
Black women, they
have to carry it on
themselves
My mom always
instilled in me, she
always said you can’t
pay it back, you have
to pay it forward.
That’s why I also feel
like I do the things
that I do, because I
think of that

Grandmother’s Love

Mom’s Burden

Mom’s Guidance
Mom’s Impact
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I think she would be
really proud of that

Mom Would Be Proud

Media Outlets:
I recount this story
because I want all of
us to take a moment to
reflect on those times
we got to spend with
our mothers, our
Maternal Connections
sisters, our
grandmothers, our
aunts and all the loved
ones who loved to take
care of us and our
hair.

Michelle AndreaSole Beauty by
Michelle

Social Media:
My mother was born
on Juneteenth and
she’d say as such with
reverence so from a
young age the day
meant a lot to me.

Celebrating Mom

---

---

---
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Major Theme: Destined for Purposeful Work
Participant
Raw Data
Superordinate Theme
Teresa AlburyInterview:
Ace of Curls
I’ve had previous
independent works,
you know, in the
Previous Experience
Salon industry, but
this is just my newest
venture.
I take pleasure and
being able to give
them direction and a
regimen
Well, no, and that’s
the funny thing
because I shared with
someone in high
school, I took all these
classes just to give
myself options
You know, God has a
bigger plan, that it was
purposed
The one thing that I
could do, whether I’m
sick whether I’m tired,
that does not feel like
work.
And then I started
doing hair on the side
on for a while
Before I could even
get maybe good three
months into my
maternity leave, I see
one of my clients and
her hair was just
falling out and so I
actually went back to
doing here one day a

Love for the Job

Options

God’s Purposed Plan

Doesn’t Feel Like
Work

Side Hustle

Client Need

Participant Theme
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week, and it was from
there, then i’m going
to say God really
showed me that I had
what it took to take
what it takes to be
sustained and just that
business alone and
that he was sustained
me and
God just wanted me to
see a different
God’s Plan
perspective, a different
way to work
I can hear God clear as
day say, “Are you
going to trust me?”,
and I knew at that
God’s Direction
point, it was time for
me to walk away and
do something on my
own
Literally three days
later… up and running
and literally have been
booked out maybe two Easy Transition
three months ahead,
since then.
Actually, someone and
I can’t remember who
it was so this had to be
maybe 10 years ago
some gave me a jar it
was all a jar of Madam
C.J. Walker is one of
Greater Awaits
the products and that
was during the time
where, in my mind, I
was like “God I gotta
be something
better…”

God’s Work
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I love to serve I love,
what I do.
Website:
I have been in the hair
industry for over 20
years.
I enjoy being able to
serve, educate and
help people achieve
their beauty goals.
Audri CabnessBless My Hair

Interview:
May of last year I’m
sitting home like
thinking, “Oh my God
we just took her
platinum blonde how
she gonna be able to
take care of it?”
I’ve been a licensed
stylist for about 24
years

Love to Serve

20 Years of
Experience

Love to Serve

Concern for Clients

24 Years of
Experience

The vision is wrapped
up in the work because Joy from the Work
I get joy from it
Website:
I decided that I needed
to do more and be
more at this point in
my career!
Donita GageDevine Dezine
Salon and
Trichology
Center

Be More

Interview:
I’ve been in the beauty
industry for over 20
years and I found a
20 Years of
passion in hair loss
Experience
and helping people.
I love what I do.

I Love What I Do
Side Hustle

More Joy
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But I was still doing
hair on the side…
That industry was kind
of going down and
right after 9-11 I kept
in laid off from
different jobs and I
said, “You know what, Necessity Becomes
I still doing hair. Let
Opportunity
me get back into this,
because this is really
my passion.” I love
doing hair, I love
being creative and you
know, helping women
look beautiful…and
men.
I love, what I do I’ve
been in the industry
for many years now
and I just know it’s
my passion. It’s my
passion to do what I
do because I love it.
It’s not like going to
work is stepping into
my space and seeing
people and helping
people.

My Passion

This Is It
When I got back in the
hair industry, I said,
“This is it, this is what
I love.”
Website:
Donita has been in the
beauty industry over
20 years and brings a
large variety of
experience to this
venture.

20 Years of
Experience

Passion and Calling

Necessity of Passion
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This career is her
passion, her life and
her calling
Glen EttienneDe Lux Gallery
Salon

Interview:
It’s not about who it’s
more like what
feeling. I always
wanted to be selfemployed.

Always Wanted to Be
Self-Employed

I’m passionate about
being self-employed.

Passionate About
Being Self-Employed

I started cutting hair
when I was 16 years
old.

Decades of Experience

The fastest way to
become self-employed
was to become a
barber.

Route to Becoming
Self-Employed

So due to natural
progression, the next
step up from being a
barber, would be a
natural hair stylist.
If you want to be the
best that you can be
you have to work for
yourself…so it’s all
about just me trying to
be the best that I could
be.
This is what I do for
me, this is my hustle.
He fired me and it’s a
good thing I didn’t
give up my hustle
because the same
hustle that I held on to
is what I had to go

Next Level in SelfEmployment

Becoming Your Best
Self Through SelfEmployment

What I Do For Me
Best Opportunity:
Pursue Your Passion
Opportunity Becomes
Necessity
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back to and led me to
where I am today
Media Outlets:
Glen’s decision to
specialize in natural
hair care nearly 20
20 Years of
years ago was not only Experience
a business move….it
was also political.
Glen and his team of
stylists are enormously
knowledgeable in
Expertise
natural hair health and
remarkably talented at
what they do.
Kadidja DossoDosso Beauty

Interview:
…Funny enough,
since I was 10 years
old, my teacher would
ask you know could
either, what do you
want to be when you
grow up and I said I
want to own an
organic beauty empire
right? Had no clue
what that really
meant…
Listen, I don’t know
how I’m gonna figure
it out…I’m gonna
make it work right and
so it’s been it was
really hard.
I wanted to know all
the products and
become a master at
that. They didn’t give
me that opportunity,
so I had to create the
opportunity for myself

Kindling

The Unknown
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to be able to do that
and to be a genius in
my own right and my
space.

Created Own
Opportunities

For Christmas, I
would always get stuff
that was hair-related
What Others Saw
I was always going to
be in the industry, it
was just a matter of
time, like how I was
going to do it

I Was Always Going
To Be

Not only did I set out
to do something, but I
actually did it.
I Did It
Media Outlets:
I’ve always been the
type of person to have
confidence in myself
and to know what my
purpose is. She
continued, “No matter
what others say, I’ve
always been a believer
that I can change the
world and that I can
make people feel
beautiful around the
world with my
products, with my
words, and with my
story.”

Confident Pursuit of
Purpose

Confidence in Purpose

Website:
From a young age she
knew that her purpose
in life was to make
people feel great about
themselves.
From A Young Age
Kadidja credits the
confidence that she
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possesses to her late
grandmother, Vivian
Cusaac who always
instilled in her that
following her dreams
is essential.
I want to personally
thank you from the
bottom of my heart
for helping me to
turn my lifelong
dream into a reality!
This is truly a dream
come true and we are
honored to share this
amazing journey
with you.
Bee RamseyPuff Apothecary

Interview:
It was intimidating but
I had already had a
great business plan for
my boutique and I just
pivoted…
For me, it became a
necessity in the sense
my career has been all
over the place
It was just like every
job along the way,
there were just
experiences that just, I
guess for mental
health or life-work
balance, it just did not
fit for me
…everything just
swirled and kind of
came together, and I
had always had a great
interest in natural hair

Confidence in the
Pursuit

Lifelong Dream

Pivot

Necessity

Nothing Else Worked

Everything Came
Together

Passion Manifested
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Actually, talking about
I’m just like ‘Wow! It
was just manifesting,
like everything I
Manifestation
wanted to be happens.’
This is the longest job,
longest career path
that I’ve had and it’s
been amazing because
it’s something that I’m Deeply Passionate
so passionate about I
love so deeply
I love it and I love
what we’ve been able
to do
Website:
We match all hair
types & textures to the
right products based
on our firsthand
testing and over
decade worth of
experience.
Michelle AndreaSole Beauty by
Michelle

I Love It

10 Years of
Experience

Interview:
I have been in the
beauty industry now
for…we’ll just say
since 2013.

8 Years of Experience

I have been braiding
hair since middle
school

Decades Dedicated to
the Skill

Hair has always just
been a big deal in my
life
I wasn’t feeling
fulfilled, so what I
decided to do was
enroll into hair school

Hair is a Big Deal

Seeking Fulfillment
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Ultimately, it’s just
one of those things
that I feel passionate
about
Me being passionate
about that sometimes
supersedes me doing
hair; it’s bigger than
just doing hair to me
Website:
She loves nourishing
relationships between
clients, herself, and
their hair. Breaking
societal norms about
hair and your daily
looks in any walk of
life are her greatest
dream.

Necessary Pursuit of
Passion
My Passion

Passion is Bigger
Than Hair

Greatest Dream
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Major Theme: Our Health, Our Wealth
Participant
Raw Data
Teresa AlburyInterview:
Ace of Curls
Until I see myself, you
know, in a loving way
in a clear way I can’t
see others in that way
It was me recognizing
within myself first,
“Hey, God created you
perfectly.”

Audri CabnessBless My Hair

Donita GageDevine Dezine
Salon and
Trichology
Center

They just aren’t sure of
ourselves
Website:
BLESS MY HAIR!
products are pHbalanced, provide
thermal and UV
Protection and are free
of sulfates, sodium
chloride, parabens, and
SD alcohol
Interview:
When we feel good
about how we look,
things may not be as
hard.
We can heal our whole
body from the inside
out to make sure that
we live longer, that we
are healthier, that our
skin looks better, that
our hair grows
gracefully.
Website:
The company’s
mission is to supply
services and products
which enhance our
clients’ physical

Superordinate Theme

Participant Theme

See Myself Lovingly

Self-Assessed Identity
Recognize God’s
Perfect Creation
Lack of SelfConfidence

Environmental Toxins

Toxic-Free

View of Self

Internal Control

Wholistic Approach
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appearance and mental
relaxation. We provide
timely, accurate and
unbiased services and
information about
health, wellness, hair
loss conditions and
solutions. This will
help give our clients
unlimited confidence
about their overall
health and appearance.
Our Services and
Products: Health and
Wellness
Healthy hair requires
proper vitamins and
nutrients. Let us help
you discover what’s
missing.
Donita specializes in
hair loss, she is a
Board Certified
Trichologist, Hair Loss
Practitioner, and
Holistic Health
Practitioner.
Glen EttienneDe Lux Gallery
Salon

Interview:
All these things come
from a place of like a
self-esteem type of
thing, how you feel
about yourself
They make money off
of us, because we have
low self-esteem

Mind and Body

Missing Pieces

Holistic Health

Self-Esteem

Self-Esteem

Website:
De Lux Gallery Inc is a
hip, unpretentious
Natural Hair salon in
New York City
Inner Beauty

Self-Esteem
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specializing in natural
hairstyles that channel
your inner goddess.

Kadidja DossoDosso Beauty

Boasting one of the
most talented teams of
Natural Hair care
specialists in the
business, the De Lux
Gallery aims to
showcase the true
beauty of your hair.
Interview:
…Also eco-friendly
beauty tools so being
eco-friendly as far as
from our packaging, as
well as the actual
materials us and I
brought up that’s super
important to us as well.
They’re harmful right
like they’re all these
different chemicals
parabens sulfates all
that…bad stuff.
I want to make beauty,
a part of the earth
right…which the ecofriendly part comes
into play as well too.
Because it’s always
been really important
for me that we take
care of the earth and
then also, how we take
care of the earth and
how we treat the Earth
is a reflection of how
we feel about
ourselves, we have to
live here…

Outer Beauty

Eco-Friendly

Environmental Toxins

Reflection of Self
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Confidence is really
the key to success in
the first place.
Website:
At Dosso Beauty, we
believe that confidence
is key. There’s no
better feeling than to
embody your most
beautiful self and we
are committed to
achieving that in a
healthy and safe
environment. How do
we do that? By
providing affordable
organic cosmetic and
personal care products
that doesn’t
compromise the
quality.
Kadidja’s vision of
Dosso Beauty LLC is
to create a platform
and brand that allows
men and women of all
cultures and creeds to
explore their true
beauty and ultimately
build their confidence.

Self-Confidence

Self-Confidence

Self-Confidence

Dosso Beauty is
committed to helping
you achieve the best
you and we’re equally
as committed to
helping better our
planet in the
Environmental Toxins
process. That’s why
our full line of personal
and cosmetic care
products do not contain
alcohol, sulfates or
parabens. To take it a

Environmental Beauty
and Self-Confidence
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step further, we use
eco-friendly
packaging. We
recognize the lack of
access consumers have
to not only getting their
hands on cleaner
products but also the
education to help them
understand the WHY
behind a clean beauty
ecosystem. We address
both of those barriers
by providing
affordable, safe,
sustainable products
while informing you of
why they’re better for
your body and the
planet.
Bee RamseyPuff Apothecary

Interview:
…carrying products
that are plant based
[Clients] maybe have
never gotten positive
feedback about your
hair
Media Outlets:
That’s how our loved
ones viewed us and it’s
how we should view
ourselves as we take
care of our own hair.

Natural Ingredients

Positivity

Self-Love

Treat your hair and
yourself with the same
affections of the person
who used to take care
of your hair. Take your
time to feel and enjoy
Self-Love
the beauty you’ve
embraced. And think
about how you are the
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sum of all those who
loved you and all those
who love you today.
No matter how
invisible the world is
trying to make us feel,
know that by taking
care of our hair and of
ourselves,
Website:
We educate and we
create an experience
that helps each client
love and embrace their
natural hair.
Michelle AndreaSole Beauty by
Michelle

Interview:
It wasn’t by mistake
that your hair is how it
is, let’s learn to love it
I want to…help other
Black women enjoy
and embrace their
Blackness
I feel passionate about
you loving your hair
loving your skin loving
whatever it is that
we’re working on
together
Just like my passion
for women loving
themselves again

Self-Love

Self-Love

Self-Love

On Purpose

Embrace the Self

Self-Love

Self-Love

Anything that has ever
made somebody feel
better about themselves Self-Actualize
or to better themselves
in any way I’ve kind of
had a little foot into it

Better Food, Better
Love, Better Life
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I want to live long. My
father died at 48 years
of age. I don’t want to
see myself, my
sister…I don’t want to
see that in my future
children either
We just have friendly
conversation about it,
better habits, even if
we don’t cut out the
meat let’s try to work
on dairy
Pre-Eligibility Survey:
Q: Are there any
cultural or racial issues
that you are passionate
about?
A: The betterment of
Black businesses and
putting a dent in
having healthy
sustainable eateries in
the inner city.

Long Life

Eating Better

Food Desert
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Major Theme: You Can’t Pay It Back
Participant
Raw Data
Superordinate Theme
Teresa AlburyInterview:
Ace of Curls
[A woman] who doesn’t
realize that they even
have an opportunity to
learn these things and
create a career that
Helping Others
maybe you don’t have
to go to college to be
successful and to be
able to help others
Reach, you know, a
broader spectrum of
women and then even
with that that will be
able to help other
stylists.
…being able to guide
these women and men.
I get up every morning,
especially going to the
salon with an attitude of
servant.
I know that there are
thousand other salons
even in my general area
that I know that
anybody can go [to]
anywhere be served, but
they choose to come in
and allow me to serve
them

Helping Others

Guiding Others

Serving Others

Serving Others

Just really being open to
people that would be at
a disadvantage that you Grooming Others
know I could groom
Community liaison stuff
that will be beneficial at
just being able to show

Participant Theme

Other-Oriented
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face value to just so that
people can see that
there’s someone here,
like me, you know that
hey maybe I can be that
person too.
Website:
At Ace Of Curls we
pride ourself on service.
Audri CabnessBless My Hair

Interview:
Well, part of my vision
is philanthropy I’m
from the very inception,
from the very beginning
that has been part of it

Modeling For Others

Serving Others

Philanthropy

I feel it is part of my
mission to protect Black Protection
babies…and most a lot
of times their mothers
remain unrepresented
and unprotected
Media Outlets:
Cabness said she knows
that by sharing her grief
so publicly, people will
see her as unable to
move beyond her son’s
death. But she said that
is not why she is
talking. It is not just
Advocacy
about Sebastien, or her.
It is about the next
black woman who will
go into labor in the city.
It is about the next
nursery that will feel too
empty no matter how
much it is filled.
Donita GageDevine Dezine
Salon and

Interview:
I work with some of the
hospitals in the area

Provision
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Trichology
Center

where I do the Look
Good Feel Better
program.

Volunteerism

That is actually a part of
what we teach, how to
build your own business
within the program so
Guidance
that is something that’s
very important to me
that I make sure that I
share with my students.
That’s one thing that I
want to share with the
young people coming
being raised up in my
family first. And if I
could get it through to
them, they can share
that knowledge with
their friends and things
like that.
Well with paying it
forward that’s
something that we were
raised to do. We’ve
always done that.

Domino Effect

Service to Others
Obligation

Our father was a pastor
and in order to be a
good Christian, you
have to share. You
know the Bible teaches
us to share with those
that have that are less
Service
fortunate, not to say that
we were rich or
anything like that, but
even if it’s just giving
of your time. Like I
told you, I work with
the hospitals with the
Look Good Feel Better
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program, that’s
volunteer work.
Social Media:
Cosmetology Advisor
for the American
Cancer Society for the
past seven years
Glen EttienneDe Lux Gallery
Salon

Interview:
There’s a lot I learned
growing up it’s crazy
like…lot of things I
didn’t realize how big a
deal, it was until I was
telling other people.

Leadership

Accidental Educator

The only way we can
really fix this is, we
have to educate our own Ownership of
children with our own
Education
curriculum.
People educate their
children to advance
their interests.
Kadidja DossoDosso Beauty

Interview:
To show people that
they can do it, no matter
where they come from
I also want to create
jobs for people, because
I think that far too often
a lot of people who
make it they don’t give
back as far as like from
a job perspective

Outcome of Education

Model For Others

Reach Back

I want to create
opportunity for people
to get those professional Create Opportunities
development skills to be
able to help them to put
their creativity to work

Teacher
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I want to empower you
in that… I’m handing
this off to you because I
want to empower you to
do well.
I’m excited to start
some mentorship
programs and some
professional
development

Empowerment

Mentor

To much to whom much Responsibility
is given much is
required
Media Outlets:
… securing $75,000 of
her winnings to give
Give Back
back to her Alma Mater,
Hampton University
… being a beacon of
hope for others to dream Beacon
big and to always aim
high.
Dosso adds, “This
access to funding will
help to literally provide
me, my family, my
employees, and my
school with a new lens,
and a new opportunity.”
Website:
Dosso Beauty Empire
exists as a medium to
provide people with the
necessary tools to
realize their own
aspirations. Winning
the Black Ambition
Grand Prize is about
showing our

Access

Dreams Realized

Inspiration
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community that it is
possible to dream big,
work hard and your
dream will be realized.
This opportunity is
meant to inspire others Inspiration
to chase their dreams
no matter what
obstacles they face.
Bee RamseyPuff Apothecary

Interview:
That would be amazing
for my grandkids to
look back and to see me
be so ingrained in
community and be
inspired by that and see
that as a legacy and a
long tradition.
My mom always
instilled in me, she
always said you can’t
pay it back, you have to
pay it forward. That’s
why I also feel like I do
the things that I do,
because I think of that

Look Back

Pay It Forward

I would love to provide
that same thing for
future generationsdon’t take tis for
granted. You got to hold Future Generations
onto this. You have an
obligation to pay it
forward and to continue
to pay honor to your
community.
…Make sure you are
paying forward, paying
into your community
because you are a
product of this. Because

Future-Oriented
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you would not be here if Pay It Forward
it weren’t for all the
sacrifices and for all the
hard work and all the
everything
Social Media:
One of the most
rewarding aspects of
being a small business
is being able to
employee young people
in our community and
encourage and support
them.
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Michelle
Andrea- Sole
Beauty by
Michelle

Interview:
You want to be an
inspiration, but you it’s
tough
It feels good because
I’ve been able to aid
some of my other
closest family members
and friends into really
stepping out on faith
and doing it for
themselves
The biggest and best
deal out of this whole
thing is I’m helping
other people create
wealth for their families
When it comes to like
passing on that wealth,
this is something that I
started for that reason
All in all, I just want I
want my family to see
that it’s bigger than just
us

Support the Youth

Inspiration

Inspiration

Helping Others

Pass It On

Greater Good

Self-Actualize
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I just want my business
to be able to be a step in
helping somebody
achieve better help
I think that everything
my generation has
started a process of
helping others. Like
we’re setting up our
kids and our children to
have more than we did.

Helping Others

Helping Others

I want to see Black
businesses thrive and I
hope that eventually I’m Creating Opportunities
able to bring that out a
little bit more
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APPENDIX E: Permissions Documents
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